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Abstract 
Today it is wiclely acceptecl, that it is necessary to make a formai specifica­
tion of the program first, before starting to implement it in a programming 
language. 
In this thesis, we introduce the specification language TRIO+ and we 
propose a specification of a case study, i.e. an Energy _Meter. After a short 
introduction to the PYS theorern prover, we show hovv the encocling of TRIO 
into PYS can be useful for verifying real-time systems. 'vVe illustrate the use 
of this encoding through the falsification of the first part of the case study 
and the verification of the second part of the case study. 
In this paper, we also give a specification of the case study in ALBERT 
and further, we compare the two specification languages, TRIO and AL­
BERT. 
Ill 
Résumé 
De nos jours, il est largement admis qu'il est nécessaire de spécifier formelle­
ment un programme avant de l'implémenter clans un language de program­
mation. 
Dans de document, nous introduisons le language de spécification TRIO+ 
et nous proposons une spécification d'une étude de cas, un Compteur d'Ener­
gie en TRIO+. Après une briève introduction au système de preuve PVS, 
nous montrons que l'encodage de TRIO en PVS peut être utile pour la 
vérification de système en temps réel. Nous illustrons l'emploi de cet en­
codage par la falsification de la première partie de l'étude de cas et la 
vérification de la deuxième partie de l'étude de cas. 
Dans de papier, nous donnons aussi une spécification en ALBERT de 
l'étude de cas et, enfin nous comparons les deux langages de spécification, 
TRIO et ALBERT. 
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Introduction 
Today it is widely acceptecl, that it is necessary to make a formal specifica­
tion of the program first, before starting to implement it in a prograrnming 
language. 1'Program specifications present WHAT the desired program is 
supposed to do, rather than HOW it is going to accomplish it" [2). 
The validation of specifications are often clone by human review and in­
spection, but specially for formal specifications it is possible to do much 
more, e.g. formal analysis, which can be mechanically checked [4]. 
In this work, we focus on the theorem prover 1 and proof checker 2 PYS 
and more specially on one of the encodings: TRIO in PYS. 
PYS is a prototype for a system for formal specification and validation 
based on higher-orcler logic and TRIO is a first-order language to which 
temporal operators are added. The mechanical verification is "the process 
of performing logic/symbolic reasoning with the help of a computer program 
(16]. Two different approaches are used for this process: 
• the finite-states methocls 
• the theorem prover. 
Two of the clifferent finite-state methocls, the satisfiahility checking and the 
model checking 1 are explained in [16]. 
The encocling of TRIO in PVS offers the opportunity, that a real-time 
specification can be verifiecl by using the PVS proof checker. In Milan we 
had the interesting opportunity to use the encoding of TRIO+ in PYS to do 
the validation of the case study. 
1 A theorem prover often is a program, which employs a number of heuristics for veri­
fication and which is guided by the user [16]. 2 A proof checker requires that the user provicles the ingenuity for carrying out the proof 
[16]. 
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In the second chapter, we try to show hü\v PVS can be useful in the vali­
dation of a specification. Further in this chapter. we give a PVS specification 
of the Airline Reservation System and we pro,·e a number of properties of 
this system. 
In the first chapter of this work, we give an introduction to TRIO, a 
specification language which was cleveloped at the Politecnico di Milano. 
In the third chapter, we explain briefly how TRIO+ is encocled in PYS 
and how a TRIO+ specification has to be translated to the encoding of 
TRIO+ in PVS before the specification can be valiclatecl by using the PVS 
proof checker. 
The TRIO+ specification of the Energy �Ieter case stucly is given in 
chapter four. In the last chapter, we show the validation of this case study by 
using the encoding of TRIO in PVS. First, we give a falsification of the first 
part of the case study, an Energy _Meter with one photocell, and a verification 
of the second part, an Energy _Meter with two photocells. Furthermore, we 
prove a property, particular situation the Energy 3-/leter can be faced to. 
In chapter five, we propose an ALBERT specification of the same case 
stucly. ALBERT is a specification language clevelopecl at the University of 
Namur. In the last section of this chapter, we compare the two specification 
languages. 
In the conclusion, we show, that as a further work, it is interesting to 
clevelop an encoding of ALBERT-CORE in PVS, to give the ALBERT lan­
guage a tool for the validation of an ALBERT specification, which is partially 
mechanically. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction to TRIO 
1.1 The TRIO Language 
The TRIO Language is a logical language for the formal specification of real­
time systems based on first-orcler logic 1, to which temporal operators are 
adcled that provide a metric on time, making it suitable for describing real­
time properties [10]. So a formula can be true or false clepending on the 
current evaluation of a given time t, which is left implicit. 
Unlike most first-order languages, TRIO is typed. In a typecl language, a 
clomain of legal values is associatecl to each variable, to all the fonctions and 
to all the arguments of every preclicate. There is a particular domain, which 
shoulcl be stressed: the temporal clomain (8, 9, 10]. This clomain is numerical 
in nature and it is associatecl with a total orcler and arithmetic operators. It 
is fixecl at the specification time. 
All the variables, fonctions and predicates are divided in time independent 
and tirne dependent ones [8, 9, 10]. All the time independent items do not 
change with time, but the time clependent items can be true at a time t and 
false at a time t + c5. This di vision permi ts to represent time-varying elements 
in the time. 
As a first-orcler language, TRIO includes all the typical elements of these 
languages, such as variables, fonctions, predica.tes and also the prepositional 
connectors and the quantifiers. 
Besicles all these elements, a TRIO formula can also be composed of 
1 In a first-order logic the set of statements of the prepositional logic is replacecl by a 
set of predicates, fonctions and variables. The variables are allowed to be quantified [16). 
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temporal opera tors. The basic temporal operator of TRIO is "Dist'', defined 
in [8, 9] in such a way that "If F is a TRIO formula and t is a terrn of 
the temporal type, then Dist( F.t) is a TRIO formula. that is satisfied at 
the current tirne instant iff F holcls at the distance of t time units frorn the 
current one .
. 
, 
\Vith the Di.st operator, it is possible to clerive ail the other TRIO tempo­
ral opera tors. A list of ail these operators is gi ven below, wi th the clefini tion 
and an explanation for each operator. 
As TRIO is a first-orcler language, we can clefine in TRIO the concepts 
of valiclity and satisfiability. A TRIO formula F is satisfiable in an inter­
pretation I, if there exists a time t such that F is true at t. In this case, I 
constitutes a mode! for F. A TRIO formula is temporally valid in an inter­
pretation I, if Dist( F, t) forall t of Time. If a TRIO formula is valid at any 
moment in time or cannot be satisfied in any interpretation, the formula is 
saicl to be time invariant. A temporally closed formula is time invariant [10]. 
According to [10] "A TRIO formula is classically closed if ail of its tiine 
indepenclent variables are quantifiecl, it is temporally closecl if it cloes not 
conta.in time depenclent variables or predicates. or of it has either "Som" 
or "Alw" as the outermost operator, or finally if it results from the prepo­
sitional composition or classical closure of temporally closecl formulas." A 
specification of a real-time system can be clefinecl as a TRIO formula, which 
is classically and temporally closecl. 
The following clerivecl TRIO operators are clefinecl in [8, 9, 10] basecl on 
the Di.st operator as follows: 
( the following ones are clefinecl with the Dist operator) 
Futr(F, cl) = cl 2: 0 & Dist(F, cl) 
means that F will holcl at a distance of cl time units in the future 
Past(F, cl) = cl 2: 0 & Dist(F, cl) 
means that F has helcl at a distance of cl time units in the past 
AlwF(F) = V cl ( cl > 0 & Dist(F, cl)) 
means that F will holcl in ail future time instants 
AlwP(F) = V cl (cl> 0 & Dist(F, -cl)) 
means that F has helcl in ail past time instants 
SomF(F) = :3 cl (cl> 0 & Dist(F, cl)) 
means that F will holcl sornetimes in the future 
SomF(F) = :3 cl ( cl > 0 & Dist(F, -cl)) 
means that F has helcl sometimes in the past 
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Alw( F )  = V cl (Dist( F, cl ) )  
means that F holcls in every time instant of the temporal clomain 
Som( F )  = :l cl (Dist( F ,  cl) ) 
means that there is a tirne instant where F holcls 
Lasts( F ,  cl ) = V cl' ( 0 < cl' <  cl & Dist( F.  cl ' ) )  
means that F will holcl for the next cl time units 
Lastecl( F, cl ) = V cl '  ( 0 < cl' <  cl & Dist( F. -d' ) )  
means that F has helcl for the last cl time units 
vVithin (F ,  cl ) = 3 cl' ( 0 < cl ' <  cl & Dist( F ,  cl ' ) )  
means that F will occur within cl time units 
( the following ones are clefined by using the operator clefinecl above) 
UpToNow( F) = 3 cl ( c l > 0 & Past( F, cl ) � Lastecl( F, cl ) )  
means that F helcl for  a non nul! time interval that encled at the 
current instant 
Becomes(F)  = F & UpToNow( NOT F )  
means that F holcls at the current instant but it clicl not holcl 
for a non null interval that prececlecl the current instant 
Until(Fl ,  F2) = 3 cl (cl > 0 & Futr( F2, t) S: Lasts( Fl ,  t) ) 
means that F2 will happen in the future and Fl  will be true 
until then 
Since (Fl ,  F2) = 3 cl (cl > 0 & Past( F2, t) � Lasted( F l, t ) )  
means that F2 has happened in the past and Fl  has been true 
since then 
NextTime(F, cl) = Futr(F, cl) & Lasts( NOT F, cl )  
means that the first time i n  the future when F will holcl is 
cl time units apart from now 
LastTime( F, cl ) = Past(F, cl) & Lastecl ( NOT F .  cl )  
means that the last time in the past when F has helcl was 
cl time units apart from now 
The following axiom, for exampk clefines a cycle of activations: 
Activation Cycle: 
Becomes(activation )  ➔ 
Lasts( activation, 61 ) 
A Futr(NextTime(activation .  52 ) .  oi ) if the predicate "activation '' becomes fr it e ,  th e n  if is frue for 61 lime units 
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and in ô2 time un its in the future, tll f predicate ''actiuation " wi/1 beco rn e  t ru r  
for Ô1 time units the ne;rt tim f.  
Finally, it is interesting to note that the operators of temporal logic and 
those of several versions of temporal logic can be clefinecl as TRIO deri ved 
operators. 
Another important feature of TRIO is that it is a specification languagc 
designed to be executable [16]. 
1 . 2  The TRIO+ Language 
TRIO is a language for specifying "in the smaW [8], but there is a neecL to 
specify also more complex systems, i.e. to write specifications "in the large" . 
TRIO+ is the adaptation of TRIO to the specification " in the large" by using 
Object Oriented concepts. 1 .2 . 1  Shnple classes 
A simple class regroups TRIO axioms and the corresponding declarations [8, 10] . 
In classical object-oriented languages the instantiation of a class is in 
some way an abstraction of a memory cell, i.e. an information container 
whose contents obey the law class. As TRIO+ is a pure logic language, its 
variables must be intended in a purely mathematical sense. A n  instance of 
a class is a model for axioms of the dass. 
An example of a simple class is the following speci:fication of a detector. 
Class DETECTO R  [8] 
Visible activation, position, quantum Temporal Domain real 
TI Items 
consts ô, Ô1 , ô2 : real ; 
each of this constants represents a certain rmmber of time units 
TD Items 
predicates activation, quantum, acquisition 
variables position : n :  { open , closecl} 
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Activation Cycle :  
Becornes ( activation ) ➔ 
Lasts( activation. c51 ) 
/\ Futr(NextT ime( activation, c52 ) ,  Ji ) 
1f the pl'edicate  "activation "  becomu3 true .  then it is true fo l' 
c51 time 1mits and in c52 finie units in th e fu ture) the predica te "activation '' will become true for c51 timr: un its the ne:rl lime .  
AcquisitionDelay : 
Becomes(activation ) TT Futr( acquisition, c5 )  
zf the predicate nactivation"  becom r:s true .  then the predicate  ''acquisition )' wi:tl be true after a <hlay of c5 l ime units 
QuantumDetection: 
quantum TT 
acquisition /\ position 1- Past(position, 61 + 62 ) a quantum is registered if Jro1n om activation to  another a transition, of the position is detectul 
end D ETECTOR 
7 
T he first keyword is class, followed by the name of the class and both of 
them represent the header of the class. The header is followed by the key­
word v·isible. This clause regroups all the variables , fonctions and predicates 
which can be used ( seen) by other classes. All these variables, fonctions and 
predicates, in the visible clause, constitute the class interface. A predicate is  
a fonction whose result i s  of  the boolean type. 
The declarations are divided into two groups, TD_Items ( Time Dependent 
Items) and TL!tems ( T ime Independent Items).  T he keyword T D_Items is 
followed by all the tiine dependent and the keyword TLitems is followed by 
all the time independent variables, fonctions and predicates. Finally, all the axioms are TRIO formulas. T he universal quantifier and the Alw temporal 
operator are implicit for all the axioms. 
It is possible to give a name to an axiom. so it can easily be referred to. 
The name precedes the axiom and is  follmYecl by a colon. T he possibility of 
informai comments exists as well. 
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The class Detector can be represented graphically as shown in figure 1.1. 
position activation 
Detector 
auantum 
acquisition delta 
de lta 1 
delta2 
Figure 1.1 :  The graphie representation of the class Detector 
The class is represented as a box with its name writ ten at the top left. 
Each name of an item is written on a separate line. This line is internal for 
all i tems. If the item is visible then the correspondent line continues outside 
the box. 
1 .2 . 2  Structured classes 
A class , composed of parts belonging to other classes , which are called mod­
ules ,  is a structured class [8 , 10] . In this way, TRIO+ modular specifications 
can be bui lt. This method is especially interesting. since this way the axioms 
contained in a rather complex class can easily be regrouped into different 
parts. Each of these parts can be represented by a module. The connections 
define the flow of information between the class and its modules and between 
the modules. 
For example, the Energy _Meter con tains three modules: a class dise ,  
detector and totalizer. The specification of this Energy _Meter is represented 
as follows: 
CHAPTER 1 .  INTROD UCTION TO TRIO 
Class ENERGYMETER [8] 
Visible measuremen.t,- rp 
TD Items 
vars measurement: integer , 
cf>: real; 
Modules dise: Dise; 
detector: DE..TE.CTOR 
totalizer: TOTA L IZER 
Conn.ections 
Axioms 
{ ( cp dise. cp) 
( dise.activation cletector .activation) 
(dise.position detector.position) 
( detector .quantum totalizer .quantum ) 
( totalizer .measurement measurement) } 
measurelncrease: 
detector .q_uantum -+ 
totalizer.measurement 
< Futr(totalizer.measurement ,  0 . 1 )  the detection of a quantum by  the detector has as effect that the measurement is done by the tütaHzer- and- this rneas11:remem is inferior to the measwrement which will be done in 0. 1 time units in the future 
end ENE RGYMETE R  
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The graphie representation of class EnergyMeter is shown in figure 1 .2 .  
In a structured class ,  each line represents  a connection. 
Unfortunately, recurive definition of a class is not possible. A module, on 
its turn, can also be a structured class . 
Further, the temporal clomain of the modules must be the same as that 
of t he structured class that includes it .  
A module, however, is not a logical symbol . So, for example, if a class has 
in its visible clause the whole interface of one of its modules, all the items 
of the modules interface must be listed in the visible clause of the class. It 
is not possible to list a module in a clause in the same wa.y then variables , 
fonctions or pre<licates . 
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Energy_Meter 
phi 1 
dise 
position activation 
i detector 
quantum 
! 
totalizer 
me asu rement 
Figure 1 .2 :  The graphie representation of the class EnergyMeter 
1 .2 .3 Genericity 
10 
TRIO+ supports a genericity mechanism [8, 10] . A generic class has one or 
more parameters, t hat can represent any type. These parameters are listed 
behind the name-o-f the dass between brackets. Only the interface of modules 
have to be defined, with a clause of the kind: 
where class-para meter has list_of_the_efements_of_the_interface. 
If a generic class is instantiated with a class, having the same number 
of parameters and the defined interface of modules correspond , then the 
instantiat ion gives a non-generic class. This instantiat ion is clone by a clause 
of the kind : 
class class-name is generic_class_name. 
In the following example [8] , an Energy _Meter is defined with a Gener­
icDisc. The composition of the Energy _Meter is represented graphical ly in 
figure 1.2 . 
A specification of an EnergyMeter without reference to a part icular choice 
of a Dise is obtained by clefining a generic class: 
CHAPTER L INTROD UCTION TO TRIO 
Class PARAM ETRICEN ERGYMETER(GENERICDisc] 
where generieDisc haS- activation r position , cp 
Modules dise: GENERICDISC:  
cleteetor: D ETECTO R 
totalizer: TOTALIZER  
end ENERGYMETER 
LL 
The speeifieation of a partieular EnergyMeter is obtained by instantiating_ 
the formal parameter generieDise with the actual parameter. In our example 
shown in figure 1.3, the dise is equipped with three photocells, which is a 
partieular ehoice. 
Disc3 
cell 1  
� 
Phi cel l2 pol i  
>---
cell3 1 
,__...__._ 
activation position 
Figure 1.:3 :  A dise with triple-photocell 
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In this case. the actual parameter for GenericDisc is Disc:3 : 
Class EnergyMeter3 is ParametricEnergy�Ieter [Disc:3] 
1 .2 .4  Inheritance 
Inheritance is another OO-rnechanism, supported by TRIO+ [8, 10] .  This 
mechanism allows a class, called subclass , to receive attributes frorn another 
class, caHed superelass . This is clone- by adding an inherit clause- aftei the 
class-header . The keyworcl inherit is followecl by the name of the superclass . 
In a subclass , axioms may be redefined freely. In this way, a subclass can 
admit an entire clifferent semantic than its superclass. 
The mechanism of inheritance is subject to a few constraints : 
• As TRIO+ ensures the monotonicity of external interface, the interface 
of a subclass must be the same as the interface of the superclass . 
• Items, modules and axiorns ma.y be aclclecl to a subclass, but attributes 
cannot be  removecl from the subclass. 
• The reclefinition can only use a subclass of original module class. 
• Al l  the attributes, which are redefined in the subclass , must be listecl 
in the redefine clause, following the inherit clause. 
• The clirectecl graph clefined by inheritance relation must be acyclic. 
Besicles the mechanism of simple inheritance, multiple inheritance is pos­
sible too. Al l ,  what was sa.id ahove about the simple inheritance holds for 
multiple inheritance ,  and in addition, there are two more constraints : 
• In the case of multiple inheritance, name clash may occur in the case 
when two or more attributes of the same name are inherited from clif­
ferent superclasses . A name clash can be solved by renaming the at­
tributes in a way, that name clash does no more occur. 
• A class cannot inherit from two different classes , if these two classes 
inherit their attributes from the sa.me superclass and if at least one has 
reclefinecl , renamecl or instantiatecl an attribute. 
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The following class StableDetector is definecl in inheriting from the c lass 
Detector and in reclefining the axiorn CLuantumDetection. 
Class STABLEDETECTOR [8] 
inherits Detector [redefin.e quantumDe.tec:tion] 
Axiorns 
quantumDetection: 
quantum B 
acquisition 
/\ 
/\position =/- Past(position, 2 (  81 + 82 ) ) ( position = Past(position, 61 + J2 ) ) /\Past posi-tiorr, 2tc51 + 62 )) Past(position, :3( 61 + 62 ) )  a quantum is registered only when two consecutive similar position values are detectecl 
end ENE RGYMETER 
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Chapter 2 
Introduction to PVS 
PYS stands for " Prototype Yerification System·· and as the name suggests, it  
is a prototype for a system for specification and verification basecl on higher­
order logic 1 with a very rich type system developed at the Computer Science 
Labora.tory of SRI International [12 , 13, 14 ,  16] .  
PYS attempts to provide a support to \n-ite correct specification and to 
confirm it. To do this, it offers a combination of an expressive specification 
language and a theorem prover which is interactive and highly mechanized. 
In this chapter we first describe briefly the PVS Specification Language 
and the PVS Proof Checker before we treat the example of the Airline Reser­
vation System. 
2 .1 The PVS Specification Language 
As mentionecl before, PYS is a simply typecl higher-order language. 
The type system of PVS allows an early detection of errors by a rigorous 
type checking. The PYS Typechecker generates type correctness conditions 
(TC Cs) when the user must show that the proof obligations are correct. For 
i nstance, the predicate subtype makes it possible to define fonctions, that 
are only partially defined, as total fonction. As a consequence a predicate 
subtype is therefore unclecidable and the PVS Typechecker generates a TCC, 
which must be proven to show that instances of the subtype satisfy the 
1 An higher-order Logic is  an extension of the first-orcler Logic. It aclcls to the first-orcler 
logic the possibil ity to quantify preclicates and fonct ions. and it allows a fonction to take 
other fonctions as arguments (16]. 
1 5  
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predicate. 
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A PVS specificatiou is cleviclecl into various theories, this division allows 
the user to structure the specification. A Theory is composed of type and 
variable declarations. The cleclarecl a:rioms are considerecl as assumptions 
and are not checked. All the other statements . as lem.mas and theorems, 
have to be proved. 
It is possible to import a theory into another one by the importing clause, 
this has as effect that names declared in one theory can be shared between 
different theories. A theory can not import, directly or undirectly, itself. 
This means that the importing chain must form a directed acyclic graph. 
2.-2 The PVS Proof Checker 
The PVS Proof Checker is basecl on the Gentzen ·s sequent semantic and is 
supported by arithmetical and logical decision procedures [4, 16]. 
A sequent in  the Gentzen's sequent semantic is an orclered pair (r  ,- L�.)- of 
sets of formulas ( f  f- 6) [16}. The formulas in r are called the antecedent 
formulas and those in 6 are called consequent formulas. An inference rule 
is composed of upper sequents called premises and a lower sequent called 
conclusion. An axiorn is only composed of a conclusion, it has an ernpty set 
of premises. 
A proof is a tree of sequents. Each sequent is generated frorn its parent 
sequent by an inference rule. The proofs are clone backwards, this rneans 
that the initial proof obligation is split into smaller obligations and in this 
way a.Il the branches and leaves of the proof tree are generated. A proof is 
completecl when there are no remaining unprovecl leaf sequents in the proof 
tree , so that all the leaves are trivially true [14]. 
In same wa.y in PVS, a proof is ca.rried out a.s a. dialogue between. the­
user and the Proof Checker. The user tells the proof checker the next step to 
perform and the proof checker applies it by breaking the goal progressively 
into simpler subgoals or obvions truths or falsehoocls . The Proof Checker 
plays also the skeptica.l part in such a dialogue. which rejects any argument 
that is not consistent. 
The PVS Proof Checker also offers the possibility to include new decision 
procedures e.g . ,  those which are specific to an encocled logic, by defining 
new strategies. A strategy allows the user to apply proof rules without 
unclerstanding the semantic detai1s of the proof steps and without having to 
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guide the Proof Checker explicitly through it [ 1 6} .  
l ï  
2 .. 3 The Example of the Airline Reservation 
System 
To familiarize with the techniques and concepts of PVS, we carried out some 
proofs with the reference to the 'Airline Reservation System' case study. 
This case study is an automatecl airline seat assignment system [31 , the 
informal requirements of the system are stated as follows. The system should 
make seat assignments for passengers on scheduled ai-rli-ne- flights and main­
tain a database of the seat assignments. Different aircraft types should be 
supported. It should also be possible to the passenger to specify preferences 
for a seat type e.g., winclow or aisle. The operations of making and canceling 
seat assignrnents should be provided by this system. 
bas ic_defs : THEDRY 
BEGIN 
nrows : posnat 
nposi  t s : posnat 
row : TYPE = {n : posnat l i<=n & n<=nrows} CONTAINING 1 
posit ion : TYPE = {n : posnat l i<=n & n<=nposits} CONTAINING 1 
The CONTA I N I NG clause ensures " the exi st ence of a member of the 
user-defined subtype"  [3] . 
fl ight : TYPE 
plane : TYPE 
preference : TYPE 
passenger : TYPE 
seat _assignment : TYPE = [#seat : [row , posit ion] , 
pass : passenger#] 'SeaLassignment ' is defined in 'Using a record constructor and each record contains a passenger identification and the assignul seat. The type of a ·seat is the 2-tuple of row and position, which defin es one  single seat on a flight .  
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f light _assignments : TYPE = set [seat_ass ignment] 
1 8  'FlighLassignment ' represents the e n  tire set of s w t  assignm.ents for a flighl .  
assn_stat e : TYPE = funct ion [flight ->  fl ight_assignments] 'Assn_state ' stands for a complete .fiight-reservation database, which consists of the mapping of a fiight identifier into the fiight ·s current set of seat as­signments. 
f lt : VAR flig_ht 
initial_state : funct ion 
[fl ight ->  fl ight_assignments] = 
(LAMBDA flt : emptyset [seat_assignment] ) 
LAMBDA is  a syntact ic key word and "means the following text up to  
the  colon are the formal arguments for  this  funct ion" [3] . Initially} each .fiight has no assignments} which is stated by  the function !Jni­tiaLstate '. 
s eat_exists : funct ion 
[plane , [row , posit ion] ->  bool] The 'SeaLe:i:ists } fzmction is true when the given swt e:i:ists physically on the indicated plane.  This fnnction remains uninterpreied because the speczfication is not restricted to a particular plane type .  
meet s_pref : funct ion 
[plane , [row , posit ion] , preference ->  bool] The 'Ivleets_pref ' function is true zf there e:rists a seat on the plane which matches with the preference of the passenger. 
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aircraft : funct ion 
[fl ight ->  plane] 
1 9  The type of the airplane assigned t o  a parti:cular fl,ight is given by  the 'A ircraft · f1rn ction. 
END basic_def s  
ops : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING basic_defs 
f lt : VAR f l ight 
pas : VAR passen�r 
as , s 1 : VAR assn_stat e  
a , b , x :  VAR seat_assignment 
pref : VAR preference 
seat : VAR [row , pos it ion] 
cancel_assn : funct ion 
[fl ight , passenger , assn_state  ->  assn_state] = 
(LAMBDA f lt , pas , s i : 
s 1  WITH [(flt ) : = {a l member (a , s 1 (flt) ) 
& pass ( a) \= pas}] ) The 'CanceLassn ' function has as efject to remove all seat assignments of the passenger 'pas ' for flight '.fit '. 
pref_filled : funct ion 
[assn_state , fl ight , preference ->  bool] = 
( LAMBDA as , flt , pref : 
(FORALL seat : meet s_pref (aircraft (flt ) , seat , pref ) 
IMPLIES (EXISTS a :  member (a , as (flt ) )  
& seat ( a) = seat ) ) )  Th e 'Pre-fiJled ' jim,ction is trne ,  when there is no  seat a vailable that meets the passengff 's pref erence. The 'AI eets_pref' fimction state.s ail the seats that meet  the passenger 's preference . 
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next_seat : funct ion 
[assn_state , f l ight , preference ->  [row , position] ] 
20 The 'N e:zLseat ' function selccts the ne.Tt seat match ing with the passenger 's preference1 attrib uted to the passenger. As the selection algorithm is unspecified, e.g. the function is lefï î1. ninter­preted1 a general property, expressed in the 'Ne:rLseaLa:r ' a:riom1 is needed for one of o ·ur proofs . 
next_seat_ax : AXIDM 
NOT pref_filled ( s 1 ,  flt , pref) 
IMPLIES seat_exist s (aircraft (flt) , next_seat (s 1 , flt , pref ) ) 
pass_on_flight : funct ion 
[passenger , f l ight , assn_state ->  bool] = 
(LAMBDA pas , f lt , s 1 : (EXISTS a :  pas s ( a) = pas 
& member ( a ,  s 1 (flt ) ) ) )  The function 1Pass_on_fiight '  is true, if the passenger already has a seat on the plane. 
make assn : funct ion 
[flight , passenger , preference , assn_state  
->  assn_state] = 
(LAMBDA flt , pas , pref , s 1 : 
IF  pref_filled ( s 1 , f lt , pref ) 
OR pass_on_flight (pas , f lt , s 1 )  
THEN s 1  
ELSE (LET a= (#seat : = next_seat ( s 1 , flt , pref ) , 
pass : = pas#) IN  s 1  
WITH [ (flt )  add ( a ,  s 1 (flt ) ) ] ) 
ENDIF)  The 1111 ake_assn' fimction pe,jorms a seat assignm ent  .for a passenger 'pas ' o n  fiight '.fit ' �f: 
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• there is a scat availablc that rn cets th e passc ngu ·s pN.ference 
• the passenger has no seat on tl1is plane.  yet. The following functions are stating the in rnria n t  of the system. 
% Invariants 
existence : funct ion 
[assn_state  -> bool] = 
( LAMBDA as : (FORALL a ,  f lt : member ( a ,  as (flt ) )  
IMPLIES seat _exists (aircraft (flt) , seat ( a) ) ) )  
21 The 'E.ristence ' function ensures tha t  no assignm ent of none:i:isting scats is m ade to passengers. 
uniqueness : funct ion 
[assn_state -> booll = 
(LAMBDA as : ( FORALL a ,  b ,  f lt : 
member ( a ,  as (flt ) ) & member ( b ,  as (flt) ) 
& pas s ( a) = pass (b)  
IMPLIES a = b) ) The 'Uniqueness ' fanction makes sure that no  multiple seat assignments are made to a single passenger. 
assn_invariant : funct ion 
[assn_ state  -> bool] = 
(LAMBDA as : exist ence (as)  & uniqueness ( as )  
& one_per_seat ( as ) ) The complete invariant  of this system is sfatecl with the 'Assn_invariant ' .funct ion .  
cancel_assn_inv : THEOREM 
assn_ invariant ( s 1 )  
IMPLIES assn_ invariant ( cancel_assn (flt , pas , s i ) ) 
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The 'C'anceLassrLinv ' Theorem guaranteers that after a 'CanceLassn', the 
invariant is still respecter!. 
MAe : THEOREM 
existence ( s 1 )  
IMPLIES existence (rnake_assn (flt , pas , pref , s i ) ) 
The 'A,f A e ' Theorem ensures, that after a 'kfake_assn ' no assignrnent at­
tributes a nonexisting seat to a passenger. 
MAu : THEOREM 
uniqueness ( s 1 )  
IMPLIES uniqueness (rnake_assn (flt , pas , pref , s i ) ) 
The '111A u '  Theorem guaranteers, that after a 'J11ake_assn '! no multiple seat 
assignment to a single passenger exists. 
rnake_assn_inv : THEOREM 
assn_invariant (s i )  
= >  assn_invariant (rnake_assn (flt , pas , pref , s i ) ) 
The 'Afoke_assn_inv ' Theorem ensures that after a 'Cance/_assn', the mvari­
ant is still respected. 
rnake_cancel : THEDREM 
NOT pass_on_flight (pas , flt , s i )  => 
cancel_assn (flt , pas , rnake_assn (flt , pas , pref , s i ) ) 
= s i  
The '111 ake_cancel " Theo rem states! that a !CanceLassn ' will cancel a 'j\;J ake_assn' 
operation. 
END ops 
The system specification original ly, as reportecl before, includes axioms 
avoiding the two following anomalies of the system state: 
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Assigning nonexistent seats t o  passengers 
Assigning multiple seats to a single passenger. 
These are respectively guaranteecl by t he following fonctions: 
existence : funct ion 
[as sn_state  -> bool] = 
(LAMBDA as : (FORALL a ,  f lt : 
member ( a ,  as (flt ) ) IMPLIES seat_exists ( aircraft (flt) , 
seat (a) ) ) )  
uniquenes s : funct ion 
[assn_st ate -> bool] = 
( LAMBDA as : ( FORALL a ,  b ,  f lt : 
member ( a ,  as (flt ) ) & member (b 1 as (flt ) ) 
& pas s (a )  = pass (b) 
IMPLI ES a = b) ) 
'vVe also added axioms ruling out the following one: 
Assigning more than one passenger to a single seat . 
Now, we explain in detail huw we have introcluced the thircl invariant in 
the system. First of all, we have adclecl a fonction which clefines the thircl 
invariant, as follows: 
one_per_seat : FUNCTION 
[as sn_state -> booll = (LAMBDA as : (FORALL a ,  b ,  flt : 
member ( a ,  as (flt ) ) & member (b , t ) ) & seat ( a) = seat (b)  
I MPLIES a = b ) ) 
next_seat_ax_2 :  AXIOM 
( FORALL a :  member ( a ,  s 1 ( flt ) ) 
IMPLIES seat (a)  /= next _s eat ( s 1 , flt , pref ) ) 
The previous axiorn states t hat a seat attributecl to a new passenger in a 
flight 'fit' is different frorn the seat a.lreacly attributecl to the passengers of fit. 
This axiorn is crucial for one of our proofs because the 'Next..seat' fonction 
is left uninterpreted. 
The following theorerns proves, that this new axiom is valid in the system 
and that all the other axiorns are still valid. 
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cancel_assn_inv : THEOREM 
assn_ invariant ( s 1 )  
IMPLIES assn_ invariant ( cancel_assn (flt , pas , s 1 ) ) 
make_assn_inv : THEOREM 
assn_invariant ( s 1 )  
=> assn_invariant (make_assn (flt , pas , pref , s 1 ) ) 
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These two theorems state respectively that 'canceLassn' and 'make_assn' 
main tain the invariant. This invariant ( 'assn_invariant') ensures that in every 
moment of the system: 
• every assigned seat to a passenger really exists on the corresponding 
flight 
• only one seat is assigned to a passenger on one flight 
• only one passenger is assigned to a seat on one flight. 
assn_ invariant : FUNCTION 
[assn_state -> bool] = 
(LAMBDA as : existence (as)  & 
uniqueness (as) & one_per_ seat (as ) ) 
The second theorem is provecl by using 'MAe', ' MAu' (two theorems 
which are already provecl in the system, guaranteeing the 'existence' and 
'uni-queness' invariant of seat assi:gnments} and 'MAs', the new theorem 
which states that after a new assignment, the 'one_per_seat' invariant is still 
valicl. 
MAs : THEOREM 
one_per_seat ( s 1 )  
IMPLIES one_per_seat (make_assn (flt , pas , pref , s 1 ) ) 
initial_state_inv : THEOREM 
assn_ invariant ( initial_state)  
This theorem shows that the initial state of the system satis-fies the in­
variant. 
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The following t,vo theorerns are stating in particular that the 'one_per_seat' 
invariant is always respected in the system. 
The first one guaranteers that the 'one_per_seat ' invariant stays valid 
after canceling an assignment ( " canceUnv_one_per_seat ' )  which was already 
proved by the fact that 'canceLassn '  has no effect on the global inva.riant 
( 'existence', \miqueness' and 'one_per_seat' i nvariant ). 
'InitiaLone_per...seat' shows that the 'one_per_seat '  i nvariant is satisfied in 
the initial state which of course was already clone by proving 'initiaLstateJnv ' 
for the global invariant. 
cancel_inv_one_per_seat : THEOREM 
one_per_seat ( s 1 )  
IMPLIES one_per_ seat (cancel_assn (flt , pas , s i ) ) 
init al_one_per_seat : THEOREM 
one_per_seat ( init ial_state)  
By proving that the global invariant and in particular the 'one_per_seat ' 
invariant holds i n  the initial state and is preserved after a 'make_assn' and/or 
a 'cancel_assn' ,  it is proved that the system always preserves the invariant . 
Putative theorems are used to confirrrrour nnderstarrding ·of the speei-fied 
system. 
The 'make_putative' theorem states that if a seat that matches the speci­
fied preference, is available then there exists an assignment which attributes 
a seat to this passenger. 
make_putat ive : THEOREM 
NOT pref_filled ( s 1 , flt , pref ) =>  
(EXISTS ( x : seat_assignment ) : 
member (x , make_assn (flt , pas , pref , s i ) (flt ) )  
& pass (x)  = pas )  
The 'canceLputative' theorem states that after a 'cancel_assn' no more 
assignment exists which attributes a seat to this passenger. 
cancel_putat ive : THEOREM 
NOT ( EXISTS ( a :  seat_assignment ) :  
member ( a ,  cancel_assn(flt , pas , s i ) (flt ) )  
& pass (a)  = pas ) 
The different steps of the proofs of each theorem can be found m the 
appenclix A. 
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Chapter 3 
The Encoding of TRIO in PVS 
3 .1 Introduction 
As explainecl in the previous chapter, PYS is an higher-orcler logic that does 
not inclucle the time notion, ·while TRIO is a temporal first-order logic. 
The goal of the encocling of TRIO in PVS is to use the proof checker 
of PYS to prove properties expressecl in TRIO [1, 17). ( Further on in the 
text, the term TRIO /PVS will be usecl to refer to the encoding of TRIO 
in PYS.) TRIO /PYS con tains all the necessary clefinitions and axioms to 
express TRIO formulas and their properties in PVS. Stra.tegies have been 
clevelopecl , so that the proof checker of PVS is able to support automatic 
execution of a few demonstra.tion steps. 
A semantic encocling of TRIO /PYS seems more appropriate to the envis­
aged goal than a syntactic encocling, even if it presents two clisaclvantages. 
An syntactic encoding woulcl not provicle '' the high level of automatecl sup­
port through decision procedures that woulcl be available in the base logic 
of a semantic encocling" [7]. "A semantic encocling involves giving meaning 
to each construct of the source logic (TRIO) by clefinitions in the base logic 
(PYS)" [7). The first inconvenient is that the encoclecl formulas may be con­
siderably modified comparecl to the original source language. The second 
one is that the user must revert to the basic logic cluring the construction of 
proofs, even if the proof rules of the source logic are encodecl. 
The encoding of TRIO in PVS has been clone in such a way, that all the 
necessary definitions and axioms are hidden to the user of TRIO /PYS. In 
some way, the user has the impression, that the proof checker of PYS is a 
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TRIO tool. 
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A TRIO formula remains uninterpretecl in PVS. But a semantic fonction 
callecl 'now' assigns a boolean va.lue to a TRIO formula with respect to the 
current time instant. This fonction is also uninterpreted because PVS only 
knows the signature of this fonction, i.e. " we do not give a description a 
typed basecl on the other ones preclefined in PVS' [17]. Nevertheless ,  two 
assumptions are macle on an uninterpreted type in PVS, first of all this type 
is not empty and it has to be disjoint from al! the other types. 
To introduce the notion of time in PVS and avoiding to do it explicitly, 
the following solution was adoptecl [17]. T\\·o different kinds of axioms are 
introclucecl: 
• those which clescribe the fondamental properties of the Dist operator 
and basically consists of the two following axioms. The first axiom 
("clisLclist") states that: If a holcls in c/2 time units from now and if 
this is the case d1 time units from now. then a holcls in d1 + d2 time 
units from now. The second one (" clisLzero") states that: If a holcls 0 
time units from now, then a is true nov,. 
dist_dist : AXIOM 
Dist (Dist (a ,  d2) , d1) = Dist (a , d 1+d2) 
dist_zero : AXIOM 
Dist ( a ,  0 )  = a 
• those which express the interpretation of any other operator translated 
through Dist at the outermost level. For example in the "clisLancLexp" 
axiom which is reported below, the & operator is interpreted. If a and 
b hold in d time units from now, then a holds in cl time units from now 
and b holcls in d time units from nmv. 
dist_and_exp : AXIDM 
now (Dist (a  & b ,  d ) ) = 
(now (Dist (a , d ) ) & now (Dist ( b ,  d ) ) )  
vVith this axiom and the previous ones, it is possible to establish the 
following theorem: 
CHAPTER 3. THE ENC'ODING OF TRIO IN P' \"S and_exp : THEOREM now ( a  & b) = (now ( a) & now (b) ) :29 and to perform all the necessary transformations for the interpretations and strategies of PVS. In TRIO /PVS there are two different types of formulas , time inclepen­clent ( TLFormula) and time dependent ones ( TD_Formula) .  So, all the TRIO operators have to be distinguishecl , ,vhether their arguments are time inde­pendent or tiine dependent. For the same reason , the encoding needs to introduce tiine clependent quantifiers. 
3�2 Translating a TRIO+ sµecification int0-
TRIO /PVS In orcler to be able to use TRIO / PVS to prove formal specification written in TRIO+,  this specification must be transformecl to a PVS l ike specification. In the following section, we prove some properties of the Energy -1\i eter that are ensurecl by its specification. Before explaining the clifferent proofs, the major steps of the translating from the TRIO+ specification of the En­ergy -1\!Ieter example [11] to TRIO /PVS are explained. 1 .  As PVS cloes not know the formal specification of TRIO,  TRIO /PVS was used by import ing trio [int] in the first Theory. vVhile the TRIO /PVS is importecl, the type of Time is also clefined for all the theories of this specification. In import ing trio [int] , the type of Time is cleclared as being an integer( [int] ). 2 .  So for each TRIO+ class ,  a Theory in PVS was created. F irst of all . we can stay much doser to the formal specification in maintaining the same division and we reduce the complexity of the TRIO/PVS document in clivicling the whole theory into varions smaller Parts. They are all linkecl together through the IMPORTING clause, which establishes a sort of hierarchy. As  we explain above, the type of Time must be the sa.me for ea.ch of this theories. 
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3. In a TRIO+ class we can find different parts : 
:30 
( a) In the cleclaration of Visible in TRIO. we fincl ail the variables .  
fonctions and predicates , which can be usecl by other classes. The 
constants, fonctions and predicates. which are represented in a 
TRIO visible clause, are only declarechn one PVS theory. In ail 
the other PVS theories, which have imported directly or indirectly 
the theory with the declaration, can simply reuse them. Actually, 
only the variables have to be redeclared if they are reused in an­
other theory. In this way, the visibility of the constants, fonctions 
and predicates is maintainecl. 
(b) All the Time  Independent Items are declared as such in PVS with­
out any further problems,  beca.use a.U the decla.ra.tions in PVS are 
time independent. 
( c) For the Time Dependerd Items we have to introduce a mecha­
nism to consider all the declared items as time dependent. As the 
cleclara.tions in PVS are time inde-pendent. these variab-les are de­
clared as time independent and a preclicate for the time dependent 
variables is created in the following way: 
- IMPORTING TD_Var (Time , T) 
with Time is  the type of t ime , 
T i s a  type of a variable t .  
The type of t ime i s  an NONEMPTY_TYPE from INT . 
- Predicat e : TD_Var (Time , T)  . TD_var 
where Predicat e  i s  the name of the predicate and 
TD_Var (Time , T )  . TD_var i s  of type BDOLEAN . 
e.g. the declara.tion of the time clepenclent preclicate "position": 
IMPORTING TD_Var [Time Pos] 
posit ion : TD_Var [Time , Pos] . TD_var 
The value of such a predicate, appliecl to a time independent vari­
able, is only true for one value of the time inclepenclent variable 
at a given time t of type T. 
( cl) All time depenclent preclicates have been declared as TD_Formulas. 
A TD_Formula is the type of time clepenclent predicates, which is 
clefined in TRIO /PVS. 
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( e )  All the axioms have to be in a trio-basic form, this means that the 
outermost operator is a TRIO temporal operator. To do this. we 
put aH the axiorns of the- forrnal TRIO+ sp-ecification i nto an Alw 
predicate. This cloes not change the formai specification, because 
the "A lw preclicate is always implicit in TRIO+. 
3 .3  Persona! Contribution to TRIO /PVS 
(a) The Sin ce operator ,vas not yet incluclecl into TRIO /PVS until 
now. 
As explained above, ail the operators can be expressed in an axiorn 
using the Dist operator and in particular the "Since" operator. 
We use the " Past" and "Lasted" operators to clefine the "Since" 
operator, because they allow us to express the Since operator 
more easily. The "clist_since_exp" axiom, reported below, allows 
us to establish the "Since_exp" theorem. It is possible with both 
of them to acld the Since operator in the strategies without any 
problem. 
All the other theories and strategies , Since is treatecl as a compo­
sition of the opera.tors "past" and "lastecl'' , which are preclefined. 
In proofs of theorems containing the since operator, we have to 
flatten or split the expression with the '' since" opera.tor and then 
continue the strategy followecl to prove the theorem. 
The Since operator is acldecl to TRIO /PVS as follows: 
- in trio_temp . pvs 
S ince : (TD_Formula ,  TD_Formula ->  TD_Forrnula) 
dist_since_exp : AXI OM 
now (Dist (Sinc e ( a ,  b) , d2) ) = 
now (Dist (Past ( ,  d )  & Last ed (a ,  d) , d2) ) 
s ince_exp : THEOREM 
now (Since ( a ,  ) )  = 
now (Past ( ,  d )  & Last ed ( a ,  d ) ) 
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- in t emp_ext add 
S ince : (TD_Formula ,  TI_Formula -> TD_Formula) 
Since : (TI_Formula ,  TD_Formula -> TD_Formula) 
The Since operator bas also to be added to the strategies. 
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As Since is defined as a composition of the Fast and Lasted op­
erators, we only need to add the way of decomposing the Since 
operator to the strategies. 
This is clone, as follows, in applying to the sequent with the Since 
operator, target the axiom which is clefined above. Further, in  the 
single-fiat strategy, we apply 'flatten · ,  a clisjunctive simplification 1 to the target .  ln the single-split strategy 'split ', a conjunctive 
splitting 2 is applied t0- the target. As this is the onLy way to 
clecompose Since, we have only one 'try' clause. If this one fails, 
the simplification is not possible and 'skip' is applied to continue 
with the strategy. 
- in s ingle-flat add 
( (eq op3 ' I Since l )  
' (try (rewrite " dist_s ince_exp" , target ) 
(flatten , target ) 
( skip) ) 
) 
( ( eq op2 ' I S ince l )  
' (try (rewrite " s ince_exp" , target ) 
(flatten , target ) 
( skip) ) 
) 
1 " Disjunctive simplification_ transforms each. indicated formula imo a list of. formulas 
that con tains no disjuncts by repeatedly transforming" [14] .  
2 " A conj-unctive fonnula. A in  a goal �quent of t.lw fonn r ,  A 1- � or r 1- A-, �- is 
split by collecting lists of antecedent and consequent formulas by recmsively collecting 
subformulas of A [14] .  
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- in s ingle-split add 
( (eq op3 ' I Since l )  
' (try (rewrite "dist_s ince_exp" , target ) 
( split , target) 
( skip) ) 
) 
( (eq_ op2 ' I S ince l )  
' (try (rewrite 1 1 s ince_exp 1 1 , t arget ) 
( sp l it , targ_et )  
( skip ) ) 
) 
(b) PYS cloes not know the operator " mocl'' . T his operator ( x  mod 
y )  gives the rest of the division of x by y. This mea.ns tha.t it : 
3n : ny + rest = x .  
In our specification, the opera.tor mod is  only usecl in inequalities 
of the kind : 
a < :r mod y < b. 
So, we transformed them in the following wa.y : 
3n  : ny  + a < x < ny + b. 
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Chapter 4 
The TRIO+ Specification of 
the Energy _Meter 
4.1 Introduction to the Energy _Meter Case 
Study 
In the following case stucly, we consider a part of the specification of a dig­
ital energy and power meter. The entire specification can be found in the 
a.ppendixe B. T he explanation of the 'Energy _Meter' case study is mainly 
based on [9) and the figures are extracted from [1 1 ] .  
The Energy J\!Ieter i s  composed of a magnetic transducer that con verts 
the energy flow through the line into a dise rotation. In the peripheral part 
of the dise, transparent and opaque parts are evenly alternated, with the 
purpose of permitting the detection of the dise motion and its velocity by 
means of a photocell. In the figure 4. 1 we can see the dise and the two parts 
of the photocell ( TX and RX).  The cloted line represents the light signal of 
the photocell. If the receiver of the photocells can detect the light signal 
during an activation of the photocell, the part of the dise in front of the 
photocell is a transparent part; otherwise if the receiver can not receive the 
light signal during an activation, the part of the dise in front of the photocell 
is an opaque part. The motion and the velocity are respectively proportional 
to energy and power consumption. 
To minimize the wear of the photocell, it is only activated cluring a small 
fraction of the total working time of the Energy _Jvleter. Its activation is 
performed accorcling to the diagram of figure 4.2. 
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TX 
o Dise 
O 0 
0 0 
0 0 · - · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
Detector 
Figure 4.1: The architecture of an OpticJ)isc 
ô is the time the signal needs to reach a stable state 
61 is the time of the activation of the photocell 
62 is the time between two activations 
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RX 
Once the photocell is act ivated, the acquisition of its signal must be post­
poned by a delay of 6 time units, in order to permit the signal to reach a 
stable state. The cell act ivation lasts only 61 time units, and it is repeated 
after 62 time units. 
In this chapter, we propose a specification of an Energy _Me ter wi th one 
photocell. This Energy_Meter, as it is proved in chapter five, in certain 
circumstances counts quantums which is only due to an external cause. Af­
terwards, is proposed, a similar system consisting of an Energy _Meter with 
two photocells, which counts only 'real ' quantums. This statement is also be 
provecl in chapter five. 
At the moment of acquisition , the photocell is in a particular position 
relative to the dise, called a. We consider a mod 21 , with , the length of 
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delta 1 delta2 
1 
h ... ,..... 
activation 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 -
1 
1 
--- -
1 
1 1 
1 
1 delta 1 1 
acquisition 
Figure 4.2 :  The method of sampling 
one sector in order to make sure that the value of the position is in the range 
[O, 21]. 
If % < a mod 2�/ < 1 - % then the p.hotocell is in front of an opaque sector 
(ZoneF) . 
If 1+ % < a mod 21 < 2�; - ½ then the photocell is in frorü of a transparent 
sector (ZoneT). 
If a mod 21 S f OR 1 - f S a mod 21 S 1 + f OR 21 - % S a mod 21 
then it is not sure whether the photocell is in front of an opaque sector or a 
transparent one. In  this particular situation ,  we consider that the photocell 
is in front of a zone of indecision ( Zonel). 
In figure 4.3 ,  the various zones are represented graphically. As, the second 
Energy _Meter has two photocells, we have to distinguish whether it is photo­
cel l l  or photocell2 which is in front of a particular Zone. Zoneil,  ZoneFl and 
Zone Vl are the different zones in front of which photocell l can be; ZoneI2, 
ZoneF2 and ZoneV2 are those in front of which photocell2 can be. 
The consumption of energy is detected when the dise moves from a trans­
parent sector to an opaque one or from an opaque one to a transparent one. 
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gamma - gamma + 
de lta/2 de lta/2 de lta/2 2 * gamma 
4.2 
1 
0
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-
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Zone l 1 /  
Zone l2 
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ZoneV2 
1 Zone l2 
1 
1 
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Figure 4. 3: The varions zones 
Specification in TRIO+ 
1 
1 
2 * gamma 
1 
Zonel 1 /  
Zonel2 
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A formal specification of the case study, which is described informally in the 
previous section is proposed in TRIO+ [11 ]. As seen before, in TRIO+ the 
classes are used to do modular specifications. In our ca.se study the whole 
system is represented by the Class "Energy_�Ieter-1", which is composed of 
several modules, as shown in figure 4.4. 
The module "g_ferraris" con tains the technical information of the partic­
ular architecture of the Energy .l,;leter. The mechanism around the dise is 
specified in the module "opticdisc". The module " cletecto1Y is responsible 
of the detection of a quantum, which is clone by interpreting the different 
values of the position of the dise. The module " calendar" defines the precise 
moment and communicates it to the module '' tariff_program".  This module 
is responsible of calculating which tariff bas to be appliecl at this moment and 
to deliver the current tariff to the module "distributor" . This last module, if 
a quantum is detectcd, applies the current tariff to this quantum and sencls 
it to the module " totalizer". This one calculates the sum of the different 
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Energy_Meter_l 
m _power g .ferraris calendar 1 1 ' 
/ 
phi vibration 
day\�J m onth}; h our post_prog 
/ 
\1/ 
tariff_program tariff m post \'I 
/ 
d 
1 -----
isturb 1 optic_disc d_pub_hol_post 
1 ' / 
1 
/ t_pub_hol_post 
1 
d_hol_post 
/ 
1 !, t_hol_post 
position / activation 
J;t1uent_tariff 
" 
1 \ /  
detector distributor . 1 totalizer total quantum energy_we,gh� 1 ' ·, / 
/ 
! 
med inst_ 
power power 
\ /  111 Figure 4 .4 :  The graphie representation of the class Energy J\;leter.1 
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The communication between the different modules is represented by the 
arrows on the graphie representations. 
In  the following specification, we focus on the modules "opticdisc" and 
" cletector". 
First, we look at the Energy --"Nieter with one photocell. 
1 
phi vibration 
\ / 
Optic_Disc_l 
\I/ 
ph i_Ne_m +3 n -
/ 
disturb 
a lpha 
\i/ 
photo_cell 
/ 
gamma 
� 
-'l' 
i 
1 
position [ activation 
, 1; 
Figure 4. 5: The graphie representation of the cla.ss Optic.Disc_J 
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The module ''opticdisc..l'' i tself i s  composecl of  two other modules: "+3" 
and "photo_cell" as shown in figure 4.5. The first one de-fines the addit ion 
of 3 variables, i n  this case çb_Ne_rn, disturb and v ibration. The second one 
specifies the mechanism of the photocell, this module is represented in figure 
4 .6. 
Photo_Cell 
delta 
position 
\ !  
\ ' 
alpha 
/ \  
activation 
! 
1 ::  
gamma 
F igure 4.6: The graphie representation of the class Photo_Cell 
The module "detector.l" has only one module "shift _register" as shown 
in figure 4. 7. This module represents a register which is composed of a serie 
of l i t t le cells. If the first one receives a new value, the second cell gets the 
value of the first one and so on. Only the value of the last one is lost. 
The main difference between the specification of the Energy_Meter with 
one photocell and the one with two photocells is stated in the module "op­
tic_clisc..lI". 
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position activation  
\/ 
Detector_l 
\ / 
Shift_Register gamma content 
de lta 
insert de lta1 -----
delta2 
l quantum 
Figure 4. 7: The graphie  representation of the class Detector_I 
But already at figure 4 . 8, the graphie representation of the class "En­
ergy .J\foter.JI'' , we can see that the communication between "opticdisc.JI" 
and "detector_II" has one more element than in the previous case: a 2nd po­
sition. We can also see that a new constant is introducecl :  shift. It represents 
the difference of the angle between the two photocells. 
On figure 4.9, the graphi e  representation of '' opticdisc.JI" we notice that 
this module is now composed of four modules, two of them represent an 
addition of 2 and 3 variables, and each of the two other modules represents 
a photocell. One photocell works exactly the same way as in the prev ious 
case. 
At the end of this section , 3 general classes are specified, which are in­
herited by different classes of the two specifications. the Energy .JVIeter with 
one photocell and the one with two photocells. 
m_power 
disturb 
shift 
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Figure 4.8: The graphie representation of the class Energy .Meter_II 
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vibration shift phi 
' Optic_Disc_ll +3 var1 
\i,-
v
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>
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\ 1  
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position / 1  
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\ /  \ /  
Figure 4.9 :  The graphie  representation of the class OpticDiscI I  
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Class SuM2ToVAR[VARTYPE) general class of the addition of 2 va riables of ,. uar Type " 
Visible var l , var2, sum 
TD Items 
vars varL var2, sum: varType 
Axioms 
sum = var 1 + var2 
end SuM 2ToVAR 
Class SuM3ToVAR[VARTYPE] general class of the addition of 3 variables of '\,arType " 
Visible varl, va:;2, var-3, �mm 
TD Items 
vars varl ,  var2, var3, sum: varType 
Axioms 
sum = var 1 + var2 + var3 
end SuM3ToVAR 
Class DETECTOR 
Visible position, activation, quantum 
TI Items 
consts o1 , o2: real 
TD Items 
Axioms 
predicates position( {F, V} )  
adivation 
qua.ntum 
confirm_transition 
Cycle: 
Becomes(activation)  -+ 
Lasts( activation, J1 ) 
/\ Ftttr-fNextTime(activation, &2 )-, o1 ) defines the cycle of activations 
SendQuantum: 
confirm_transition B quantum a quantum. is registered, when the, system has detected a con.firm. ed transition 45 
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end DETECTO R 
4 .2 . 1  The Energy _Meter with one photocell 
The fol lowing specifica.tion is focused only on two of the modules of the En­
ergy J\;leter , the " OpticDiscl"' and the ·· Detector_l" . As shown on figure 
4.:":5 ,  the module " OpticDiscl'" is composed of two other modules. These 
two modules , " Sum:3TdReal" and ., Photo_Cell '· are specified , before we pro­
pose the specification of the " OpticDiscr . Further in this section. we give 
the specification of the " Shift __ register" which is a module of the " Detec­
tor_l" as shown in figure 4. 7. This specification is fol lowed by the one of the 
" Detector_l" . 
Class S u rv1 3TDREAL 
is S um3Tc!Var [Real] 
instantiation of Sum3Td Var 
end S uM 3ToREAL 
Class PI!OTO_CELL 
Visible a. 1 , activation, position 
TI Items 
consts J,  1 : real 
TD Items 
predicates position( {F ,  V} ) 
activation 
vars a: real 
indicatcs the dise position 
Axioms 
r: F', V 
IfLactivation: 
:lr position( r )  H acti vation 
the po8iiion of the di8c is on ly c caluat ed., when the photocell 
is activated 
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PossJecture: 
Q. < l 
2 - 3 this sufficienf condition is guaran tu ing that th e Zone of Indecision is ,wt loo big 
Lecture: 
activation -+ 
0 ::.:;  amod21 ::.:; ½ 
V 
�y - §. < amocl21· < �, + f 2 - - ' 2 
V 
21 - % ::.:; amocl2�, ::.:; 21 } 
-+ {position(F)  V position(V)}  
/\ 
( % < amocl2, < �1 - f )  
-+ position( F) 
/\ 
(, + ½ < amocl2, < 2�1 - %) 
-+ position(V) position (F) = opaq·ue sector of th e dise position(V) = transparen t  sector of th e dise the value of the predicat e  ''position ·· is stated in l'elation with the angle of the dise 
end PHOTO_CELL 
Class ÜPTIC_Drsc_l 
Visible clisturb, position, activation, q>, vibration 
TI Items 
consts 1: real 
n, N: integer 
TD Items 
predicates position( { F, V}) 
activation 
vars clisturb: real externat cmtse of the syste m 
vibration: rea.l 'intrinsic cause of the sysfl m 4ï 
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c/>: real position of 1h r dise 
rpJ.'-îe_ m: real cocJf. of the zu,ed energy_me ter 
Modules photo_cell : PHOTO_CELL 
+3: SUJ\I3RDREAL 
Connections 
Axioms 
{ clisturb 
vibration 
4>_N e_n1 
+:3.o 
Î 
activation 
photo_ce11 . position 
PosDiscJncl: 
qi_Ne_m = i 
+:3.clisturb 
+:3. vibration 
+3.qi.J'ie_n1 
photo_cell.o  
photo_cell. �1 
photo_cell.act i vation 
position } makes the position of th e optie di.se indeprndent of th e used energy_meter  mode! 
AngleOpaqueSector: 
Î, = 2n 
2n si;;e of one opaque or transparent SEctor 
N um OpaqueSector: 
11 = 10 the number of opaque .sectors of th e optie dise1 the total number of sectors (opaque and transparent) is 2n 
end ÜPTIC_D1sc_I 
C lass S HIFT _REGISTER 
Visible position, content, insert 
TI Items 
vars content: alLL alL0, mix 
predicates position( { F, V})  
insert 
slot( [ l . .8]) 
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Axioms vars i: (1..8] J :  [l..î] InitiaLvalue: AhvP(-, insert ) ➔ Vi -, slot ( i )  
the initial value of ail the elements of th e "slo t "  array is fa/se Postponement : insert ➔ 49 ( position ( F )  ➔ Cnt iLei(slot [S) , insert) ) /\posit io�( V )  ➔ l�1�t. i l�ei (�slot [�] ,  _insert )  v· ( slotLJ + 1 ]  ➔ l1 nt1Le1 (slot Li ] , msert) ) /\ J /\-,slotLJ + 1 ]  ➔ UntiLei ( -,slotLi } ,  insert) 
if the predicat e  "insert " is true,  then  tin 1tpdate  of the elernents 
va!tte of the ''slot "  array will be made and  the new values will be 
memorized Consistence: (V i ( -, insert /\ slot [i] ) ➔ slot [i) ) 
condition of consistence from one "frise rt ,. to the ne:d one  ContenLO : (V i -, slot ( i ) )  H ( content = alLO) 
if no element of the  "slo t "  array is true: th en "content" gets the 
vafoe "al/_{)"  Content_l : (V i slot ( i ) )  H (content = alLl ) 
if ail the elements of the "slo t "  array are truc, then "content" 
gets the val1te "all_J " 
end SHIFT _REGISTER 
Class DETECTOR_l 
inherits D ETECTOR 
rename CONF ifüvLTHANSITION as INSERT 
redefine SENDQUANTU1\I 
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TI Items 
consts <> : real 
TD Items 
vars content: alLL alL:2, mix 
precState: 0, 1 
Modules shifLregister: S H IFT __ REGISTER 
Connections 
{ content 
insert 
position 
Axioms 
ConsLO: 
c5 = 20 psec de.fines the instant of sarnpling 
ConsLl :  
c51 = 25 psec shift_register .content shift __ register. insert shifLregister.position } defines the duration of the activation 
ConsL2: 
ô2 = :3 , 1  111sec defines the interval between two activations 
Insertion: 
Becomes(activation) H Futr(insert,c5) the sampling is registered c5 = 20psec after the activation has started 
Transition 1 :  
Becomes( content = alLl) 
➔ Untilw_ei(precState = L content = alLO) 
50 when ''content'' becomes "a!L l '\ means that th e previous state will have the value l until the value of ''con t en t "  changes to "al L O '' 
Transition2 : 
Becomes( content = alLO) 
➔ Untilw_ei(precState = O. content = alLl) when ''content " becomes "a!LO '', means !h a!  th e previous state will 
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have t h e  value O until the value of 
. .  
con t en t '' changes t o  "all_ J  '' 
ScndQuantum: 
( Becomes(precState = 1 )  V Becomes(precState = 0 ) )  
tt quantum 
a quan tum is registered when a transition from a state "a/l_ J " to a 
state ··a/LO "  or vice-versa is detectul 
end D ETECTOR _l 4.2 .2 The Energy _Meter with two photocells 
Like the specification of the Energy .J\foter with one photocel l ,  this specificati­
ion is also focused on the " Optic_DiscJT' and t he .. Detector_Il" .  As shown 
on figure 4 .9 ,  the module " Optic_Disc_Il" is composed of three other modules. 
These three modules, " Sum2TdReal " ,  " Sum:3TdReal" and " Photo_Cell" are 
specified, before we specify the " Optic_Discll" . F urther in this section, we 
give the specification of the " DetectorJT' . 
Class S u 1v1 2TD REAL 
is Sum2TclVar[Real] 
instantia tion of Sum2Td Var 
end S Ui'vl 2TD R EAL 
Class S uM3ToREAL 
is Sum3TdVar[Real] 
ùistantiation of Sum3Td Var 
end SUM 3TD R EAL 
Class PHOTO_CELL 
Visible O' , , ,  activation, posit ion 
TI Items 
consts ô, 1 : real 
TD Items 
predicates posit ion( {F ,  V})  
act ivation 
vars a: : real 
ùidicates the dise position 
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Axioms 
r: F .  V 
IfLactivation:  
:3r position( r) B activat ion 
the position of the dise is on/y evalurdul. when the photocell 
is actiuated 
Poss-1ecture: 
§_ < 1. 
2 - 3 
th is s ufjicient condition is guarantu ing that the Zone  of 
Indecision is not too big 
Lecture: 
activation ➔ 
0 ::; amod2Î ::; % 
V 
Î - % ::; cnnocl2Î ::; Î + fr 
V 
2Î - % ::; amocl2Î ::; 2, } 
➔ {position(F) V position(\')} 
/\ 
( % < amocl2Î < Î - % ) 
➔ position(F) 
/\ 
( ,, + fr < amocl2Î < 2, - fr) 
➔ position( V) 
position (F) = opaque sector of th e dise 
position (V) = transparent sector of the dise 
the value of the predicate "position "  is stated in relation with 
the angle of the dise 
end PHoTo_CELL 
Class ÜPTIC_D,sc_II 
inherits ÜPTIC_D1sc_I 
rename position as position ! ,  photo_ cell as celLl 
Visible shift, posit.ion2 
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consts shift : real 
sh z(t reprcse n.ts th e distance bct icu n fll f f U'o photocclls TD Items 
predicates position2(  {F ,  V } )  
Modules celL:2 : PHOTO_CELL 
+2: SuM3RDREAL 
Connections 
Axioms 
{ +:3.sum 
+2. sum 
shifl 
1 
+2.var2 
celL.2 .a 
+2.varl 
celL.2 .1 
celL.2 .position position2 
activation celL.2 .activation } 
Angelshift : 
end ÜPTic_Disc_II 
Class DETECTOR_Il 
inherits DETECTOR 
shift = 21> Il 
shift = f + rry 
rename POSITION as POSITION 1, CONFIR;\LTRA.'iS ITION as BUP l 
redefine SENDQUANTUM 
Visible position2 TD Items 
predicates position (  {F ,  V}) 
bupl 
begin of the rise of 8 Îgna l  1 
bclwl 
begin of the descend of s ignal  1 
bup2 
begin of the rise of signa l  :2 
bdw2 
begin of the descend of 8 Îgna l  /2 
bupconfl 
begin of the confirm at ion of the rise of signal 1 
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bdwconfl 
begin of th e confirm ation of th r descend of signal 1 
Axioms 
Begi n l ' p l : 
bup l B posi tion l ( F )  
/\ Since (,  posit ion l ( F ) ,  positionl ( V) )  
''b upl  '' is f l'ue when photocelll is i n  front  of a n  opaque sector and 
when. ph otoce/11 had not been in fron t  of an  opaque sector since it 
had bfen in front of a transparfrlf om 
BegillDw l :  
bclwl B positionl (V)  
/\ Since (,  position l ( V), position l ( F) )  
''bdwl ., is true when photocelll is in front  of a transparent sector 
and wh en ph otoce/11 had not been in fron t  of a transparent  sector 
since it had been in front of cm opaqu e  one  
BeginUp:2 :  
bup2 B position2(F) 
/\ Since (, position2( F ) ,  position2(V))  
''bup2" ù, true  when photocel/2 is in  fron t  of an opaque sector and 
when photoce/!2 had not been in front  of an opaque sector since it 
had bffn in front of a transparent om 
BeginDw2: 
bclw2 B position2( V )  
/\ Since (, posit ion2(V), position2(F) )  
"bdw2 '' is true when photoce/!2 is i n  front of a transparent  sector 
and when photocell2 had not been in front  of a transparent sector 
since it had been in front of an opaque, one 
Begin UpCfl : 
bupconfl B bup2 /\ Since( , bup2, bup l )  
"bupconfl '' is true whfn "bup2'' is trur  and when "bup2"  had not been 
truc sincc "b upl '' had been truc 
CHA.PTER 4. THE TRIO+ SPECIFICATION BeginD\\'Cfl: bclwconfl H bclw:2 /\ S ince( ...., bclw2, bclwl ) "'bdwconf 1 '' is true when "bdw2 ·· is true and when "bdw2" had no!  bccn true  since "bdwl " had ban true SenclQuantum: quantum H (bupconfl V bdwconfl ) a quantum is only registered when a confirmed transition from an opaque to a transparent sector or vice-versa had been detected 
end DETECTOR_Il 
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Chapter 5 
The ALBERT Specification of 
the Energy _Meter 
In this chapter we propose a second specification of the 'Energy -1\foter ' case 
study. This specification is realized in ALBERT [5 , 6] ( an Agent-oriented 
Language for Building and Elicitating Requirements for Real Time Systems ) 
developed at t he University of Namur . 
A LBERT is a " language for modelling the functional requirements" ,  " basecl 
on a variant of temporal logic ,  a mathematical language particularly suitecl 
for describing traces 1 " [5] ,  to which three extensions are addecl: 
• the concept of " actions" is introduced to overcome the frame problem 2 
• t he concept of " agents" which can be seen as a specialization of the 
concept of ohjects and as way of structuring a specification, 
• the concept of " template" , which should guide the analyst in specifying 
a system. 
1 This mathematical language is an " extension of the multi-sorted first-order logic ." 2The frame problem is " to mention explicitly in the specification not just the things 
that are changed by the procedure, but also ail those that are not ( . . .  stating that " nothing 
else changes" ) [2] . 
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5 . 1  Specification in ALBERT 
For the specification in A L BERT, we adopte another approach , but we fo­
cused on the same part of the specification, the " OpticDisc" and the " De­
tector" .  In the ALBERT specification, " OpticDisc" and " Detector" are two 
agents. 
Energy _ Meter 
OpticDisc 
Detector 
Figure 5.1 :  The graphie representation of the Society 
The Society of the Energy ... Meter, as shown in figure 5.1,  is composed of 
three agents, the :' OpticDisc" , the " Detector" and the " Distributor" .  The 
last agent, the " Distributor" ,  is not specified in this document. The Agent 
" Detector" is responsible for the activation of the light of the photocell and 
also to find out if there was energy consumption between the last 2 activations 
by analyzing the informations furnished by the Agent " OpticDisc" . It has 
to inform the Agent " Distributor" of the consumed quantums, this agent 
is not modularized here. The Agent " OpticDisc" has to inform the Agent 
" Detector" if, during the activation of the photocell .  it was able to 'see' the 
light signal or not. The Agent " DetectorF and " OpticDiscl" are respectively 
the " Detector" and " OpticDisc" of the Energy Jvleter with one photocell and 
are represented graphically in figure .5.2 and 5.:3. 
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T he case of the Energy _Meter with two photocells is similar, the only 
difference is  that several of the information related to the photocells are 
doubled, one for photocelll and the other for photocell2. The graphie rep­
resentation of the two agents for the Energy .-Nleter with two photocells are 
shown in figure 5.4 and 5 .5 .  
5 . 1 . 1  The Energy _Meter with one photocell 
In this section, we specify first the agent '' DetectorI1' and then the agent 
" OpticDiscI" in ALBERT . But before starting with the specification, we 
have to define several operations: ::���:;n Zbo:�:
h 
:�:O(N:
(
::�r�;r� 
+ 1
) 
V(21 - ! � r � 21) 
Üperation ZoneT :  RATIONAL -+ BüOLEAN 
ZoneT (r) = b with b {:} (½ < r < 1 - ½ )  
OpticDiscl 
Position 
[RATIONAL] 
Move 
(RATIONAL) 
\ 
, ,  ____ _ 
Switch 
0 
'\. 
Through 
[BOO LEAN] 
-> Detectorl 
Figure 5.2 :  The graphie representation of OpticDiscI 
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DECLARATIONS 
STATE COMPONENTS 
Position instance_of RATIONAL 
''Position " is the  angle of the photoee/1 fo  th e dise 
T hrough instance_of BooL EAN ➔ Detectorl 
60 
" Thro ugh " is true when the reeeiver of the photocell reeeives a light signal. 
ACTIONS 
Move(RATIONAL ) 
The action "Jvfove '' represerds the uibmtion of the rli.sc due t<J. e:dernal 
causes. 
*Switch 
"Switch '' is the action when the part of the dise in front of the photocell 
switches from an opaque sector to a transparent one or vice-versa. 
DECLARAT IVE CONS TRAIN TS 
STATE BEHAVIOUR 
,Detectorl.Alight ⇒ , Through 
ff the photocell is not activated then the receiver of the photocell can 
not  get a light signal. 
,ZoneI(Position) ⇒ Through = ( Detectorl.Alight /\ ZoneT ( Position) )  
If the photocell is not i n  front  of a Zone! of the dise then the photocell 
can only receive a light signal when the photacell fr:; actitra-ted and wlten 
the part of the dise in front of the photocell is a transparent sector. 
OPERATIONAL CONS TRAIN TS 
EFFECT OF ACTIONS 
S witch: [ ]  Through :=  , Through 
Move(r ) :  [] Position : =  (Position + r) mod (2Î )  
COOPERATION CONS TRAIN TS 
STATE INFORMATION 
!( ( Through.Detectorl/ True) 
"Detectorl" may always check "through • · . 
STATE PERCEPTION 
K (Detectorl.Alight/ True) 
"PhotoCelll can always look at "Alighf° . 
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Detectorl 
Alight 
[BOOLEAN] 
-> OpticDiscl 
' Quantum � 
0 
'- -> Distributorl) 
LastThrough 
[BOOLEAN] 
Figure 5.3: The graphie representation of Detectorl 
AGENT Detectorl 
DECLARATIONS 
STATE COMPONENTS 
Alight instance_of BooLEAN -+ OpticDiscl "Alight"  is true when the photocell is activated. 
Last Through instance_of BooLEAN 
61  "LastThrough '' is true  if "through " was true when the  last quantum was detected. 
ACTIONS 
LightOn "LightOn " is the action of activating the photocell. 
*Quantum -+ Distributor "Quanf'Um "  is the detection of one unit of energy consumption .  
BASIC CONS TRAIN TS 
INITIAL VALUATION 
A light = Falsc 
LastThrough = l�'alse 
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DECLARATIVE CONSTRAINTS 
STATE BEHAVIOUR 
[LightOn) Alight U nti l ( Lasts02 -.Alight /\ Futrs2 Alight ) Only cforing the action "LightOn '\ "Alight '' is !rue and until "Alight " will be true again in 62 time units, "Alight '' ici// be false during 62 time units. 
ACTION D U RATION 
I LightOnl  = 61 The action "LightOn " lasts 61 time units. 
OPERATION A L  CONSTRAINTS PRECONDITIONS 
Quantum: Lastecl01 ( Alight /\ ( OpticDiscl. Through f. LastThrough) The action "Quantum "  can only take place wh en d1tring 61 time units, the photocell is activated and when the part of the dise in front of the photocell is difjerent  from the part in front of the photocell when the last quantum was detected. 
EFFECT OF ACTIONS 
Quantum: [ ]  LastThrough : = OpticDiscI . Through 
LightOn: Alight : =  True [] Alight := Fa.Ise TRIGGERINGS 
Alight /\ (OpticDiscI.Through i= LastThrough )  / 61 "---t Quantum The action "Quantum "  takes place when the photocell is activated and when the part in front of the photocell is different from the part in front of the photocell when the fast quantum was detectec, du ring 61 tirne units. 
COOPERATION CONSTRAINTS STATE INFORMATION 
K ( Alight . OpticDiscI/True) The '' OpticDiscl" rnay always check "Alight '' . 
STATE P ERCEPTION 
[( ( OpticDiscl. Through/True) The "Detectorl" can always look at " Through ., _  
ACTION INFORMATION 
K(Quantum.Distributor/True) The "DetectorI" always sends a message to the ''Distributor" when a q1wntum is detected. 
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\Ne only show here, that it is possible to see a problem intuitively in the 
ALBERT specification. The '" I\fove': action is due to the v ibration of the 
mechanism and the effect of this action is that the position ·will be moclified. 
As there are no constraints on the way of the modification, it can moclify 
the position backwarcls and forwarcls. If the position of the dise in front of 
the photocell is near the frontier of a sector. the modification backwarcls and 
forwards of the position can be such that the part in front of the photocell 
is alternatively a transparent sector and an opaque one. The fact that the 
sector in front of the photocell changes is represented by the action "Switch" 
and it gives the impression of energy consumption to the "Detectorl" agent. 
So, the vibration of the mechanism can cause the detection of one or 
several quantums. The Energy -1\!Jeter with one photocell is not very rigorous, 
as it is proved for the TRIO+ specification in the following chapter. 
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5 .1 .2 The Energy _Meter with two photocells 
As for the Energy _Meter with one photocell ,  we start the specification of t he 
Energy _Meter with two photocell with the definition of several operations . 
Further on, we propose the A LB ERT specification of the agent " DetectorII" 
and the agent " OpticDiscI I " .  
OpticDiscll 
'\ 
Position1 
[RATIONAL] 
Through1 
[BOO LEAN] 
-> Detectorl l 
Switch1 
0 
Position2 
� [RATIONAL] 
Through2 
[BOO LEAN] 
-> Detectorll 
Move 
(RATIONAL) j 
' 
Switch2 
0 
Figure .5 .4 :  The graphie representation of OpticDiscII 
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Üperation Zonel : RATIONAL -+ BOOLEAN ( ( Ü � I ' � % ) ) Zonel( r )  = b with b {::} V (  Î - ½ � r � Î + ½ V (2Î, - f � r � 21 ) 
Üperat ion ZoneT: RATIONAL -+ BOO LEAN 
ZoneT( r) = b with b {::} ( ½ < r < Î - % ) AGENT OpticDiscll DECLARATIONS 
STAT E COMPONENTS 
Posit ionl instance_of RATIONAL "Posdionl  •� is the angle of photocel/1 of the dise. 
Posit ion2 instance_of RATIONAL "Position2" is the angle of photocell2 to the dise. 
Through l instance_of BOOL EA N  -+ DetectorII " Through l " is true when the receiver of photocelll receives a light signal. 
Through2 instance_of BOOLEAN -+ DetectorII : ·  Through2" is true when the receiver of photoce/12 receives a light signal. 
ACTIONS 
r.fove( RATIONAL)  The action ''Afove " represents the vibration of the dise d'ne to externaL causes. 
,,,_Switch l  "Switchl "  is the action when the part of the dise in front  of photocelll switches from an opaque sector to a transparent one or vice-versa. 
xSwitch2 "Switch2" is the action when the part of the dise in front of photocell2 s witches fro1n an opaque sector to a transparent one or vice-versa. BASIC CONSTRAINTS 
DERIVED COMPONENTS 
Posit ionl = Position2 + n1 + ½ The difJerence between the position of photocelll and the position of photocell2 is the distance of n seetors and a ha�/: DECLARATIVE CONSTRAINTS 
STATE B EHAVIOUR 
--, Detectorll .Alight =;, --,Throughl If photocelll is not act ivated then the rcceiver  of photocelll can not get 
CHAPTER 5. THE ALBERT SPECIFICATIOX 6G a light signal. ,Zonel ( Positionl) ⇒ Throughl = ( DetectorIL\light /\ ZoneT( Positionl ) )  If photocelll is not in front of a Zone! of the dise then  photocel/1 can on/y receive a light signal when pholoce/11 is a ctiL'ated and whrn th t pari of th e dise in front of photocell 1 is a transpare nt  sector. ,Detectorll .Alight ⇒ ,Through2 If photocell.62 is not  activated then th e rœeiuer of photocell2 can not gel a light signal. ,Zonel( Position2) ⇒ Through2 = ( DetectorII .Alight /\ ZoneT(Position2) )  If photocell2 is not in front of a Zone! of the dise then photocell2 can on/y receive a light signal when photoce/12 is actiuated and when the part of the dise in fron t  of photocell,'2 is a transpare n t  sector. OPERATION AL CONSTRAINTS 
EFFECT OF ACTIONS Switchl: [ ]  Throughl := ,Throughl Switch2: [] Through2 : =  ,Through2 Move(r) :  [] Positionl :=  ( Positionl + r )  mocl (2Î )  COOPERATION CONSTRAINTS 
STATE INFORMATION 
K (Throughl .DetectorII/True) "DetectorII" may always check "through J '' . /( ( Through2.DetectorII/True) "DetectorII" may always check ''through2". 
STATE PERCEPTION [( ( DetectorII.Alight/True) "Photo Cel!II" can always look at ''Alight ''. 
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Detectorll 
Alight LastThroug h1 i LastThrough 
[BOO LEAN] 
-> OpticDiscll 
[BOO LEAN] [BOO LEAN] 
, ' 
Quantum 
r ' Conf Quantum 
0 
'--> Distributorll, 
! Confirmation 
0 [BOOLEAN] 
Figure ,5.5 :  The graphie representation of DetectorlI 
AGEN T Detectorll 
DECLARATIONS 
STATE COMPONENTS 
Alight instance_of BoOLEAN -+ OpticDiscII "Alight is true whe n, the photocells are adivated " 
LastThroughl instance_of BüOLEAN '' LastThro'Ugh l "  is  true 'If "throughl "  was true  when the fast quantum was detected. 
LastThrough2 instance_of BOOLEAN "Last Through2 "  is trne if "through2 "  was trne when the fast quantum was con_{,:rrned. 67 
CHAPTER 5. THE ALBERT SPECIFICATION 68 Confirmation instance_of BOO L EAI\ ''Confirmatio n. is true when photocd/1 has detected a quantum which has to be co nfirm.ul. ACTIONS Lightün ''LightOn " is the  action af activating the photocells. *Quantum ' 'Quanhtm " is the action that photocelll has detected a quantum, which has to be confirmed. *ConfQuantum ➔ Distributor "ConfQuantum " is the action that photoall2 has confirmed a quantum detected by photocell1 .  BASIC CONSTRAINTS IN ITIA L VAL UATION Alight = False LastThroughl = False LastThrough2 = False Confirmation = False DECLARATIVE CONSTRAINTS 
STATE BEHAVIOUR [Lightün) Alight Until(Lastss2 ,Alight /\ Futrs2 Alight ) Only du.ring the action "LightOn ", "Alight " is tru.e and until "Alight"  will be true again in 62 time units, ''Alight , .  will be false du.ring 82 time units. 
ACTION D U RATI O N  j LightOn j  = 61 The action "LightOn " lasts 81 time units . OPERATION AL CONSTRAINTS PRECONDITIONS Quantum: Lasteds1 ( Alight /\ ( OpticDiscII .  Throughl =/ LastThroughl )  The action "Quantum " can only take place when during ô1 time units, photocel/1 is activated and when the part of the dise in front  of photocell1 is different fmm the part in front  of photocelll when the fast quantum was detected. ConfQuantum: Confirmation /\ Lasteds 1 (Alight /\ (OpticDiscII .Through2 =f LastThrough2)  The action "Con/Quantum " can on/y take place when photocel/1 has detected a quantum which has still to  be confirmed and when luring o1 
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time un its the photocel/2 is activated and th E part of the dise in fmnt 
of photoccllf'J is different from the part in fron t  of ph otocellf'J when thf 
fast quantum was confirrri td. 
EFFECT OF ACTIONS  Q t [] LastThroughl : =  OpticDiscII.Throughl uan um: Confirmation : =  True 
C fQ [] LastThrough2 :=  OpticDiscII.Through2 on uantum: C fi . F 1 on rmat10n :=  a se . Alight :=  True L1ghtOn: [] \ l· l F l A 1g it :=  a se 
TRIGGERINGS 
69 Alight /\ ( OpticDiscII. Throughl =/= LastThroughl) / 61 "0 Quantum 
The action "Quantum '' takes place wh en photocell 1 is activated and when 
the part in fmnt of photocelll i.s different form the part in front  of 
photoce/11 wh en the fast q1rnntum} which ha.s to be confirmed} was detected, 
during 61 tùne urâts. Confirmation /\ Alight /\ ( OpticDiscII.Through2 =J LastThrough2) / 61 'vt ConfQuantum 
The action ''Conf Quantum '' takes place whe n  photocell1 has detected a 
qnantum which has still to be confirmecl and wh rn ph otocelW is activatecl 
and the part of the dise in fon?t of photocel/2 ù, dzjJerent  from the part 
in front of photocell2 when the fast quanht.m was confirmed, cluring 61 
lim e  1trrits. COOPERATION CONSTRAINTS 
STATE INFORMATION K ( Alight. OpticDiscII/True) 
The "Op ticDiscI l'} may always check "Alight ''. 
STATE P ERCEPTION K ( OpticDiscII. Throughl /True) 
The }} DetectorIJ'' can always look at " Through 1 ". 
J( ( OpticDiscII. Through2/True) 
The nDetectorIJ" can always look a t  " Through2'' .  
ACTION INFORMATION 
J{ 
( ConfQuantum.Distributor/True) 
The n DetectorII'' always sends a message to th E .
. 
Distributor" when 
a q·uantum is detected and confirrned. 
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The two specification languages, ALBERT and TRIO+, are basecl on real­
time logic. We first ana.lyze the particularities of the two languages and then 
we compare them in a more global view. 
• A first particularity is the structure of an ALBERT specification. In 
orcler to guide the analyst in structuring the properties of a system, 
12 clifferent templates regrouped in 4 families are proposed. The four 
families are: 
1 .  Basic Constraints 
2. Declarative Constraints 
3. Operational Constraints 
4. Cooperation Constraints 
These templates are able to cover all the possible properties of a given 
system. The structure of an ALBERT specification is never composed 
of another template then those which are preclefinecl in the language, 
but not all of them must be used. 
TRIO+ proposes no preclefinecl template. It is up to the analyst to 
choose the most adaptecl style for his specification. Nevertheless, in 
the cleclaration part, some guidance is proposecl. The clifferent variables 
and fonctions are devidecl into Time Depenclent and Time Inclependent 
ones. 
• Another particularity of ALBERT is the possibility to express dynamic 
properties by the concept of actions. An action can be [6] : 
1. an happening having an effect on the state 
2. an happening with no direct influence on the state 
A sequence of clifferent actions and states clefine a possible life of the 
agent. 
Compared to this, TRIO+ is a specification language in which a system 
is clescribed in a static way. 
An important advantage of the concept of action is that it solves the 
frame problem. In the ALBERT specification only the effects of an 
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action are described and the "nothing else changes" is implicit. As all 
the frame axioms have not to be established. the specification stays 
shorter and more perspicuous [21. 
• As we have mentioned in the first chapter, TRIO+ is an object-oriented 
language. The 00 concepts offer the possibility of structuring a spec­
ification of a complex system, e.g. 'a specification in the large'. 
In ALBERT, the concept of agents is introduced. This concept can be 
seen as a specialization of the 00 concept of an abject and as such is 
used to structure the specification. The clifference between these two 
concepts is that contractual responsibilities are attachecl to each agent. 
In an interaction between agents, each agent is not only responsible of 
which state and/or action it informs its interlocutor, but also which of 
the information from the other agents it perceives. 
• TRIO+ offers the possibility of inheritance. But it is left up to the 
analyst to make sure that the inheritance is not only syntactic but also 
semantic. 
In ALBERT, another choice is aclopted. As it is clifficult to guaran­
tee semantic inheritance, no inheritance at all is allowed in the actual 
version, in order to avoicl purely syntactic inheritance. 
• TRIO+ supports a genericity mechanism.  As in the previous case, it 
is up to the analyst to ensure the semantic use of this mechanism. 
In ALBERT, the same choice as for the inheritance mechanism has been 
aclopted, no genericity mechanism is allowecl until it can be guaranteed 
that the genericity is not only syntactic. 
After having seen all these characteristics, vve can conclude, that AL­
BERT is a strongly structured specification language, which intends to guide 
the analyst methoclically to a consistent and complete specification. 
In opposition to this, TRIO+ leaves more possibilities to the analyst, 
because it is up to him to choose the structure of the specification, which 
seems to be the best for each case. There is a risk . that there is no structure 
at all, if the analyst is not rigorous enough. 
Even if ALBERT and TRIO+ are specification languages we can say that 
a ALBERT specification is much more abstract than a TRIO+ one. The 
ALBERT language offers the possibility to the analyst to specify a system 
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without referring to a specia.l design model or implementa.tion. This ha.s the 
a.clva.ntage tha.t an ALBERT specification is not clependent on the further 
clevelopment of the system, e.g. even if all the design has to be changed, the 
ALBERT specification stays the same. In TRIO+,  we can already find some 
icleas of a later implementation of the system. This leacls us to say, that 
the two specification languages are not on the same level of abstract ion. The 
ALBERT specification is better for formalizing a requirements document and 
later on a TRIO+ specification can be interesting, because the clevelopers 
can introduce some implementation options without referring to a specific 
programming languaê'�-
Chapter 6 
Proving a TRIO+ specification 
in PVS 
6 . 1  Introduction 
In the previous chapter we have proposed a specification of an Energy _Meter 
with one photocell and one with two photocells. In this chapter, we demon­
strate that the Energy _Meter with one photocell is not rigorous enough in 
its way to detect a quantum. The falsification consists in the fact to show 
that the quantums countecl by this Energy _Meter are not necessarily due to 
energy consumption. 
Further more, we prove that the Energy -1\ileter with two photocells is 
reliable. The verification is clevicled in two parts. 'Ne clemonstrate that 
the mechanism with two photocells counts only quantums due to energy 
consumption and that it counts all of them. To prove this last statement, 
we show that between two consecutive detected quantums, the rotation of 
the dise is an angle correspondent to one part of the dise, a transparent or 
an opaque one, (, ± J ). 
At the end of this chapter, we show the system's behaviour in some 
situations it can be facecl to, we have callecl them properties. The proof 
of one of these properties are explainecl in detail. 
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6 .2 . 1  The detection of a quantu111 
In the case of the Energy _l\!foter wi th one photocell ,  a quantum is counted 
when the receiver registers a movement of the di se. As the dise has in its 
outerpart evenly distributed opaque and transparent sections , a transition 
from an opaque to a transparent section or from a transparent to an opaque 
one indicates a movement of the dise. Unfortunately, with this  method of 
detecting energy eonsumption, the receiver ean register quantums without a 
movement of the dise due to energy consumption. 
To i l lustra.te one of these possibilities, ,ve consider the case where, in 
the moment of no consumption of energy, the part of the dise in front of 
the photocell i s  j ust on the frontier part of transparent and opaque sector. 
The vibration of the Energy J\!Ieter itself can cause a s lightly movement back 
and forth of the dise and this  movement may give the impression of energy 
consumption to the Energy _Meter. A quantum,  whose detection is not due 
to a dise movement, not caused by energy eonsumption but to the vibration, 
is eounted. 
6 .2 .2  The falsification 
To prove that a theorem is not val id,  it is sufficient to find one particular 
situation in  which the theorem is not valid. 
In thi s  proof, we intend to show that only the fact of a certain position 
of the dise is suffieient to have a quantum. This  position i s  defined by the 
mechanism of the Energy _Meter itself. As mentionned before, in the regions, 
0 :S a mod 2, :S f ,  1 - f :S a mod 2, :S , + f and 2, - f :S a mod 2, :S 2,, 
designed as Zone of Indecision, we are not sure which result we obtain, it is 
either position(F)  (opaque sector) or position (V)  (transparent sector). 
In this case it i s  possible, even if the dise does not move at all ,  to have 
once a position(F)  and then a position( V)  as result of an activation of the 
photoeell. This  transition represents a quantum to our system. 
L1 
Lect1 
(Photo_Cell) 
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The following theorem states that the fact of having the part of the dise in 
front of the photocell which is a Zonel , is sufficient to h ave a quantum. 
Fal s if : THEDREM 
Alw ( (ZoneI & TD_alpha(alpha) & activation 
=> ( content_O  DR content_1 ) ) 
& ( (UpîoNow (NOT cont ent_O)  & content_O)  => quantum) 
& ( (UpîoNow (NOT content_1 )  & content_1 )  => quantum) ) 
The figure 6 .1  shows the different proof steps. 
Falsification 
� 
I nsertion L3 Cycle 
\. 
A1 Postponement Content_O Content_ 1 
(Shift_register) (Shift_register) (Shift_register) 
Transition1 
(Detector_l) 
Transition2 
(Detector_l) 
SendQuantum 
(Detector_l) 
Figure 6.1: The proof-tree of the falsification 
A Theorem or Lemma is represented as a node and they are provable 
by the lemmas and axioms which are represented as the 'sons' of the node. 
Following this diagram, the theorern " Falsif' is provable with "Ll" ,  " L2" , 
" L:3" and " Insertion" of the "Detector_I" Theory. 
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To prove the different lemmas in PVS. we neecl fi rst of ail to clefine the 
Zone of Indecision ( Zonel ) .  This is clone by the following axiom: 
A1 : AXI OM 
Alw ( ZoneI & TD_alpha(alpha) 
<=> ( (EXISTS n :  2 n gamma <= alpha 
& alpha <= 2 n gamma + delta / 2) 
OR ( EXISTS n :  2 n gamma + gamma - delta / 2 <= alpha 
& alpha <= 2 n gamma + gamma + delta / 2 )  
OR ( EXISTS n :  2 n gamma + 2 gamma - delta/2 <= al 
& alpha <= 2 n gamma + 2 gamma) ) )  
The following lemma is stating that the Zone I gi ves as result position (V )  
or position(F) .  
L1 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneI & TD_alpha ( alpha) & act ivat ion) 
=> posit ion (V) OR position (F) ) 
Now, to complete our proof, we neecl only to prove that if the position 
changes, the system detects a quantum. This is stated by 12 and 13: 
L2 : LEMMA 
Alw ( ( (posit ion (V) & insert ) OR (position (F)  & insert ) )  
=> content_O OR content_ 1 )  
L3 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (UpToNow (NOT cont ent_O)  & content_O)  
OR (UpToNow (NOT content_1 )  & content_ 1 )  
=> quantum) 6 .3  Verification and different properties of the Energy _Meter with two photocells 
6 .3 . 1  The detection of a quantu111 
To avoicl counting of quantums which are not due to energy consumption, a 
simila.r system with two photocells has been designecl. 
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Each of these photocells works the same way as in the previous case, with 
the difference that a registered transition of the position by one photocell , 
has to be confirmed by the other photocell, to make sure that this transition 
is due to a movement of the dise. 
To exclude that the two photocells are simultaneously in front of Zonel, 
the distance between the two photocells must be: 
n * 1 + 1 /2, with 1 = ;� and n > 0, 
this distance is called " shift" in the PYS Theories. This distance ensures 
that if one photocell is in front of a Zonel, then the other photocell is in the 
middle of a sector, transparent or opaque. 
For instance, if photocelll registers a transition from a transparent section 
(positionl (V)) to an opaque one (positionl (V) ) ,  photocell2 has to register the 
same transition before photocelll can register once again the same transition 
( expressed differently: before photocell 1 has registered two other transitions). 
photoce l l 1  
F 
V 
photocell2 
F 
V 
Figure 6.2: A confirmed transition ( 1) 
The example of figure 6.2 shows a confirmed transition of the position. 
The photocell l registers a transition and this is confirmed by the same tran­
sition from photocell2 and between these two transitions, there is no other 
transition. 
The example of figure 6.3 shows that the first transition ( I) of the position 
of photocelll is not confirmed by photocell2, meamvhile photocelll registers 
the same transition again (II) and this one is confirmed, in this example, by 
photocell2. 
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photocell 1  
F 
V 
photocell2 
F 
V 
(1) (Il) 
Figure 6.3: A confirmed t ransition (2) 6 .3 .2  The verification 
The goal of the verification is to prove that there are only two possibilities to 
have a quantum and t hat the system can not register a quantum in another 
situat ion. 
The first possibility is an "Up" (a transit ion from a t ransparent section 
to an opaque one) of one photocell followed by an " Up" by the other one, 
without any other "U p" occurring between the two: a confirmed "U p". The 
second possibility is a confirmed "Down" (a t ransi t ion from an opaque section 
to a transparent one). 
Further more, we prove that between two registered quantums, the rota-
t ion of the dise is between 1 - ô and 1 + ô. 
In figure 6.4, 
( 1) is the earliest moment, to cletect the 1 st quantum 
( 2) is the latest moment, to cletect the 1st quantum 
( 3) is the earliest moment, to detect the 2nd quantum 
( 4) is the latest moment, to detect the 2nd quantum 
The smallest rotation is, when the 1st quantum is detected as late as 
possible (2) and the 2nd one as early as possible ( 3) .  The rotation of the dise 
between (2) anc1(3) is: (21 - J /2) - h + J /2) Î - J. 
The biggest rotat ion is encountered, when the 1st quantum is detected 
as early as possi ble ( 1 )  and the 2nd one as late as possible ( 4 ) .  The rotation 
of the dise between ( 1 )  and (4) is: ( 2, + J/2) - h - J/2) = 1 + J .  
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de lta/2 
1 
1 
(1 )' 0 
gamma 
de lta/2 
gamma + 
de lta/2 2 * gamma 
2 * 1 (4) �amma 3 
Figure 6.4 :  The rotation of the dise between two q__uantums 
6 .3 .3 The proofs in PVS 
The proof that the Energy _Meter with two photocells is correct and reliable 
is devided into two parts. First we prove that all the quantums are detected 
if the mechanism of the Energy -1\foter is such that "it is not possible that 
the dise rotates in such a high speed , that between two activations, the angle 
of the dise changes more than Î - '5" . Secondly we demonstra.te that all the 
counted quantums are due to energy consumption . 
The rotation of the dise The rotation of the dise between two registered 
quantum is stated by "Tl"  Theorem: 
Ti : THEOREM 
Alw ( (Futr ( (ZoneF1 & TD_alpha (alpha1 ) & quantum) , t i )  
& (Futr (ZoneV1 , t i )  & Futr (TD_alpha (alpha1 ) , t i )  
& Nextîime (quantum , t i ) ) )  
=> (old_pos + (gamma - delta) <= new_pos)  
& (old_pos + (gamma + delta) >=  new_pos ) ) 
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The general strategy of the proof of "Tl"  is shown in figure 6 .5 .  
A1 A21 
(Verif1 ) 
L1 
A1 
L3 
\ 
A2 
A31 
Verif1 
Figure 6 .5 :  The proof-tree of the rotation-theorem 
To prove this theorem, we first define an "old_pos" which correspond to 
the position of the 'first '  q_uantuin.  This is clone by the " A l "  axiom of the 
"Verif2" Theory: 
A1 : AXI OM 
Alw (q_uantum & TD_alpha ( alpha1) 
=> ( old_pos = alpha1 ) )  
The posit ion of the 'second '  quantum is the posit ion of the dise, when the 
system has detected the next quantum and this position is called " new_pos" . 
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1 1 : 1EMMA 
Alw (Nextîime (q_uantum , t i )  & Futr (TD_alpha ( alpha1 ) ,  t i )  
= >  (new_pos = alpha1 ) )  
To proves this lemma in PYS ,  we neecl the following axiom, which states 
that a quantum is necessarily follo,vecl by an other quantum. 
A2 : AXIOM 
Alw (q_uantum & TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  
<=>  (Nextîime (quantum , t i )  & 1asts (NOT quantum , t i ) ) 
& t i  > 0 & Futr (TD_alpha (alpha1 ) ,  t i) ) 
To be able to compare "old_pos" and "new_pos'· we have to instantiate 
them. 'Ne look at the case where the first quantum is detectecl by a confirmecl 
" U  p" and the second one by a confirmecl " clown". This is clone as follows: 
12 : 1EMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneF1 & TD_alpha ( alpha1) & q_uantum) 
=> ( EXISTS n : ( 2*n*gamma + delta/2 < old_pos) 
& ( old_pos < 2*n*gamma + gamma - delta/2 ) ) 
& NOT (ZoneI 1 OR ZoneV 1 ) ) 
13 : 1EMMA 
Alw ( (Futr (ZoneV1 , t i )  & Futr (TD_alpha( alpha1 ) ,  t i )  
& Nextîime (quantum ,  t i ) ) 
=> (EXISTS n : ( 2*n*g_amma + gamma + delta/2 < new_pos)  
& (new_pos < 2*n*gamma + 2*gamma - delta/2) ) 
& Futr (NOT (ZoneI 1 OR ZoneF 1 ) , t i ) ) 
The other case, where the first quantum is cletected by a confirmed 
"Down" and the second one by a confirmecl " Up" , is similar. 
The Theorem "Tl" allows us to say that if the architecture of the En­
ergy _Meter is such that " it is not possible that the dise rotates in such a h igh 
speed, that between two activations, the angle of the dise changes about more 
than , - 8" , all the quantums are registered. 
Further, we ca.n consicler the ' value' of the position obtainecl at one acti­
vation is valuable until the next activation because. the previous hypothesis 
says that it is not possible that the 'value' of position changes twice between 
two activations. This takes us from a punctual value of the position to a 
continuous one. 
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Alw (posit ion 1 (V) & Past (posit ion1 (F ) , t 1 )  
& Past (pos it ion1 (F) , 2*t 1 )  
= >  (position1 (V) 
& Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , posit ion1 (F) ) ) )  
At time -2 * t 1 and - t 1 a positionl(F) is detected and now a positionl(V), 
so we can conclude that uµ to now the position was always positionl(E) as 
shown on figure 6.6. 
position1  (F) position 1 (F) position 1 M  
- 2 * t1 - t1 now 
Figure 6.6: The 'value' of the position in time 
A lot of axioms, built in the same way, are needed to be able to prove the 
different theorems and properties. 
The counted quantums The Theorem "Quantum" states that the system 
counts only quantums, which are due to energy consumption. 
Quantum : THEOREM 
Alw ( 
( ( (po s it i on2 (F)  
& S ince (NOT posit ion2 (F ) , position2 (V) ) )  
& Since (NOT 
( i;> 0sit ion2 (F) 
& Since (NOT posit ion2 (F ) , posit ion2 (V) ) ) ,  
(pos it i on1 (F)  
& S ince (NOT position1 (F ) , position1 (V) ) ) ) )  
OR 
( (position2 (V) 
& S ince (NOT position2 (V) , position2 (F) ) )  
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& Since (NOT 
(position2 (V) 
& S ince (NOT position2 (V) , pos it ion2 (F) ) ) ,  
(posit ion1 (V) 
& S ince (NOT position1 (V) , position1 (F) ) ) ) ) )  
<=> quantum) 
The proof-tree of figure 6. 7 shows us exactly which axioms are needed to 
prove the previous theorem. 
Quantum 
SendQuantum BeginUp2 BeginDw2 BeginUpCf1 Begin DwCf1 A41 
Figure 6. 7: The proof-tree of the q_uantum-theorem 
The axioms "SendQuantum", "BeginUp2"' , " BeginDw2". "BeginUpCfl" 
and "BeginDwCfl"  are extracted from the 
.
. Detector_Il" Theory. 
As explained above, we need the following axiorns to be able to couvert 
the punctual value of the position to a continuous one: 
A41 : AXIOM 
Alw (Since (NOT bup2 , bup 1 )  <=> 
Since (NOT (position2 (F)  
& S ince (NOT position2 (F ) , posit ion2 (V) ) ) , 
(posi  t ion1 (F )  
& S ince (NOT posit ion1 (F) , posit ion1 (V) ) ) ) )  
A42 
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A42 : AXI OM 
Alw (Since (NOT bdw2 , bdw 1 )  <=> 
S ince (NOT (position2 (V) 
& S ince (NOT pos it ion2 (V) , position2 (F) ) ) , 
(posit ion1 (V) 
& Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , pos it ion1 (F) ) ) ) )  6 .3 .4  The properties of the case with two photocells 
After having shown, that the system count only a quantum in two different 
possibilities and that the rotation between two registered quantums is in the 
range , - o, 1 + o, we prove different properties of the Energy_Meter with 
two photocells . These properties correspond to the different situations the 
system can be faced to. 
1. It is evident that if there is no transition of the positions, the system 
should not find a quantum. 
A. 
ZoneV1 
ZoneV2 
- t1 
ZoneV1 
ZoneV2 
now 
Figure 6.8: 1st property - version 1 
P 1 1 : THEDREM 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_ alpha( alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & act ivat ion 
► 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 ) 
=> NOT quantum) 
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B .  
ZoneF1 
ZoneF2 
- t1 
ZoneF1 
ZoneF2 
now 
Figure 6 .9 :  1st property - version 2 
P 1 2 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1)  & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1)  & TD_alpha(alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1 )  
= >  NOT 9..uantum) 
2. A confirmed transition of the position is the situation in which the 
system should register a quantum. 
A. 
ZoneF1 
ZoneF2 
- 2 * t1 
ZoneV1 
ZoneF2 
- t1 
ZoneV1 
ZoneV2 
now 
Figure 6 .10 : 2nd property - version 1 
P21 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & activation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 ) & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneF2 & activat ion 
► 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha(alpha2 ) ) , t 1 )  
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B. 
& Past ( ( ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1) & TD_alpha( alpha2) ) ,  t1 + t 1 )  
= >  q_uantum) 
ZoneV1 
ZoneV2 
- 2 * t1 
ZoneF1 
ZoneV2 
- t1 
ZoneF1 
ZoneF2 
now 
Figure 6. 1 1 : 2nd property version 2 
► 
P22 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat i on 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 ) & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneF1 & ZoneV2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1)  & TD_alpha (alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1)  & TD_alpha(alpha2 ) ) , t1 + t 1 )  
= >  q_uantum) 
3. A non confirmed transit ion of the position is not considered as a q_uan­
tum by the system 
ZoneF1  ZoneV1 
ZoneF2 ZoneF2 
-·�-· 
- t1 now 
Figure 6. 12 :  3rd property 
----��--� -- ► 
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P3 : THEDREM 
Alw ( ZoneV1 & ZoneF2 & activation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 ) & TD_alpha( alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1)  & TD_alpha( alpha2 ) ) , t 1 )  
= >  NOT q_uantum) 4. If an activation occurs when one of the photocells i s  in front of a Zonel, the system should only register ONE quantum. The " OR" result of the Zonel should provide the result :  ( quantum XOR Past(  quantum, tl ) )  
A. 
B .  
ZoneF1 
ZoneF2 
- 2 * t1  
ZoneV1 
Zonel2 
- t1 
ZoneV1 
ZoneV2 
now Figure 6.13: 4th property 
P41 : THEDREM 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 ) & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
& Past ( ( ZoneV 1 & ZoneI 2  & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1)  & TD_alpha( alpha2 ) ) , t 1 ) 
& Past ( (ZoneF 1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
=> quantum D R  Past (quantum ,  t 1 ) )  
P42 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & activation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_ alpha (alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneI2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha(alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
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& Past ( (ZoneF 1  & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha(alpha2) ) ,  t1 + t 1 )  
= >  NOT ( quantum & Past (quantum , t 1 ) ) )  
The pro ofs of the properties in PVS To prove these properties in PVS .. 
we need to introduce a few ne,v lemmas and axioms. 
First of all ,  we have to consider the follmving lemmas. They are derived 
from the axioms of the " Detector_2'' Theory. The axioms of the " Detector-2" 
Theory are defining the situations , where a quantum has t.o be detected and 
the following lemmas are stating the situations in which NO quantum is 
cletected . 
• L i : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT (bupconf 1 OR bdwconf 1 )  => NOT quantum) 
" bupconfl" stands for a confinned " Up" (a transition from a transpar­
ent sector. to a.n opaque one) and " bclwconfl " for a confirmecll' Down" 
( a transition from an opaque sector to a transparent one). 11 states 
that if there is no confirmed " Up" and no confirmecl " Down" then there 
is no quantum cletectecl. 
• L2 : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT bup2 OR NOT Since (NOT bup2 , bup1 )  
= >  NOT bupconf 1 )  
" bup2" stands for an '' Up" of photocel l l  and 'bupl ' for an " Up" of 
photocell2. 12 states that if an " Up" of photocel l l  is not. followed by 
an " U  p" of photocell2 then this " U  p'' is not confirmecl . 
• 13 : 1EMMA 
Alw (NOT bdw2 OR NOT Since (NOT bdw2 , bdw 1 )  
=>  NOT bdwconf 1 )  
" bdw2" stands for an " Down" of photocel l l  and 'bdwl '  for an " Down" 
of photocell2. 13 states that if an " Down" of photocell l  is not followed 
by an " Down" of photocell2 then this ·· Down'' is not confirmed . 
• 14 : 1EMMA 
Alw (NOT positioni (F)  
OR  NOT Since (NOT positioni (F) , positioni (V) ) 
=> NOT bufl1 ) 
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L4 states that if there is no position l ( F) or up to now no position l (V) 
than there is no '' U p" of photocell l .  
• 15 : 1EMMA 
Alw (NOT posit ion2 (F) 
OR NOT S ince (NOT posit ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) )  
=>  NOT bup2) 
L;j states that if there is no position2( F) or up to now no position2(V) 
than there is no "Up" of photocell2. 
• 16 : 1EMMA 
Alw (NOT posit i oni (V) 
OR NOT S ince (NOT posit i oni (V) , posit ioni (F) )  
=> NOT bdw1 ) 
L6 states that if there is no position l (V) or up to now no positionl ( F) 
than there is no "Down" of photocelll .  
• 17 : 1EMMA 
Alw (NOT posit i on2 (V) 
OR NOT Since (NOT posit i on2 (V) ,  posit ion2 (F) )  
=>  NOT bdw2) 
Lï states that if there is no position2(V) or up to now no position2( F) 
t han there is no "Down" of photocell2. 
In the TRIO+ specification the type of position is a predicate, but in 
PVS we hacl to define position as a TD_Var[Time, Pos).TD_var, to consicler 
that the preclicate position is time clepenclent. 
The TcLVar[Time, Pos) .TD_var evaluates only if e.g. positionl ( F) is true 
or false. \Ve know t hat if position l ( F) is true then positionl (V)  has to be 
false, but PYS evaluates position l(F) and positionl (V) as two inclepenclent 
preclicates and does not establish the link. The following axioms are creating 
this link explicitely: 
A1F : AXIDM 
Alw (NOT positioni (F) <=> pos it ioni (V) )  
A1V : AXIDM 
Alw (NOT posit ioni (V) <=> posit ion i (F) )  
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A1F : AXI DM 
Alw (NOT position2 (F)  <=> position2 (V) ) 
A1F : AXIDM  
Alw (NOT posit ion2 (V) <=>  posit ion2 (F) ) 
A2Dw : AXI DM 
Alw (posit ion2 (V) & Past (position2 (V) , t 1 )  
=>  NOT S ince (NOT posit ion2 (V) , posit ion2 (F ) ) )  
A2Up : AXI OM 
Alw (posit ion2 (F)  & Past ( posit ion2 (F) , t 1 )  
= >  NOT S ince (NOT position2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) )  The proof of each property is clone in three steps. 
In the first step, a. lemma. shows in its consequent which va.lues are a.t­
tri butecl to the position a.t the clifferent time instances in consulting the given 
zones. 
The second lemma transforms these punctual values in continuous ones. 
The lemma is provecl by using a.xioms stated before as expla.ined in the be­
ginning of this cha.pter. 
The third step gives a lemma, which shows tha.t with the continuons val­
ues obta.ined during the second step, the system correctly registers a quantum 
or not, depending on the property that is to be proved. 
As a.ll the properties are proved in the same way, we give only one ex­
ample, the fourth property, to show how this methocl is applied. The fourth 
property consists in saying that the "OR' result of the Zonel is the sa.me 
as quantum XOR Past( quantum, tl ). To prove it , we demonstrate, that the 
system gives us a quantum OR Past(quantum, tl) and NOT(quantum & 
Past( quantum, t l  ) :  
P41 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneI2  & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1)  & TD_alpha(alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivation 
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& TD_alpha( alpha1 ) & TD_alpha (alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  q_uantum O R  Past (quantum , t 1 ) ) 
P42 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & activat ion 
& TD_alpha(alpha1 ) & TD_alpha( alpha2) 
& Past ((ZoneV1 & ZoneI 2  & activat ion 
& TD_alpha(alpha1 )  & TD_alpha(alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( ( ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha(alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  NOT (quantum & Past (quantum , t 1 ) ) )  
The general structure of the proof of these two theorems is represented 
respectively on figure 6.14 and on figure 6 . 15. 
LP41 1 
A1 2 A2 1 A22 A31 A32 
(Ve rificatio n) 
A3 A4 
P41 
LP4 1 2  
'� 
\ 
\ 
LP41 3 
\ 
\ 
A5 LP21 2 Quantum A91 A92 A1 0 
(Prop2) (Verification) 
Figure 6 . 14: The proof-tree of the first part of the 4th property 
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P42 
LP42 1 LP422 
� "'' " 
\ 
A1 2 A2 1 A22 A3 1 A32 A2F A2Dw L1 L3 L5 L? A2V 
(Verification) (Properties) 
/ 
/ 
A2Up 
SendQuantum BeginUpCf1 BeginDWCf1 BeginUp2 BeginDw2 
(Detector_2) 
Figure 6.15: The proof-tree of the second part of the 4th property 
Applying the method explained earlier, " P41" Theorem is proved in three 
steps. The " LP411" Lemma is stating the different positions which are ob­
tained in the given situation. 
LP41 1  : LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & activation 
& TD_alpha( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneI 2  & act ivation 
& TD_alpha(alpha1 ) & TD_al pha(alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivation 
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& TD_alpha(alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  posit ion1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (position1 (V) 
& (position2 (V) OR pos it ion2 (F) ) ) , t 1 ) 
& Past ( (position1 (F)  & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 ) ) 
Because of the OR result in the previous lemma, we ha.ve two possible 
cases , one of the cases is considered by the " LP41T Lemma 
LP412 : LEMMA 
Alw (posit ion1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (position1 (V) & pos it ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (position1 (F)  & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  q_uantum) 
and the second one by the " LP413" Lemma. 
LP41.3 : L.EMMA 
Alw (posit ion1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (position1 (V) & posit ion2(V) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (posit ion1 (F)  & pos it ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  Past (quantum, t 1 ) ) 
These three lemmas allow us to prove the " P41"  Theorem. 
The second part of the property, is provecl in a similar way. 
The first step is exactly the same, so we reuse the lemma " LP411" to 
state the different positions which are obtainecl in the given situation. 
Because of the NOT( .. . AND . .. ) structure that should be proved and the 
OR result in the lemma " LP411" , we have to prove that ,ve can NOT hav:e 
a detectecl quantum during the last activation AND one cluring the present 
activation. 
The lemma " LP42 1 "  states the situation in which we have no detected 
quantum 
LP42 1 : LEMMA 
Alw (posit ion1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (position1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (position1 (F )  & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  NOT q_uantum) 
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and lemma "LP422" states the situation in which we have no detectecl 
quantum cluring the last activation. 
LP422 : LEMMA 
Alw (posit ion1 (V) & position2 (V) 
& Past ( (pos ition1 (V) & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (position1 (F) & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  NOT (Past (quanturn , t 1 ) ) )  
These three lemmas allow us to prove the '' P42" Theorem. As the theo­
rems " P41" and " P42" are provecl, the fourth property is proved as well. 
Chapter 7 Conclusion 
All the specifications in which the concept of time is used, can be devided 
into two sorts of requirements [15]: 
• the use of relative time, this concept of time is only used to orcler events; 
• the use of absolute t ime, this concept of time is used to clefine con­
straints between events, it is an explicite use of real titne. 
Our case study is a real-time system. It is a system in which "comput­
erized control units obtain information about the environment of the system 
through sensors and are requirecl to act on this environment within or after 
a bouncled clelay by commanding actuators'' [16]. 
Often the real-time systems are usecl in critical systems and the safety 
feature is a crucial one. To us, this is one of the most important reason why 
it is important to demonstrate rigorously the crucial requirements of such a 
system [15, 16] .  
In chapter one, we introcluce the specification language TRIO and we 
propose a specification of an Energy_Meter in TRIO+ in chapter four. 
vVith the encoding of TRIO in PYS, we are able to verify the case study. 
In chapter six, we show how to prove that the Energy .J\foter with one pho­
tocell is not rigorous enough and how to demonstrate that the Energy _Meter 
with two photocells ensures ail the required qualit ies of the system. 
During our stay in Milan, we realized that it can be rather difficult ,  by 
using the Proof Checker of PVS, to fincl the right way to prove a theorem. 
But to demonstrate rigorously a specification, human review and inspec­
tion is not sufficient. A theorem prover, as the Proof Checker of PVS is very 
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useful for the verification of a specification and more particu larly to prove 
boundary conditions. " It is difficult without complete forma! verification 
support to completely formalize a l l  necessary assumption - particu lar ly at 
bounclary conditions" [7] . The verification of t he Energy _i\,Ieter with one 
photocel l  fai ls also at a boundary condition . 
A LBERT is , as wel l  as TRIO ,  a specification language which offers the 
possibi lity to specify real -time systems. So, it wou lcl be interesting, that 
ALBERT could a lso offer an verification tool to its users. This can be realized 
in encoding ALBERT-CORE in PVS. 
In the case of TRIO /PVS ,  even if the user works at a low level of se­
mantic encoding, it is rather easy to extract higher level proofs which are 
understandable [7] . As A LBERT-CORE provides the semantic foundation 
of ALBERT [5] , the use of the encocling of ALBERT-CORE can be very 
simi lar to the use of the semantic encoding of TRIO and it could be possible 
that the structure of the different proofs of this work coul cl be reusecl for 
cloing simi lar proofs in the encoded semantic of A LBERT. 
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Appendix A 
The proof-strategies in PVS 
I n  chapter 2 ,  we explain the proof of the Airl ine Reservation System . In this 
chapter , we intend to show how the different theorems are provecl in PVS.  
Each of the following sections , represents al l  the proof steps of a particular 
theorem, which are saved in a .prf file and are re-executable. A.1  Cancel_assn_inv Theorem 
( 1 cancel_assn_inv 1 1 1 1 1  (SKOLEM ! ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " cancel_as sn" ) 
( ( " "  (ASSERT) 
( ( " "  ( EXPAND " as sn_invariant " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  ( EXPAND "existence" )  
( ( " "  (EXPAND "uniquenes s " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 ( EXPAND "member" )  
( ( " "  (FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (SPLIT 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 "  (SKOLEM ! 1 ) 
( ( " 1 "  (CASE "flt ! 1  = flt ! 2" ) 
( ( " 1 " (ASSERT) 
( ( " 1 " ( INST -2 " a ! 1 " " f lt ! 1 " ) 
( ( " 1 " (FLATTEN) ( ( " 1 "  (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2 "  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 2 "  ( INST - 1  " a ! 1 " "flt ! 2" ) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  
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( " 2 "  (SKOLEM ! 1 ) 
( ( " 2 "  (CASE " flt ! 1  = flt ! 2" ) 
( ( " 1 "  (ASSERT) 
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( ( " 1 "  ( INST -3 " a ! 1 "  " b ! 1 " "flt ! 1 " ) 
( ( " 1 "  (FLATTEN) ( ( " 1 "  (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2"  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 2 "  (INST -2  " a ! 1 "  " b ! 1 " "flt ! 2 " ) 
NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
A.2  MAe Theorem 
( 1 MAe 1 1 1 1 1  ( SKOLEM ! * ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (FLATTEN) 
( ( " "  (EXPAND " exi stence " ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  ( EXPAND "make_assn" ) ( ( 1 1 1 1 (AUTO-REWRITE ! "member" ) 
( ( I l  I l  (SKOLEM ! * ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (FLATTEN) 
( (" "  (I NST - 1  " a !  1 "  " f lt ! 2 " ) 
( ( " "  (ASSERT) 
( ( " "  (LIFT- IF  - 1 ) 
( ( " "  (SPLIT - 1 ) 
( (" 1 "  (GROUND) 
( ( " 1 "  (EXPAND " add " ) 
( ( " 1 "  (LEMMA " n ext_seat _ax " ) ( ( 1 1 1 1 1  ( INST - 1  " f lt ! 1 " "pref ! 1 " " s 1 ! 1 " ) 
( (" 1 "  (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2 "  (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
A.3 MAu Theore1n 
( I MAu l 1 1 1 1 ( SKOLEM ! * ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (FLATTEN) ( ( 1 1 1 1  ( EXPAND "uniquenes s " ) 
( ( " "  (SKOSIMP) ( ( 1 1 1 1 ( I NST - 1  " a ! 1 "  " b ! 1 " " flt ! 2 " ) 
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( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND "make_assn" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND "member" ) 
( ( " "  (ASSERT) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (LIFT- IF  - 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (LIFT-IF  -2) 
( ( '" '  (GROUND) 
( ( " 1 "  (EXPAND "pass_on_flight " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 "  ( INST 2 1 1 a !  1 " )  
( ( 1 1 1 "  ( INST 4 "b  ! 1 " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND "add " )  
( ( 1 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND "member" ) 
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( ( " 1 " (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2 1 1 (EXPAND "pass_on_flight " ) A.4 ( ( 1 1 2 1 1 ( INST 2 " a ! 1 " ) ( ( " 2"  ( INST 4 " b ! 1 " )  ( ( 1 1 2 1 1  (EXPAND "add" ) ( ( 1 1 2 1 1 (EXPAND "member" ) ( ( " 2 "  (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  Make_assn_inv Theorem 
( 1 make_assn_inv 1 1 1 1 1 (SKOLEM ! * )  
( ( 1 1 1 1 ( FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND " as sn_invariant " )  
( ( '" '  (LEMMA "MAe " ) 
A.5  
( ( 1 1 1 1 ( INST - 1  "flt ! 1 " "pas ! 1 " " pref ! 1 " " s 1 ! 1 " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (LEMMA "MAu" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  ( INST - 1  " flt ! 1 " " pas ! 1 " "pref ! 1 " 1 1 s 1 ! 1 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) Initial_state_inv Theorem 
( 1 ini t ial_state_inv 1 " "  (EXP AND "assn_invariant " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " in it ial_state" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND " existence " ) 
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( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND 1 1 uniqueness 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND 1 1 emptyset 1 1 ) 
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( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND 1 1 member 1 1 ) ( ( 1 1 1 1 (PROPAX) NIL ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  A . 6  Make_cancel Theore1n 
( 1 make_cancel 1 1 1 1 1  (SKOLEM ! * ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 ( FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND 1 1 pass_on_fl ight 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND " cancel_assn 1 1 ) 
( ( " "  (EXPAND 1 1 make_assn 1 1 ) 
( ( " "  (EXPAND 1 1member " )  
( ( " "  (L IFT- IF  2) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (SPLIT 2) 
( ( 1 1 i 1 ' (FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1  i 1 ' (APPLY-EXTENSIONALITY 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 " (RIDE 2 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (CASE 1 1 flt ! 1 = x ! 1 1 1 ) 
( ( "  1 " (ASSERT) 
( ( "  1 " (APPLY-EXTENSIONALITY 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (RIDE 2) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (REPLACE - 1 * RL) 
( ( " 1 " ( INST 2 "x ! 2 " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 " (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2 "  (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2 "  (GROUND) 
( ( 1 1 2 1 1 (APPLY-EXTENSI ONALITY 3 ) 
( ( " 2 1 1  (RIDE 4) 
( ( 1 1 2 1 1  (CASE 1 1 flt ! 1 = x !  1 " )  
( ( I l  1 1 1  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 1 " (APPLY-EXTENSI ONALITY 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND 1 1 add" )  
( ( "  1 " (HIDE 2) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  ( INST 4 "x ! 2 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  ( I FF 1 ) 
( ( " 1 " (GROUND) 
( ( I l  1 "  
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A.7 
(EXPAND 1 1member 1 1 ) 
( ( " 1 "  (ASSERT) NIL) ) )  
( " 2" 
(EXPAND "member" ) 
( ( " 2" (PROPAX) NIL) ) ) 
( " 3 " 
(EXPAND 1 1 member 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 3 "  (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2 1 1  (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) Cancel_assn_inv Theorem 
( 1 cancel_assn_inv 1 " 1 1 (SKOLEM ! ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND "cancel_as sn " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND " assn_ invariant" )  
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " existence " ) 
( ( " "  (EXPAND "uniqueness " )  
( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND 1 1 one_per_seat 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND "member" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (FLATTEN) 
( ( " "  (SPLIT 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 "  (SKOLEM ! 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (CASE "flt ! 1  = flt ! 2" ) 
( ( 
1 1 1 1 1  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 1 " ( INST -2 "a ! 1 " "flt ! 1 " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (FLATTEN) ( ( " 1 " (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2 "  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 2" ( INST - 1  " a ! 1 "  "flt ! 2" ) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2 "  (SKOLEM ! 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 2 1 1  (CASE "flt ! 1  = flt ! 2" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 "  (ASSERT) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1 ( INST -3 " a ! 1 "  " b ! 1 " 1 1flt ! 1 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (FLATTEN) ( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2 1 1  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 2 "  ( INST -2 " a ! 1 " " b ! 1 " " flt ! 2 " ) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 3 1 1  (SKOLEM ! 1 )  
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A.8  
( ( " 3 "  (CASE "flt ! 1  = flt ! 2 " ) 
( ( " 1 "  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 1 "  ( INST -3 "a ! 1 " "b ! 1 " "flt ! 1 " ) 
( ( " 1 "  (FLATTEN) 
( ( " 1 "  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 1 "  ( INST -6 " a ! 1 "  " b ! 1 " "flt ! 1 " ) 
( ( " 1 "  (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2 "  (ASSERT) 
( ( " 2 "  ( INST -3 " a ! 1 "  "b ! 1 " "flt ! 2 " )  
NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
MAs Theorem 
( 1 MAs 1 1 1 1 1  (SKOLEM ! * ) 
( ( " "  (FLATTEN) 
( ( " "  (EXPAND " one_per_seat " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXP AND "make_as sn" ) 
( ( " "  (AUTO-REWRITE ! "member" ) 
( ( " "  (SKOLEM ! * ) 
( ( " "  (FLATTEN) 
( ( " "  ( INST - 1  " a ! 1 " "b ! 1 " " flt ! 2 " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (ASSERT) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (LI FT-IF - 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (LIFT-IF -2) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (SPLIT - 1 ) 
( ( " 1 "  (SPLIT -2) 
( ( " 1 "  (GROUND) 
( ( " 1 "  (EXPAND " add" ) 
( ( " 1 "  (HIDE -3)  
( ( " 1 " (LEMMA "next _seat _ax_2" )  
( ( I l  1 1 1  
( INST - 1  "flt ! 1 " "pref ! 1 " " s 1 ! 1 " "b ! 1 " ) 
( ( " 1 " (GROUND) NIL ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2"  (EXPAND "add " ) 
( ( " 2 "  (HIDE -3) 
( ( " 2 "  (LEMMA "next_seat_ax_2" ) 
( ( " 2 "  
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( INST - 1  "flt ! 1 1 1  "pref ! 1 "  1 1 s 1  ! 1 "  " a !  1 " ) 
( ( 1 1 2 1 1  (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2 1 1  (GROUND) NIL) ) )  
( 1 1 2 1 1  (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
A.9 Make_assn_inv Theorem 
( 1 make_assn_inv 1 1 1 1 1  (SKOLEM ! * ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " assn_invariant " ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (LEMMA "MAe" ) A. 10 ( ( 1 1 1 1  ( INST -1  "flt ! 1 " " pas ! 1 " " pref ! 1 " " s 1 ! 1 " ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (LEMMA "MAu" ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  ( INST -1  "flt ! 1 " "pas ! 1 " "pref ! 1 " " s 1 ! 1 " ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (LEMMA "MAs " )  ( ( 1 1 1 1  ( INST - 1  "flt ! 1 " " pas ! 1 " " pref ! 1 " " s 1 ! 1 " ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  Initial_state_inv Theorem 
( l init ial_state_inv l 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " as sn_invariant" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " init ial_state" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND "existence " ) A.11  ( ( 1 1 1 1  ( EXPAND "uniqueness " ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  ( EXPAND " one_per_seat " ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " emptyset" ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND "member" ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (PROPAX) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  Make_cancel Theorem 
( l make_cancel 1 1 1 1 1  (SKOLEM ! * ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND "pass_on_fl ight " )  
( ( 1 1 1 1 ( EXPAND " cancel_assn" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND "make_assn" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND "member" ) 
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( ( 1 1 " (LIFT- IF  2) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (SPL IT 2)  
( ( " 1 " (FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (APPLY-EXTENSI ONALITY 1 ) 
( ( "  1 " (HIDE 2)  
( ( " 1 1 1  (CASE 1 1 flt ! 1 = x ! 1 " ) 
( ( Il 1 1 1  (ASSERT) 
( ( 1 1 1 " (APPLY-EXTENSIONALITY 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 " (HIDE 2)  
( ( 1 1 1 1 1 (REPLACE - 1 * RL) 
( ( 1 1 1 "  ( INST 2 1 1x ! 2 " )  
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( ( " 1 " (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2 1 1 (ASSERT) NIL ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2" (GROUND) 
( ( " 2 "  (APPLY-EXTENSIONALITY 3) 
( ( 1 1 2 1 1  (HIDE 4) 
( ( 1 1 2 1 1  (CASE 1 1 flt ! 1 = x ! 1 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (APPLY-EXTENS IONALITY 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND 1 1 add" ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (HIDE 2)  
( ( 1 1 1 1 1 (REPLACE - 1 * RL) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  ( INST 4 1 1 x ! 2 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  ( IFF 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1 (GROUND) 
( ( I l  1 1 1  
(EXPAND 1 1member 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 1  (PROPAX) NIL) ) )  
( 1 1 2 1 1 
(EXPAND 1 1 member 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 2 1 1  (PROPAX) NIL) ) )  
( 1 1 3 "  
(EXPAND 1 1member 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 3 1 1  (PROPAX) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( 1 1 2 1 1  (ASSERT) NIL ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
A PPENDIX A .  THE ?ROOF-STRATEGIES IS PVS A.12  Cancel_inv _one_per _seat Theorem 
( 1 cancel_inv _one_per _seat 1 1 1 1 1 (SKOLEM ! )  
( ( " "  (FLATTEN) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " cancel_as sn " )  
( ( 1 1 1 1 ( EXP AND " one_per _ seat " ) 
( ( " "  (EXPAND "member" )  
( ( I l  I l  ( SKOLEM ! ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1 (CASE " flt ! 1 = flt ! 2 " )  
( ( " 1 " (ASSERT) 
( ( " 1 " ( INST - 2  " a ! 1 " "b ! 1 " "flt ! 2 " )  
( ( " 1 " (FLATTEN) ( ( " 1 " (ASSERT) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2" (ASSERT) 
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( ( " 2 "  ( INST - 1 " a ! 1 " " b ! 1 1 1  1 1f lt ! 2 1 1 ) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  A.13  Init ial_one_per _seat Theorem 
( 1 ini t al _one_per _seat 1 1 1 1 1 ( EXP AND " one_per _seat " )  
( ( " "  (EXPAND " init ial_stat e " )  
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND " emptyset " )  ( ( 1 1 1 1 (EXPAND "member" )  ( ( " "  (PROPAX) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) )  A.14 Make_putative Theorem 
( 1 make_put at i ve 1 1 1 1 1  (SKOLEM ! * )  
( ( " "  (FLATTEN) 
( ( " "  (EXPAND " make_assn " )  
( ( " "  (LIFT-IF 2)  
( ( 1 1 1 1 (GROUND) 
( ( " 1 " (EXPAND "pass_ on_fl ight " )  
( ( " 1 " (SKOLEM ! - 1 ) ( ( " 1 " ( INST 1 " a !  1 " )  ( ( " 1 " (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) )  
( " 2 "  (HIDE 4) 
( ( 1 1 2 1 1  (LEMMA "MAe " )  
( ( " 2 "  ( INST - 1 "flt ! 1 " "pas ! 1 1 1 " pref ! 1 " " s 1 ! 1 " )  
( ( " 2 "  (GRIND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  
APPENDIX A.  THE ?ROOF-STRATEGIES IS P VS A.15  Cancel_putative Theorem 
( 1 cancel_put at i ve 1 1 1 1 1  (SKOLEM ! ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  (SKOLEM ! - 1 ) ( ( 1 1 1 1  ( EXPAND 1 1 cancel_as sn 1 1 ) 
( ( 1 1 1 1  (EXPAND 1 1member 1 1 ) ( ( ' " '  (GROUND) NIL) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  108 
Appendix B 
The TRIO+ specification 
In this chapter . we represent the whole specification of the Energy _Mcter 
Case Study in TRIO+. 
At the end of this paragraph, 4 general classes are specified , which are 
inherited by different classes of the two specifications, of the Energy _tifeter 
with one photocell and t he one with  two photocells . 
In the first section, the specification of the Energy _Meter with one pho­
tocell is represented. For the specification of the Energy _Meter with two 
photocells , in the second section, only the classes which are different to those 
of the first specification, are represented. 
Class ENERGY-1vlETER 
Visible m_power, disturb , mecLpower, insLpower, 
total , posLprog, tariff-111-post ,  
d_pubJioLpost, LpubJ10Lpost ,  cU10Lpost ,  tJ10Lpost 
TD Items 
vars mecLpower, insLpower, disturb: real ; 
total : integer; 
predicates tarifLm_post (  [ l ..:31 ] .  [ 1..12] , [ l ..48] ) ;  
posLprog 
fonctions cLpubJ10Lpost (  [1 . .  :3] ) :  [O . .48] 
hours of th e updatul iueekly rest 
LpubJ10Lpost( [ l ..:3] ) :  Tl , T2, T3 
tarzff of the updated iceekly rest 
cLhoLpost( [1 . . 5] ) :  [0 . .48] 
hours of an updated worA:ing day 1 09 
APPENDIX B. THE TRIO+ SPECIFICATIO.\ Modules LhoLpost( [ l . . :'S] ) :  T l .  T:2 .  T:3 tanJf of lh( updrdul œorl.·ing hours 
opticdisc: ÜPTIC_DISC 
g_ferraris : G _FE H H A IUS 
detector: D ETECTO H 
tarifLprogram: TAR I F F  _P HOG RA.\ I  
clistributor : D ISTR I B UTO R 
totalizer : TOTA L I Z E H  
calenclar : CALENDAR Connections 
{ g_ferraris . vibration 
g_ferraris . </> 
opt ic _dise .vibration 
opticclisc.</>  
111-power g__ferraris .nLpower 
clisturb opticclisc .disturb 
opticclisc. position cletector. position 
cletector . activation optic_clisc .activation 
cletector.quantum distributor.quantum 
calenclar .clay tarifLprogram.clay 
calendar .month tarifLprogram. month 
calendar .hour tarifLprogram.hour 
posLprog tarifLprogram.posLprog 
1 10 
tarifLm_post tarifLprogram. tarifLnLpost 
cl_pubJ10l tarifLprogram.cl _pubJ10l 
LpubJ10l tarifLprogram. LpubJ10l 
cLhol tarifLprogram.clJ1ol 
Lhol tarifLprogram. tJ10l 
tarifLprogram.fluent_tariff clistributor.fluent_tariff 
clistributor .mecLpower mecLpower 
clistributor.insLpower insLpower 
clistributor .energy _weight totalizer .energy _weight 
totalizer . total total } The connections represent thF comm nni.cation between thf; d!JJerent modules. end ENERGY j\lIETEH 
APPENDIX B. THE TRIO+ SPECIFIC-\TIO.Y Class St rM2ToVAR [VARTYPE] gcnaal class of the addition of 2 cal'iab/r.-; of "mrl);pe '' Visible varl . var2, sum TD Items vars varl ,  var2, sum: varType Axioms sum = varl + var2 end Smv1 2TDVAR Class Smv13TDVA R [VA RTYPE] 
general class of the addition of 8 variabfrs of "ua r Type " Visib-le varl , var2, var:J, sum TD Items vars varl ,  var2, var3, sum: varType Axioms sum = varl + var2 + var:3 end SuM3To VAR Class DETECTOR Visible position, activation, quantum TI Items consts 61 , 62: real TD Items 
Axioms 
predicates position( { F ,  V} ) activation quantum confirm_transition Cycle : Becomes( activation )  ➔ Lasts( activation, S1 ) /\ Futr(NextTime(activation, &2 ) - &1 } 
defines the cycle of activations SendQuantum: confirm_transition H quantum 
a quantum is registered, ichrn th f system has detected a 
co nfinned transiiimi 
1 1 1  
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end D t•:TECTOR B . 1  The Energy_Meter with one photocell 
Class ENERGY _METER_l 
inherits EN E RG Y _METER redefine DETECTOR ,  OPTIC_DISC 
Modules detector: DETECTOR_l 
opticdisc:  ÜPTIC_D1sc_l 
end ENERGY _j_\iJETER_l 
Class G _FERRAR IS 
Visible 111-power, cp, vibration 
TI Items 
consts <I> E: real 
TD Items 
Axioms 
vars 111-power, cp, vibration: real 
(Past (start, t) -+ vibration = A sen Wm t) 
Alw 
(
1 vibration I S <I>E) 
This a:1:iom states that the vibration is an stcttionary 
oscillation .  
end G_FERRAR IS 
Class SuM3TDREAL 
is  Sum:3TclVar[Real] 
end SuM3ToREAL 
Class &UM3TnREAL 
is  Sum:3TclVar[Real] 
inûantialion of Sum3Td Var 
end SuM3ToREAL 
Class PHOTO_CELL  Visible a,  1, activation, position 
TI Items 
consts J,  1 : real 
1 1 2 
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TD Items 
Axioms 
predicates position( { F , V } )  activation 
vars o :  real 
indicates the dise position 
r :  F, V IfLact.ivation: :lr position( r )  H activation 
the posit ion of the dise is only evaluated, when the photocell 
is a ctivated PossJecture: 
§. < � 2 - 3 
this suJficien t condition is guaranteeing that  the Zone of 
Indecision is not  too big Lecture: activation ➔ 0 :S o:mocl2, :S ½ V A' - §. < o:mocl2, < Î + §. 1 2 - - 2 
V 2, - ½ :S o:mocl2, :S 2,} 
➔ {posit.ion ( F )  V position(V ) }  
/\ ( ½ < amocl2, < , - % ) 
➔ position (F )  
/\ 
h + % < o:mocl2, < 21' - % )  
➔ position( V ) 
position (  F) = opaque seetor of the dise 
position(V) = transparent sector of the dise 
the vahte of the predicate "position " is stated in relation with 
the angle of the dise 
end PHOTO_CELL  
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Class Ü PTIC_D1sc_I Visible disturb, position , activa i ion, <p. vibration 
TI Items 
consts T real 
ll , l\'":  integcr 
TD Items predicates position( { F, V }) 
activation 
vars disturb: real 
e:dernal ca use of the syst e m  
vibration: real 
intrinsic ca usE of the syste m 
cp: real 
posit ion. of th r: dise 
cp_Ne_ m: real 
coeff. of the user! Energy_Jfeter Modules photo_cell: P HOTO_CELL  
+3: SuM3Ro REAL Connections 
{ clisturb 
vibration 
cp_Ne-111 
+3. o:  
Î 
activation 
photo_cell. position Axioms 
PosDiscJncl :  
,1-. NJ - � 'P- e-111 N 
+:3.clisturb 
+:3. vibration 
+ 3. <P-'\ e .J.TI 
photo_cell. o  
photo_cell. 1 
photo_cell.activation 
position } 
makes the position of the optic dise independent  of the used 
Energy_Jl;J eter m.odel 
AngleOpaqueSector: 
2IT 
Î = 2 n  
size of one opaque or trrrnsparent sector 
l H  
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N umOpaqueSector :  
Il = 10 
1 1 .S the number of opaqll e  sectors of th e opt ic dise, th e lofai  n um be r  of sectors ( opaque  a n d  transparrnt) is 211 
end ÜPTIC_D1sc_l 
Class SH IFT_REGISTER 
Visible position, content, insert 
TI Items 
vars content : alLl , alL0 ,  mix 
predicates position( {F ,  V} ) 
insert 
slot ( [ 1 . . 8] )  
Axioms 
vars 1 :  [ 1..8] 
J : lL7J 
InitiaLvalue: 
AlwP( ,  insert) ➔ Vi , slot(i) the initial vafoe of ail the elements of the "slo t"  array is false 
Postponement: 
in.sert ➔ 
( 
position( F) ➔ UntiLei(slot[8] , insert) 
) 
/\position( \!) ➔ UntiLei( ,slot[8] , insert )  
v· ( slotU + 1]  ➔ UntiLei(slot[j ] ,  insert) 
) 
!\ J /\,slotU + 1 ]  ➔ UntiLei( ,slot[j ] ,  insert) if the predicate "in.sert " is true, th rn the llpdate of the elements value of the ''slot '' array will be made and the new values will be memorized 
Consistence: 
( V  i ( ,  insert /\ slot [i] ) ➔ slot[i] ) condition of consistence from. ont  'ïnsert " to the 1u;rt one  
A PPESDIX B. THE TRIO+ SPECIFICATION ContenL0: (V i ---, slot( i ) )  B (content = alL0) llG if no elemcnl of the ... ,dot " array i.s tru e, then "content " g cts the  urdue ''a/LO"  ContenLl :  (V i slot( i ) )  B (content = alLl) 
zf ail the elernents of the ''slot " array are true, then "content "' gets the vaiue "a!L J '' 
end S H I FT _REGISTER 
Class D ETECTOILI 
inherits D ETECTOR 
rename CONFifüvLTRANSITION as INSERT 
redefine S E N D Q UANTUM 
TI Items consts c5 :  real TD Items vars content: alLl, alL.2, mix precState: 0 ,  1 Modules shifLregister: S HI FT _REGISTER Connections { content insert position Axioms ConsL0: c5 = 20 ftsec defines the instant of sampling ConsLl: ô1 = 25 psec shift_register .content shift_register. insert shifLregister.position } de_fines the du.ration of the actfoatfon ConsL2: 62 = 3,1 msec de.fines the intervrt! betwecn two actiuations 
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Y 
Insertion : 
Becomes(activation) H Futr( insert,J )  the sampling is registered o = 2Opsec aftu the  activation has started 
Transition 1: 
Becomes( content = alLl ) 
-+ Untilw_ei(precState = 1 .  content = alLO) 
1 17 when "content '' becom es "a!LJ '\ means that the p re'Viotts state will have the value 1 until the value of "con t en t " changes to "a/LO" 
Transition2: 
Becomes( content = alLO ) 
➔ Untilw_ei(precState = O .  content = alLl) when '"content '' becomes ''a/LO '\ means th at  the previo·us state will have th e value O until the value  of "conten t '' changes to "a!LJ " 
Sen cl Quantum: 
(Becomes(precState = 1 )  V Becomes(precState = 0)) 
H quantum a quantum is registered when a transition from a state "all_J " to a state ''a/L O '' or vice-versa is detected 
end DETECTOR _l 
Class CALENDAR 
Visible clay, month, hour 
TD Items 
vars day[l ..31) 
month[l ..12) 
hour [l..48] e.rpressed in half hours 
end CALENDA R  
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Class TARIFF _P ROGRAi'vl 
Visible clay, 111011th, hour, posLprog, tarifL.111-post . 118 cLpubJ10Lpost , LpubJ10Lpost , clJ10Lpost .  tJ10Lpost , fluenLtariff TD Items 
vars clay [l..:3 1 ]  month[l..1 2] hour [l..48] fluenLtariff: T l ,  T2, T3, T4 tarzff of possible "mobile points . . fü , fl, f2, f3, f4, f.5: [0-. .48] working hours FO,  Fl, F2, F3: [O . .48] hours of weekly rest 
fonctions tariff([l..31 ,  [ 1 .. 12) , [l..48) : Tl, T2, T3; tar(ff cale1tlated relafrvely to th e fi:i:ed period of time cl_pubJ10Lpost ( [l..3] ) : [ü . .48] ; hours of the updated wetl.:ly rest cl_pubJ101( [1 ..3] ) :  [ü . .48] , hours of the weekly rest LpubJ10Lpost ( {l..3] ) :  TL T2, T3; tariff of the updated weekly rest LpubJ101( [1 ..3] ) :  Tl, T2. T:3 ;  tariJ  of the weekly rest cll1oLpost( [l.. 5] ) :  [ü .. 48] : hours of an  updated worl.:ing day cLhol( [ 1..5] ) :  [ü  . .48] , ho urs of a worlàng day tJ10Lpost ( [l..,5} ) :  Tl, T2. T:3 :  tarzfj of the îlpdated working time tJ101 ( [ 1 ..5] ) :  Tl, T2, T3; ta,,1:ff of the working time 
predicates tarifLm( [l..:3 1 ] ,  [ 1 .. 12] , [l. .48] ) ;  tariff-111-post( [ 1 ..:n] , [l.. 12] , [l..48] ) ; publicJ10liclay( [ 1..:3 1 ] ,  [ 1..12] ) ;  posLprog 
APPENDIX B. THE TRIO+ SPECIFICATIOS 1 19 Axioms vars t: TL T2, T:3, T4 f: [1..:3] cL h :  [ü .. 48] 
g: [L:H ]  m: [l..12] rvlobiLpt : fluent_tariff = T4 +-+ tariff_m( day, month , hour) 
''ffoenLtarif " is a tarifj of a mobile point  if the pred-icate 
"tarfff_m "  is true  for the current date ( day, mon th and hour) .  Fix: ....., tariff_m( day, 111011th, hour) ➔ fluent_tariff = tariff( day, 111011th .  hour) 
U the predicate "tarufj_m n is fa/se for th e current date 
(day, month and hom) then the ''fiuenUar(fj" is furnished 
by the function "tariff" to which the c u rrent date (day, month 
and hmtr) is applied. PublicJ10liday : publicJ10liday(day, 111011th)  
➔ d_pubJ10l(l ) + cLpubJ101(2 )  + d_pubJ101(3 )  = 48 
If the  predicate  ''public_holiday " is true for the  current 
date (day, month and ho 'llr) then the s u m  of the d,Ujerent 
'hours of the weekly rest ' is a total day e,;rpressed in half 
hours (48) . vVorking: ....., publicJ10lida.y( day, mon th ) 
➔ dJ10l( l )  + cLhol(2)  + cLhol( :3) + dJ101(4 )  + dJiol(5 )  = 48 
If the predicate "public_holiday '' is false for the cnrrent  
date (day, month and ho'llr) then the s u m  of the different 
'worhng hours ' is a total day e:cp ressed in  half hours (48) . ExtJ10L0 :  fO = 0 
defines the first foreseeable period of hours of a worldng day ExtJ10Ll : fl = dJiol (l ) ExtJ10L2: f2 = dJiol ( l )  + cLhol (2 )  
APPENDIX B. THE TRIO+ SPECIFICATION ExtJ10L3: f:3 = clJ1ol( 1) + cLhol( 2 )  + dJ101 ( :3 )  ExtJ10L4 : f4 = dJ10l(l) + dJ101( 2 )  + dJ101( :3 )  + cLhol( 4 )  ExtJ101 _5 : 1 20 fü = dJ10l (l)  + cLhol( 2 )  + c!Jiol (3 )  + dJ101 ( 4 )  + dJiol ( :j )  ExLpubJ10LO : F O  = 0 ExLpubJ10Ll: 
de.fines the first Joreseeable period of ho urs of a rest day Fl = cLpubJ10l( 1 )  ExLpubJ10L2: F2  = cLpubJ10l (l )  + cLpubJ101(2) Ext_pubJ10L3: Tariffs: F3 = cl_pub_hol( 1) + cLpubJiol(2) + d_pub-1101(3) tariff( clay, mon th, hour) = t +-+ publicJioliclay( clay, month) ( ( (FO  < hour < Fl) A (Lpub_hol(l) = t ) )  ) A V ( ( Fl < hour < F 2 )  A (t_pubJiol(2) = t) ) V ( (F2 < hour < F3) A (LpubJ101(3) = t) ) V ,pu blicJ1oliday( day, mon th) ( ( fO < hour < f1) A ( t J1ol( 1 )  = t ) )  V( (fl < hour < f2) A (tJ101(2) = t) ) A V( (f2 < nour < f3) A (tJ101(3) = t ) )  V ( (f:3 < hour < f4) A (tJiol(4 )  = t) ) V ( (f4 < hour < f5) A ( U101(5)  = t) ) 
de.fines the current  tariff (mobile points e:z:cluded) based on 
the current date and type of day, public rest or working day 
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Postponement : 
posLprog ------+ 
121 Vf,V cl,Vt 
( 
( cLpubJ10Lpost ( f )  = cl ------+  cLpubJ1ol( f) = cl ) 
) 
/\ U ntil ( cLpubJ10l( f )  = cL posLprog) 
/\ 
( 
( LpubJioLpost ( f )  = t ------+  LpubJ10l( f )  = t )  
) 
/\ Until ( LpubJ1ol( f )  = t, posLprog) 
/\ 
( 
( clJ10Lpost ( f )  = cl ------+ clJ1ol( f )  = cl ) ) 
/\ U ntil ( clJ1ol( f )  = cl, posLprog) 
/\ 
( 
( tJ10Lpost ( f )  = cl ------+  t J1ol ( f )  = cl) 
) 
/\Until ( tJ1ol(f )  = cl, posLprog ) 
/\ Vg,Vm,Vh 
( 
( tarifLm __ post (g,  m, h )  = tarifLm(g, m, h ) )  
) 
/\ U ntil( tariff __ m(g, m, h), posLprog) 
/\ 
--, 
( 
( tariff....111--post (g, m, h) = --itariff....111 ( g, m, h) )  ) 
/\Until (--itariff __ m(g, m, h), posLprog) The command to update the tariJ  program is sent by an e:i:ternal and produces a variation of the crucial datas of this prograni: - the duration to each time segment for the working days as for the days of the weekly rest; - the tarzff of each time segment, possibly the tarzff of the mobile point. These datas will be replaced b the correspondent 'ltpdated ones and will stay valid until the n ext update command. 
end TARIFF __FROGRA M  
Class D ISTRIBUTOR 
Visible quantum, fluenLtariff, energy __ weight , mecl __ power, insLpower 
TD Items 
vars fluenLtariff: T l ,  T2, T3, T4 
nq: integer 
consts k: real 
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Axioms 
predicats quantum 
energy_,veight ( T l ,  T:2, T:3. T4) 
ckPot de.fines the interval of th e power calculation 
vars t 1 , t2 : Tl, T2, T:3 ,  T4 
t: real 
ValicLquantum: 
quantum -+ energy _weight(fluenLtariff) The acquisition of a quantum fnrnishes the tarif] which has to be applied to this quantum .  
Non_valid_quantum: 
, quantum -+ ,:3t 1 energy_weight( t 1 ) The tariff which has t o  be  applied to a quantum of con.sumed energy is not defined for the rnome. nts dif erent ta an acquisition of a quantum.  
Unicity: 
1 22 
:3 i 1 , t2 (energy_weight(ti ) /\ energy_weight(t2) -+  t 1 = t2 ) The tarif] which has to be applied ta a quantum of energy 1,s unique 
Clock : 
Sometimes( ckPot /\ Lasts( , ckPot, t)) 
/\ Always( ckPot +-+ Futr( ckPot, t)) The clock de.fines the interval of po wer calc·ulation; (does a tick at each � of time units} . 
InitiaLQuantum: 
ckPot /\ quantum -+ nq = 1 The initial value of ''nq '' at the beginning of an interval is 1 when at the moment of the initia1i::ation the predicate ''quantum " is true .  
Initial_N on_Quantum: 
ckPot /\, quantum -+ nq = 0 The initial value of ''nq '' at the beginning of an interval is 0 when at the moment of the initiali::ation the predicate ''quantum " is false .  
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Incrementation: 
12:3 
quantum /\ :l t ( LastTime( quantum V ckPot, t )  
/\ Past( nq  = n. t ) )  
-+ nq = nq + 1 If a quantum 'arrives ' th ui " 'nq .. is incrunented 
MecLPower: 
( 
LastTime( quantum V ckPot . t )  
) 1 P ::i 
/\Past(nq = n, t )  
C (  ot /\ .::J t  
-+ rned_power = km 
/\ Until(med_pmver = km, ckPot ) )  
ff the p ,·edicate ''ckPor· is true thrn ''med_power is calculatul 
and its value is valid unti/ the prulicatE "' c/;Pot " wi/1 be 
true for the ne;rt t ime .  
InsLpower: 
quantum /\:3 t ( LastTime( quantum, t) -+ insLpower = t) "insLpower is calrnlated on the base of th e time between a qttanfum and the previous one .  
end IllSTRIBUTOR 
Class CüUNTER 
Visible acld 
TD Items 
vars tot , n: integer 
predicates aclcl 
Axiorps 
UpToNow( tot = n )  /\ aclcl -+ Untilw je(tot = n + 1, aclcl) 
This a:riom defines the incrementation of "tot ''. 
end CouNTER 
C lass TOTALIZER 
Visible energy _weight ,  total 
TD Items 
vars total, n: integer 
predicates energy_weight( T l .  T:2, T:3, T4) 
Modules partiaLtot : arra.y[T l .. T4] of COC�TER 
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vars t, t 1 , t 2 : T L  T :2 ,  T :3 ,  T4 
Tot:  
UpToNow(total = n)  /\3 t 1 energy _weîght( t i) 
➔ UntîUe ( total = n + 1 ,  3t 2 energy _weight( / 2 ) )  
ln the moment, in which the tarif] that  has to be applied. 1s 
1 :24 
defined, the total of consum er! energy quantums is incremented (+1) .  
This value stays ualid as long as th e current tarif] is ualid. 
Partial : 
( energy _weight( t )  +-+ partiaLtot[t].aclcl) 
The mom ent in which the predicafE "en e rgy_weight(t} "  is !rut 
coincide with the moment in which the partial total of consumer! 
ene1--gy) to which ta rz!J "t '' is appliul, is incremented. end TOTAL IZER B.2 The Energy_Meter with two photocells 
Class ENERGY JVIETEILil 
inherits ENERGY _METER redefine D ETECTOR ,  OPTIC_DISC 
Visible shîft 
TD Items consts shîft: real Modules detector: DETECTOR_II 
optic_disc: ÜPTic_Drsc_II  Connections 
{ shift 
optîc_clîsc. positionl 
optic_disc. position2 end EN ERG Y -1\IIETER_Il 
Class SuM 2To REAL 
is Sum2 T clVar[Rea.l] 
instantiation of Sum2Td Vàr 
end SuM2TD REAL 
optic_clisc.shîft 
cletector. positîonl 
detector. position2 } 
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Class_ Sc ::-.13To REAL 
is  Sum:1TdVar[Real] 
inst.antiation of SumSTd Va.r end S U i\I 3TD R EAL 
Class P H OTO_C E L L  
Visible o:. Î ,  activation, position 
Tl Items 
consts J , Î: real 
TD Items 
predicates position( {F ,  V} )  
activation 
vars o-: reaJ 
indicrdes the dise position 
Axioms 
r :  F. V 
IfLacti vat ion: 
:lr position(r) tt activation 
the position of the dise is on/y evalu ated. ich en the photocell 
is activated 
Pass.lecture: 
§_ < J. 2 - 3 
this suffident condition is g zwrantee ing that the Zo-ne of 
Indecision is not  too big 
125 
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Lecture: 
act i vation ------+ 
0 � omocl2Î � ½ 
V 
Î - ½ � omod2Î � î + % 
V 
21 - f � omocl21 < 21 } 
------+ {position(F )  V position( \! ) }  
/\ ( f < amocl21 < 1 - f )  
------+ position( F )  
/\ 
h + % < omocl21- < 2�1 - f )  
------+ position( V )  position ( F) = opaque sector of the dise position ( V) = transparent sector of th e dise the value of the predicate "position ·· is stated in relation with the angle of the dise 
end PHOTO_CELL 
Class ÜPTIC_D1sc_II 
inherits ÜPTIC_D1sc_I 
rename position as position!, photo_cell as celLl 
Visible shift , position2 
TI Items 
consts shift: real .shijt represents th e distance bet tcffn the two photocells 
TD Items 
predicates position2( { F ,  V } )  
Modules celL.2: PHOTO_CELL 
+2: SuM3RD REAL 
Connections 
{ +:3.sum 
+2 .sum 
shift 
Î 
+2. var2 
celL.2 . c. 
+2. var l  
ce!L.:2.1 
ce!L2.position positiou:2 
126 
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act ivation 
Axioms 
cel L2 .act ivation } 
Angdsli i ft :  
end ÜPTJc_D,sc _Il 
Class DETECTOR_Il 
inherits D ETECTOR 
1 · r ,p S l i t =  T;; 
s/11}1 = ½ + ll î  
rename POSITION a s  POSITIO N l.. CONFIR:--LTRA:\S ITION as B U P l  
redefine SEN D QUANTUM 
Visible posit ion:2 
TD Items 
predicates position( { F, V} ) 
bupl begin of thf rise of sigrwl l 
bclw l  begin of the descend of signal 1 
bup2 begin of th e rise of signal 2 
bclw2 begin of the descend of s ignal 2 
bupconfl  begin of the confirm ation of the  rise of signal 1 
bclwconfl begin of the confinnation of the de8cend of signal 1 
Axiorn.s 
BeginUpl : 
bupl H posit ion l ( F )  
/\ Since (, posit ionl ( F ) ,  posit ion l (V ) )  ''b up l " is true when photocel/1 is in .front of an opaq·u e  secto r and when photocell1 had not been in fron t  of an opaque sector since il had been in front of a transparent one  
BeginDw l :  
bclwl H posit ion l ( V )  
/\ Since( , posit ionl (V ) ,  positionl (F ) )  
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"bdwl " is !tue whcn photocdli is in front of a transparent su·to 1 ·  
and wh rn ph otocelll had not bt En  in  front  of a transparent  sec/ o r  
sincc if had  becn in  .front of a n. opaqur 0 1u 
Begin ll p2 : 
bup2 +-+ position2( F )  
/\ Since( , position2( F ) ,  position2(V ) ) 
"b up2'' is true when  photocel/2 is in fron t  of an opaque sec/or  und 
when photocell2 had not been in front of an opaque sector since il 
had been in front of a transparent one  
BeginDw2: 
bclw2 +-+ position2(V)  
/\ Sin ce( , position2(V),  position2( F ) )  
"bdw2 " is tru e  when  photoce/1,!J is in front of a transparent sector 
and whu, photocel/2 had not been in front of a transparent sector 
since it had been in .front of an opaque  one  
BeginUpCfl : 
bupconfl +-+ bup2 /\ Since( ,  bup2, bupl ) 
"bupconfl " is true  when  "bup2" is true and when "bup2" had nol been 
true since ''bup l " had been true  
BeginDwCfl : 
bclwconfl +-+ bclw2 /\ Since( ,  bclw2, bclwl ) 
"bdwconfl " is true when "bdw2 '' is true and when "bdw2" had not  been 
tru e  since "bdwl " had been true 
Senc!Quantum: 
quantum +-+ ( bupconfl V bclwconfl ) 
a quantu m is only registered when a confirmed transition from an 
opaque  to a transparent sector or vice-versa had been detected 
end D ETECTOR_Il 
Appendix C The translation into TRIO/PVS In  this chapter, we show all the PYS files of the Case Study. In section C.l , all the files of the Energy .J.Vleter with one photocell are represented and in section C.2 those of the Energy _Meter with two photocells. C . 1  The Energy _Meter with one photocell · F irst, we show the translation of the TRIO+ specification of the Energy J\tleter with one photocell into TRIO /PYS. As explained in chapter 3, each TRIO+ class is represented in an PYS Theory. The different theories are represented in section C .1 .1 .  The PYS files related to the falsification are represented in section C. 1 .2 .  All the differ­ent lemmas and theorems are proved, but the clifferent proof-steps are not represented in this document. C.1 . 1  The specification in PVS 
Energy_Meter : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING trio [int] 1 :29 
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% Types 
Tirne : TYPE = int 
Pos : TYPE = {F , V} 
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Month : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 
Day : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <=  
Hour : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <=  
Tarif : TYPE = {T1 , T2 , T3 , T4} 
Hol 1 : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <= 
Hol2 : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <= 
<= n & n <= 31} CONTAINING 1 
n & n <=  12} CONTAINING 1 
n & n <= 48} CONTAINING 1 
n & n <= 3} CONTAINING 1 
n & n <= 5}  CONTAINING 1 
% End types 
% 
IMPORTING TD_ Var [Tirne , Pos] 
IMPORTING TD_Var [Tirne , [Day , Month , Hour] ] 
IMPORTING TD_ Var [Tirne , [Day , Month] ] 
IMPORTING TD_ Var [Tirne , Tarif] 
IMPORTING TD_ Var [Tirne , int] 
TD Vars 
posit ion : TD_Var [Time , Pos] . TD_var 
slot : TD_Var [Time , nat]  . TD_var 
tariff_m_post , tariff_m : TD_Var [Time , [Day , Month , Hour] ] . TD_var 
public_hol iday : TD_Var [Time , [Day , Month] ] . TD_var 
energy_weight : TD_Var [Tirne , Tarif] . TD_var 
TD_med_power : TD_Var [Tirne , real] . TD_var 
TD_inst _power : TD_Var [Tirne , real] . TD_var 
TD_disturb : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_phi : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_vibrat ion : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_phi_Ne_m : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_alpha : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_total : TD_Var [Time , int] . TD_var 
% End TD Vars 
rn_power : real 
post_prog : TD Formula 
APPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATION INTO TRIO/PVS' 
d_pub_hol_post : FUNCTION 
[Hol 1  ->  Hour] 
t_pub_hol_post : FUNCTION 
[Hol 1  ->  Tarif] 
d_hol_post : FUNCTI ON 
[Hol 2  ->  Hour] 
t _hol_post : FUNCTI ON 
[Hol 2  ->  Tarif] 
END Energy_Meter 
G_Ferraris : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Energy_Meter 
phi_eps ilon : real 
med_power , vibrat ion : VAR real 
x ,  V ,  A ,  c :  VAR real 
start : TD_Formula 
t :  VAR Time 
S inus : FUNCTI ON 
[real -> real] 
S in1 : AXI OM 
Alw ( (S inus (x) >= - 1 )  & 
(Sinus (x) <= 1 )  & 
(Sinus (O )  = 0 ) ) 
Vibr : AXIOM 
Alw (TD_med_power (med_power) 
& V = A *  Sinus ( c  * med_power * t ) )  
Init ial : AXI OM 
1:3 1  
Alw (P ast ( start , t )  => TD_vibrat ion (vibrat ion)  & vibrat ion = V) 
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Init ial_vibration : AXIOM 
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Alw (TD_vibration (vibrat ion) & (vibration) <= phi_epsilon) 
END G_Ferraris  
Opt ic_Disc : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING G_Ferraris 
Pi : real 
alpha , vibrat ion , phi , phi_Ne_m , disturb : VAR real 
n ,  N ,  gamma : posnat 
Plus3 : AXI OM 
Alw (TD_alpha (alpha) => 
TD_vibrat ion (vibration )  & TD_phi_Ne_m (phi_Ne_m) 
& TD_disturb (disturb) & 
alpha = vibrat ion + phi_Ne_m + d i sturb)  
PosDisc_ind : AXIOM 
Alw (TD_phi_Ne_m ( phi_Ne_m) => 
TD_phi (phi)  & phi_Ne_m = phi / N )  
Ang_elOpaqueSect : Axiom 
gamma = 2 * Pi /  2 * n 
NumOpaqueSect : AXIOM 
n = 10 
END Opt i c_Disc  
Photo_Cell :  THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Opt ic_Disc 
delt a : real 
alpha : VAR real 
A PPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATION INTO TRIO/PVS 
act ivat ion : TD_Formula 
k :  VAR Pos  
n :  VAR posnat 
Iff_act ivat ion : AXIOM 
Alw ( EX ! k :  (pos it ion (k) <=> act ivation) ) 
Poss_lecture : AXIOM 
delta / 2 <= gamma / 3 
LectL: AXI OM 
Alw ( act ivat ion & TD_alpha ( alpha) & 
( ( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma <= alpha 
& alpha <= 2 * n * gamma + delta / 2 )  
OR (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta/2 <= alpha 
& alpha <= 2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2)  
OR ( EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta / 2 <= alpha 
& alpha <= 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma) ) 
=> (posit ion (F)  OR position (V) ) ) )  
Lect 2 : AXIOM 
Alw ( activat ion & TD_alpha (alpha) & 
( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + delta / 2 < alpha 
& alpha < 2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta / 2 )  
=>  pos it ion (F ) ) )  
Lect3 : AXI OM 
Alw ( activat ion & TD_alpha (alpha) & 
( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2 < alpha 
& alpha < 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delt a/2)  
=> posit ion (V) ) )  
END Photo_Cell 
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Detector : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Photo_Cell 
t ,  t 1 ,  t 2 : Time 
quantum , insert : TD_Formula 
1 :34 
content _ 1 ,  content_O , precState_ i ,  precStat e_O : TD_Formula 
Const_O :  AXIOM 
t = 20 
Coust 1 : AXIOM 
t 1  = 25 
Const_2 : AXIOM 
t 2  = 3 1 0  
Cycle :  AXIOM 
Alw (Becomes ( activat ion) => 
Lasts (act ivation , t 1 )  
& Futr (Nextîime (activat ion , t2 ) , t 1 ) ) 
Insert ion : AXI OM 
Alw (Becomes ( activat ion) <=> Fut r ( insert , t ) ) 
Transit ion1 : AXIOM 
Alw (Becomes ( content_1 )  => 
Becomes (precState_ 1 )  & Unt il_w (precStat e_ i , content_O ) ) 
Transit ion2 : AXIOM 
Alw (Becomes (content_O)  => 
Becomes (precState_O ) & Unt il_w (precStat e_O , content_ 1 ) )  
SendQuantum : AXIOM 
Alw (quantum <=> 
Becomes (precState_ 1 )  OR Becomes (precState_O) ) 
END Detector 
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Shift_register : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Detector 
i ,  j :  VAR nat 
eight : nat 
Initial_value : AXIOM 
Alw (AlwP (NOT insert ) => FA ! 1 :  NOT slot ( i ) ) 
Eight : AXI DM 
Alw ( eight = 8)  
Contraint _ i : AXIOM 
Alw ( i  <= 8)  
Contraint _j : AXIOM 
Alw ( j  <=  7) 
Postponement : AXIOM 
Alw ( insert => 
(pos it ion (F)  => Until_ ie ( slot ( e ight ) , insert ) ) & 
(pos it ion (V) => Until_ie (NOT slot (eight ) , insert) ) & 
( FA ! j :  ( ( slot ( j+ 1 )  => Unt il_ie ( slot (j ) ,  insert ) )  & 
1 :3.5 
(NOT slot ( j + 1 )  => Unt il_ie (NOT slot (j ) , insert ) ) ) ) )  
Consist ence : AXIOM 
Alw ( FA ! i :  ( (NOT insert & slot ( i ) ) => slot ( i ) ) )  
Content_O : AXI OM 
Alw (FA ! i :  (NOT slot ( i ) ) <=> content_O)  
Content _ 1 : AXIOM 
Alw (FA ! i :  ( slot ( i ) ) <=> content_1 )  
END Shift_regist er 
APPEJVDIX C. THE TRANSLATIO.V INTO TRIO/P\/5 
Tariff_program : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Shift _regi ster 
m ,  mi : VAR Month 
d ,  gi : VAR Day 
h ,  d i , h i : VAR Hour 
f :  VAR Hol 1 
t i , t2 : VAR Tarif 
fluent_tariff : Tarif 
fO , f i , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 : VAR Hour 
FO , F i , F2 , F3 : VAR Hour 
tariff : FUNCTION 
[ [Day , Month , Hour] -> Tarif] 
d_pub_hol : FUNCTIDN 
[Hol i  ->  Hour] 
t_pub_hol : FUNCTION 
[Hol 1  - >  Tarif] 
d_hol : FUNCTI ON 
[Hol2 ->  Hour] 
t_hol : FUNCTION 
[Hol2 -> Tarif] 
Mobil_pt : AXIOM 
Alw (fluent_t ariff = T4 <=> tariff_m ( d ,  m ,  h) ) 
Fix : AXIOM 
Alw (NOT tariff_m ( d ,  m ,  h) => 
fluent_tariff = tariff (d , m, h) ) 
A PPENDIX C. THE TRA.YSLATION ISTO TRIO/PVS 
Public_hol iday :  AXIDM 
Alw (publ i c_holiday (d ,  rn) => 
d_pub_ho l ( i )  + d_pub_hol (2) + d_pub_hol (3)  = 48) 
Working : AXI DM 
Alw (NOT public_holiday (d ,  rn) => 
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d_hol ( i ) + d_hol (2 )  + d_hol (3) + d_hol (4) + d_hol (5) = 48) 
Ext_hol_O : AXI DM 
fO  = 0 
Ext hol_ i : AXI DM 
f i = d_hol ( i ) 
Ext hol_2 : AXI DM 
f2  = d_hol ( i )  + d_hol (2 )  
Ext_hol_3 : AXIDM 
f3 = d_hol ( i ) + d_hol (2 )  + d_hol (3) 
Ext hol_4 : AXI OM 
f4 = d_ho l ( i )  + d_hol (2 )  + d_hol (3) + d_hol (4) 
Ext_hol_5 : AXIDM 
f5  = d_hol ( i )  + d_hol (2 )  + d_hol (3) + d _hol (4) + d_hol (5) 
Ext_pub_hol_O : AXIDM 
FO = 0 
Ext_pub_hol_ i : AXIDM 
F i = d_pub_hol ( i )  
Ext _pub_hol_2 : AXIDM 
F2 = d_pub_hol ( i )  + d_pub_hol (2 )  
Ext _pub_hol_3 : AXIOM 
F3 = d_pub_hol ( i )  + d_pub_ho l ( 2 )  + d_pub_hol (3 )  
APPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATION INTO TRIO/P'\:'S 
Tariffs :  AXIDM 
Alw (tariff (d , m ,  h)  = t 1  <=> 
(public_hol iday ( d ,  m) & 
( ( (FO  < h & h < F 1 )  & (t_pub_hol ( 1 )  = t 1 ) ) DR 
( (F 1  < h & h < F2)  & (t_pub_hol (2)  = t 1 ) ) OR 
( (F2 < h & h < F3) & (t_pub_hol (3)  = t 1 ) ) )  
& NOT public_holiday (d , m) & 
( ( (fO  < h & h < f 1 )  & (t_hol ( 1 ) = t 1 ) ) DR 
( (f 1  < h & h < f2) & (t_hol (2 )  = t 1 ) ) OR 
( (f2  < h & h < f3) & (t_hol (3)  = t 1 ) ) OR 
( (f3 < h & h < f4) & (t_hol (4) = t 1 ) ) DR 
( (f4 < h & h < f5) & (t_ho l ( 5) = t 1 ) ) ) ) )  
Postponement : AXI DM 
Alw (post_prog => 
( (FDRALL f :  FDRALL d 1 : FORALL t2 : 
Alw ( (d_pub_hol _post (f)  = d1  => 
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d_pub_hol (f)  = d1  & Until (d_pub_hol (f) = d 1 , post_prog) ) 
& (t_pub_hol_post (f ) = t2  => 
t _pub_hol (f ) = t2  & Until (t_pub_hol (f)  = t 2 ,  post_prog) ) 
& (d_hol_post (f)  = d 1  => 
d_hol (f)  = d1 & Until (d_hol (f) = d1 , post_prog) ) 
& (t_hol_post (f)  = t2  => 
t_hol (f) = t 2  & Until (t_hol (f) = t 2 ,  post_prog) ) ) )  
& (FDRALL g 1 : FORALL m1 : FDRALL h 1 : 
Alw ( (tariff_m_post (g1 , m1 , h 1 )  => 
tariff_m (g1 , m1 , h 1 )  & Until (tariff_m (g1 , m1 , h 1 ) , post_prog) ) 
& NOT (tariff_m_post (g1 , m1 , h 1 )  => 
NOT tariff_m (g1 , m1 , h 1 )  
& Unt il (NOT tariff_m (g1 , m1 , h 1 ) , post_prog) ) ) ) ) )  
END Tariff_program 
APPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATIO:V INTO TRIO/PVS 
Distributor : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Tariff_program 
nq : VAR nat 
n ,  med_power , inst_power : VAR real 
TD_k : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
k :  real 
Delta ,  t :  VAR Time 
t 1 , t 2 : V AR Tarif 
ckPot : TD_Formula 
Val id_quantum : AXIOM 
Alw (quantum => energy_weight (fluent_tariff) ) 
Non_valid_quantum : AXIOM 
NOT EXISTS t 1 : Alw (NOT quantum => energy_weight (t 1 ) )  
Uni c i  ty : AXI OM 
EXISTS t 1 , t2 : Alw ( (energy_weight (t 1 )  & energy_weight (t2) 
=> t 1 = t2 ) ) 
Clock : AXIOM 
Som ( ckPot & Last s (NOT ckPot , Delta) ) & 
Alw ( ckPot <=> Futr (ckPot , Delt a) ) 
Init ial_quantum : AXIOM 
Alw ( ckPot & quantum => nq = 1 )  
Init ial _non_quantum : AXIOM 
Alw ( ckPot & NOT quantum => nq = O )  
Increment at ion : AXIOM 
Alw (quantum & EX ! t :  (LastTime (quantum OR ckPot , t )  
& Past (nq = n ,  t ) ) 
=> nq = n + 1 )  
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Med_power : AXIOM 
Alw (ckPot & EX ! t :  (Lastîime (quantum OR ckPot , t )  
& Past (nq = n ,  t ) ) 
=>  TD_med_power (med_power) & med_power = n / t 
& Unt il (med_power = n / t ,  ckPot ) )  
Instant iat ion_power : AXIOM 
Alw (quantum & EX ! t :  (Lastîime (quantum , t )  
=>  TD_inst_power ( inst_power) & TD_k (k) 
& inst_power = k / t ) ) 
END Distributor 
Tot al izer : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Distributor 
tot , n ,  total : VAR nat 
t ,  t 1 ,  t 2 : VAR Tarif 
% Behavior of Counter 
e :  VAR [Tarif -> TD_Formula] 
Add , Totn , Totn1 : TD_Formula 
TotN : AXIOM 
Alw (Totn =>  tot = n) 
TotN 1 : AXIOM 
Alw (Totn1 => tot = n+ 1 )  
AddCounter (e)  : TD_Formula = 
UpToNow (Totn) & Add =>  Unt il_w (Totn1 ,  Add) 
Counter? (e) : bool = Alw (AddCounter (e) ) 
parti al_tot : VAR (Counter? ) 
% End of Counter 
Tot aln , Totaln1 : TD_Formula 
TotalN : AXIOM 
Alw (Totaln => TD_total (total ) & total = n)  
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TotalN1 : AXIOM 
Alw (Totaln1 => TD_total (total) & total = n+1 )  
Tot : AXI OM 
1 4 1 
EXISTS t 1 ,  t2 : Alw (UpToNow (Totaln) & energy_weight (t 1 )  => 
Unt il_ ie (Totaln1 , energy_weight (t2) ) )  
Part ial : AXIOM 
Alw (energy_weight (t ) <=> part ial_tot (t) ) 
END Total izer 
C . 1 .2 The falsification in PVS 
Fals if ication : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Shift_register 
alpha : VAR real 
Zone I : TD_Formula 
n :  VAR posnat 
A1 : AXIOM 
Alw (ZoneI & TD_alpha (alpha) 
<=> ( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma <= alpha 
& alpha <=  2 * n * gamma + delta / 2 )  
OR  (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta/2  <= alpha 
& alpha <= 2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2)  
OR (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta / 2 <= alpha 
& alpha <= 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma) ) )  
L1 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneI & TD_alpha(alpha) & act ivat ion) 
=> posit ion (V) OR posit ion (F) ) 
L2 : LEMMA 
Alw ( ( (po s ition (V) & insert ) OR (position (F )  & insert ) ) 
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=> content_O OR content_ ! )  
L3 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (UpToNow (NOT content_O)  & content_O)  
OR  (UpToNow (NOT content_ ! )  & content _ ! )  
= >  quantum) 
Falsif : THEOREM 
Alw ( (ZoneI & TD_alpha(alpha) & act ivat ion 
=> ( content_O OR content_ ! ) ) 
& ( (UpToNow (NOT cont ent_O)  & content_O)  =>  quantum) 
& ( (UpToNow (NOT content_ ! )  & content _ ! ) => quantum) ) 
END Fals ificat ion 
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In this section, we first represent all the PVS files relatecl to the transla­
tion of the TRIO+ specification of the Energy -l\,leter with two photocells 
into TRIO /PVS. Further, we show the PVS files of the verification in sec­
tion C.2.2. In the last section, the PVS files of the clifferent properties are 
representecl. As in the case of the Energy _1\Ieter with one photocell ,  al! the 
different lemmas and theorems are provecl. but the clifferent proof-steps are 
not representecl in this document. 
C .2 . 1  The specification in PVS 
Energy_Meter_2 :  THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING trio [int] 
% Types  
Time : TYPE = int 
Pos : TYPE = {F , V} 
Month : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <= n & n <= 3 1 }  CONTAINING 1 
Day : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <=  n & n <=  12} CONTAINING 1 
Hour : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <= n & n <=  48} CONTAINING 1 
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% 
Tarif : TYPE = {T1 , T2 , T3 , T4} 
Hol 1 : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <= n & n <= 3} 
Hol2 : TYPE = {n : posnat 1 1 <= n & n <= 5} 
End Types 
IMPORTING TD_Var [Time , Pos]  
IMPORTING TD_Var [Time , [Day , Month , Hour] ] 
IMPORTING TD_Var [Time , [Day , Month] ] 
IMPORTING TD_Var [Time , Tarif] 
IMPORTING TD_Var [Time , int] 
% TD Vars 
CONTAINING 
CONTAINING 
1 
1 
posit ion , posit ion1 , position2 : TD_Var [Time , Pos] . TD_var 
slot : TD_Var [Time , nat] . TD_var 
tariff_m_post , tariff_m : TD_Var [Time , [Day , Month , Hour] ] . TD_var 
public_holiday : TD_Var [Time , [Day , Month] ] . TD_var 
energy_weight : TD_Var [Time , Tarif] . TD_var 
TD_med_power : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_ inst_power : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_disturb : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_phi : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_vibrat ion : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_phi_Ne_m : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_alpha : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_ shift : TD_Var [Time , real] . TD_var 
TD_tot al : TD_Var [Time , int] . TD_var 
% End TD Vars 
m_power : real 
post _prog : TD_Formula 
d_pub_hol_post : FUNCTION 
[Hol1  - >  Hou,:r] 
t_pub_hol_post : FUNCTION 
[Hol 1  -> Tarif] 
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d_hol_post : FUNCTI DN 
[Hol 2  -> Hour] 
t_hol_post : FUNCTI DN 
[Hol2  ->  Tarif] 
END Energy_Meter_2 
G_Ferraris_2 : THEDRY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTI NG Energy_Meter_2 
phi_epsilon : real 
med_power , vibration :  VAR real 
x ,  V ,  A ,  c :  VAR real 
start : TD_Formula  
t :  VAR Time 
Sinus : FUNCTIDN 
[real -> real] 
Sin1 : AXIDM 
Alw ( (Sinus (x)  >=  - 1 )  & 
(Sinus (x) <= 1 )  & (Sinus (O )  =O ) ) 
Vibr : AXI DM 
Alw (TD_med_power (med_power) 
& V = A *  Sinus (c  * med_power * t ) ) 
Init ial : AXI DM 
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Alw (Past ( start , t) => TD_vibrat ion (vibration) & vibration = V) 
Init ial _vibration : AXIDM 
Alw (TD_vibration (vibrat ion) & (vibrat ion) <= phi_epsilon) 
END G_Ferraris_2 
APPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATION INTO TRIO/PVS 
Opti c_Disc_2 : THEORY 
BEGIN  
IMPORTING G_Ferraris_2  
P i : real 
n ,  N ,  gamma : posnat 
14:j 
alpha1 , alpha2 , vibrat ion , phi , phi_Ne_m , di sturb , shift : VAR real 
Plus3 : AXIOM 
Alw (TD_alpha (alpha1 ) => 
TD_vibrat ion (vibration) & TD_phi_Ne_m (phi_Ne_m) 
& TD_disturb (disturb) & 
alpha1 = vibrat ion + phi_Ne_m + d i sturb) 
Plus2 : AXIOM 
Alw (TD_alpha (alpha2) => 
TD_alpha (alpha1)  & TD_shift ( shift ) 
& alpha2 = alpha1 + shift ) 
PosDisc_ind : AXIDM 
Alw (TD_phi_Ne_m (phi_Ne_m) => 
TD_phi (phi) & phi_Ne_m = phi / N)  
Angel□paqueSect : Axiom 
gamma = 2 * Pi /  2 * n 
Num□paqueSect : AXIDM 
n = \0 
END Opt ic_Disc_2 
Photo _Cell_2 : THEORY 
BEGIN  
IMPORTING Opt ic_Disc_2 
delta :  real 
act ivat ion : TD_Formula 
A.PPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATION INTO TRIO/PFS 
alpha1 , alpha2 : VAR real 
k :  VAR Pos 
n :  VAR posnat 
Iff_act ivat ion : AXIOM 
Alw (EX ! k :  (posit ion (k) <=> act ivat ion) ) 
Poss_lecture : AXIOM 
delta / 2 <= gamma / 3 
Lect 1 1 : AXI OM 
Alw ( activat ion & TD_alpha (alpha1)  & 
( ( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma <= alpha1 
& alpha1 <= 2 * n * gamma + delta / 2) 
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OR (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta/2 <= alpha1 
& alpha1 <= 2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2) 
OR (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta / 2 <= alpha1 
& alpha1 <= 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma) ) 
=> (pos it ion1 (F) OR position1 (V) ) ) )  
Lect2 1 : AXI OM 
Alw ( activat ion & TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & 
( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + delta / 2 < alpha1 
& alpha1 < 2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta / 2)  
=>  posit ion1 (F) ) )  
Lect31 : AXI OM 
Alw ( activat ion & TD_alpha (alpha1)  & 
( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2 < alpha1 
& alpha1 < 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta/2) 
=>  posit ion1 (V) ) )  
Lec.t12:. AXJOM 
Alw ( activat ion & TD_alpha (alpha2) & 
( ( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma <= alpha2 
& alpha2 <= 2 * n * gamma + delta / 2)  
OR (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta/2 <=  alpha2 
& alpha2 <= 2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2) 
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OR (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta / 2 <= alpha2 
& alpha2 <= 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma) ) 
=> (po s ition2 (F) OR posit ion2 (V) ) ) )  
Lect 22 : AXIOM 
Alw (activation & TD_alpha (alpha2) & 
( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + delta / 2 < alpha2 
& alpha2 < 2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta / 2)  
=> posit ion2 (F) ) )  
Lect32 : AXIOM 
Alw ( activation & TD_alpha (alpha2) & 
( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2 < alpha2 
& alpha2 < 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta/2) 
=> posit i on2 (V) ) )  
END Photo_Cell_2 
Detector_2 :  THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Photo_Cell_2 
t ,  t 1 ,  t 2 : Time 
quantum , insert : TD_Formula  
content_1 , content_O , precState_ 1 ,  precStat e_O : TD_Formula 
bup 1 , bdw1 , bup2 , bdw2 , bupconf 1 , bdwconf 1 : TD_Formula 
Const_O : AXIOM 
t = 20 
Const 1 : AXIDM 
t1 = 25 
Const_2 : AXIOM 
t2. = 310 
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Cycle : AXIOM 
Alw (Becornes ( activat ion) => 
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Last s ( activation , t i ) & Fut r (NextTirne (act ivation ,  t2) , t i ) ) 
BeginUp i : AXIOM 
Alw (bupi <=> pos it ioni (F)  
& S ince (NOT posit ioni (F) , pos it ioni (V) ) )  
BeginDwi : AXIOM 
Alw (bdwi <=> posit ioni (V) 
& Since (NOT posit ioni (V) , pos itioni (F) ) )  
BeginUp2 : AXI OM 
Alw (bup2 <=> posit ion2 (F)  
& S ince (NOT posit ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) )  
BeginDw2 : AXI OM 
Alw (bdw2 <=> posit ion2 (V) 
& Since (NOT posit ion2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) )  
BeginUpCf i :  AXIOM 
Alw (bupconfl  <=> bup2 & Since (NOT bup2 , bup i ) ) 
BeginDwCf i : AXIOM 
Alw (bdwconf 1 <=> bdw2 & S ince (NOT bdw2 , bdw l ) ) 
SendQuanturn : AXIOM 
Alw ( q_uanturn <=> (bupconfi OR bdwconf i ) ) 
END Detector_2 
Tariff_prograrn_2 :  THEORY 
BEGIN  
IMPORTING Detector_2 
rn ,  mi : VAR Month 
d ,  gi : VAR Day 
h ,  d i , h i : VAR Hour 
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f :  VAR Hol i  
f_tariff , t ,  t 1 : VAR Tarif 
fluent _tariff : Tarif 
fO , f 1 ,  f 2 , f3 , f4 , f 5 : VAR Hour 
FO , F 1 , F2 , F3 : VAR Hour 
tariff : FUNCTIDN 
[Day , Month , Hour -> Tarif] 
d_pub_hol : FUNCTION 
[Hol 1  -> Hour] 
t_pub_hol : FUNCTION 
[Ho1 1  -> Tarif] 
d hol : FUNCTI ON 
[Hol2  - >  Hour] 
t hol : FUNCTIDN 
[Hol2  - >  Tarif] 
Mobil_pt : AXIOM 
Alw (fluent_tariff = T4 <=> tariff_m ( d ,  m ,  h ) ) 
F ix : AXI OM 
Alw (NOT tariff_m (d ,  m ,  h) => 
fluent_tariff = t ariff (d ,  m, h) ) 
Public_hol iday : AXIOM 
Alw (publ ic_holiday (d , m) => 
d_pub_hol ( 1 ) + d_pub_hol ( 2) + d_pub_hol (3 )  = 48) 
Working : AXIDM 
Alw (NOT public_holiday (d ,  m) => 
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d_hol ( 1 ) + d_hol (2 )  + d_hol (3) + d_hol (4) + d_hol (5)  = 48) 
Ext hol_O : AXIOM 
fO = 0 
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Ext_hol_ i : AXIOM 
f i = d_ho l ( i ) 
Ext hol_2 : AXIOM 
f2  = d_hol ( i )  + d_hol (2 )  
Ext_hol_3 : AXIOM 
f3 = d_ho l ( i )  + d_hol (2)  + d_hol (3) 
Ext_hol_4 : AXIOM 
f4 = d_ho l ( i )  + d_hol (2 )  + d_hol (3)  + d_hol (4) 
Ext_hol_5 : AXIOM 
l :SO 
f5 = d_ho l ( i) + d_ho l (2 )  + d_hol (3)  + d_hol (4) + d_hol (5)  
Ext_pub_hol_O : AXI OM 
FO = 0 
Ext_pub_hol_ i : AXIOM 
Fi = d_pub_hol ( i )  
Ext_pub_ho1_2 : AXIOM 
F2 = d_pub_hol ( i )  + d_pub_hol (2 )  
Ext_pub_ho1_3 : AXIOM 
F3 = d_pub_hol ( 1 )  + d_pub_hol ( 2 )  + d_pub_hol (3 )  
Tariffs : AXIDM 
Alw (tariff (d , m ,  h) = t <=> 
(pub l ic_holiday ( d ,  m) & 
( ( (FO < h & h . < F i )  & (t _pub_ho l ( 1 )  = t ) ) OR 
( (Fi < h & h < F2)  & (t _pub_hol (2 )  = t ) ) OR 
( (F2 < h & h < F3) & (t_pub_hol (3 )  = t ) ) )  
& NOT public_hol iday (d , m) & 
( ( (fû < h & h < f i )  & (t_hol ( i ) = t ) ) OR 
( (f 1  < h & h < f2) & (t_hol (2 )  = t ) ) OR 
( (f2  < h & h < f3) & ( t_hol (3)  = t ) ) OR 
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( (f3 < h & h < f4) & (t_hol (4) = t ) ) OR 
( (f4 < h & h < f5 )  & ( t_hol (5 )  = t ) ) ) ) )  
postponement : AXIOM 
Alw (post _prog => 
(FORALL f :  FORALL d i : FORALL t i : 
Alw ( (d_pub_hol_post (f)  = di => 
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d_pub_hol (f )  = d i  & Unt il (d_pub_hol (f) = d i , post_prog) ) 
& (t_pub_hol_post (f)  = t i  =>  
t_pub_hol (f) = ti  & Unt il (t_pub_hol (f) = t i , post_prog) ) 
& ( d_hol_post (f)  = di => 
d_hol (f)  = d i  & Until (d_hol (f) = di , post_prog) ) 
& (t _hol_post (f)  = t i  =>  
t_ho l (f)  = t i  & Until (t_hol (f) = t i ,  post_prog) ) ) )  
& FORALL gi : FORALL mi : FORALL hi : 
Alw ( (tariff_m_post (gi , mi , h i ) =>  
tariff_m (gi , mi , h i )  & Unt il (tariff_m (gi , mi , h i ) , post_prog) ) 
& NOT (tariff_m_post (gi , mi , hi )  => 
NOT tariff_m (gi , mi , hi) & 
Unt il (NOT tariff_m (gi , mi , h i ) , post_prog) ) ) )  
END Tariff_program_2 
Distributor_2 : THEORY 
BEGIN  
IMPORTING Tariff_program_2 
nq : VAR nat 
n ,  rned_power , inst_power : VAR real 
TD_k : TD_Var [Tirne , real] . TD_var 
k :  real 
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Delta ,  t :  VAR Tirne 
t 1 , t2 : VAR Tarif 
ckPot : TD_Forrnula 
Val id_quanturn : AXIDM 
Alw (quanturn => energy_weight (fluent_tariff ) )  
Non_val id_quanturn : AXIDM 
NOT EXISTS t 1 : Alw (NDT quantum => energy_weight (t 1 ) )  
Uni c i  ty : AXIDM 
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EXISTS t 1 ,  t 2 : Alw ( energy_weight (t 1 )  & energy_weight (t2) 
=> t 1  = t2) 
Clock : AXIDM 
Som ( ckPot & Lasts (NDT ckPot , Delta) ) & 
Alw (ckPot <=> Futr ( ckPot , Delta) ) 
Init ial_quantum : AXI DM 
Alw ( ckPot & quantum => nq = 1 )  
Init i al_non_quantum : AXI DM 
Alw ( ckPot & NOT quantum => nq = 0 )  
Incrementation : AXIDM 
Alw (quanturn & EX ! t :  (Lastîime (quanturn DR ckPot , t )  
& Past (nq = n ,  t ) ) 
=> nq = n + 1 )  
Med_power : AXIDM 
Alw ( ckPot & EX ! t :  (LastTime (quanturn OR ckPot , t )  
& Past (nq = n ,  t ) ) 
=> TD_rned_power(rned_power) & med_power = n / t 
& Unt il (rned_power = n / t ,  ckPot ) )  
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Instant iat ion_power : AXIOM 
Alw (quantum & EX ! t :  (LastTime (quantum , t )  
= >  TD_ inst_power ( inst_power) & TD_k (k) 
& inst _power = k / t ) ) 
END Distributor_ 2 
Total izer_2 : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING D i stributor_2 
total , tot , n :  VAR nat 
t ,  t 1 , t 2 : VAR Tarif 
% Behaviour of Counter 
e :  VAR [Tarif -> TD_Formula] 
Add , Totn , Totn 1 : TD_Formula 
TotN : AXI OM 
Alw (Totn => tot = n) 
TotN1 : AXIOM 
Alw (Totn1 => tot = n+ 1 )  
AddCounter (e )  : TD_Formula = 
UpToNow (Totn) & Add => Until_w (Totn1 , Add) 
Counter? (e ) : bool = Alw (AddCounter (e ) ) 
part ial_tot : VAR (Counter?) 
% End of Counter 
Totaln , Totaln1 : TD_Formula 
TotalN : AXI OM 
Alw (Totaln => TD_total (total) & total = n) 
TotalN1 : AXI OM 
Alw (Totaln1 => TD_total (total) & total = n+ 1 )  
Tot : AXI OM 
EXISTS t 1 ,  t 2 : Alw (UpToNow (Totaln) & energy_weight (t 1)  => 
Unt i l_ie (Totaln1 , energy_weight (t2) ) )  
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Part ial : AXI OM 
Alw ( energy_weight (t ) <=> partial_tot (t ) )  
END Totalizer_2 C .2 .2 The verification in PVS 
Verificat ion : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Detector_2 
alpha , alpha1 , alpha2 : VAR real 
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ZoneI 1 ,  ZoneI 2 ,  ZoneF1 ,  ZoneF2 , ZoneV1 , ZoneV2 : TD_Formula 
A 1 1 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneI 1  & TD_alpha ( alpha1 ) & act ivation) 
=>  posit ion1 (F)  OR posit ion1 (V) ) 
A 1 2 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneI 2  & TD_alpha (alpna2) & act ivat ion) 
=>  position2 (F)  OR position2 (V) ) 
A2 1 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneF1 & TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & act ivation) 
=>  posit ion1 (F) )  
A22 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneF2 & TD_alpha (alpha2) & act ivation) 
=>  posit ion2 (F) ) 
A3 1 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneV1 & TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & act ivation) 
=>  posit ion1 (V) ) 
A32 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneV2 & TD_alpha (alpha2) & act ivation) 
=>  position2 (V) ) 
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A41 : AXIOM 
Alw (Since (NOT bup2 , bup1 )  <=> 
S ince (NOT (position2 (F) 
& Since (NOT posit ion2 (F) , pos it ion2 (V) ) ) , 
(pos ition1 (F)  
& S ince (NOT pos it ion1 (F) , posit ion1 (V) ) ) ) )  
A42 : AXIOM 
Alw (Since (NOT bdw2 , bdw 1 )  <=> 
S ince (NOT (posit ion2 (V) 
& Since (NOT pos ition2 (V) , pos ition2 (F ) ) ) , 
(pos it ion1 (V) 
& S ince (NOT posit ion1 (V) , position1 (F) ) ) ) )  
Quantum : THEOREM 
Alw ( 
( ( (po s it ion2 (F) & Since (NOT posit ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) )  
& S ince (NOT 
(posit ion2 (F)  & Since (NOT pos it ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) ) ,  
(po s it ion1 (F)  & Since (NOT posit ion1 (F ) , posit ion1 (V) ) ) ) )  
OR 
( (position2 (V) & S ince (NOT posit ion2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) )  
&. Si.nce (NOT 
(position2 (V) & S ince (NOT posit ion2 (V) , pos it ion2 (F ) ) ) ,  
(po s ition1 (V) & S ince (NOT position1 (V) , pos it ion1 (F) ) ) ) ) )  
<=> 
quantum) 
T2 : THEOREM 
Alw ( ( ( (posit ion2 (F) & Since (NOT posit ion2 (F) L posit ion2 (V) ) 
& Since (NOT (position2 (F)  
& Since (NOT posit ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) ) , 
(position1 (F)  
& Since (NOT posit ion1 (F) , position1 (V) ) ) ) )  
& ( (position1 (F)  & Since (NOT position1 (F) , posit ion1 (V) ) )  
OR ( (posit ion1 (V) & S ince (NDT posit ion1 (V) , posit ion1 (F) ) )  
& ( Since (NOT position1 (F) , position1 (V) ) ) ) ) )  
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( (posit ion2 (V) & Since (NOT pos it ion2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) 
& S ince (NOT (position2 (V) 
& Since (NOT pos it ion2 (V) , pos it ion2 (F) ) ) , 
(posit ion1 (V) 
& Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , pos it ion1 (F) ) ) ) )  
& ( (position1 (V) & Since (NOT position1 (V) , posit ion1 (F) ) )  
OR ( (position1 (F)  & Since (NOT posit ion1 (F) , posit ion1 (V) ) )  
& (Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , position1 (F) ) ) ) ) ) )  
=> quantum) 
END Verificat ion 
Verif 1 : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Detector_2 
alpha , alpha1 , alpha2 : VAR real 
ZoneI 1 ,  Zone I2 , ZoneF1 , ZoneF2 , ZoneV1 , ZoneV2 : TD_Formula 
n :  VAR posnat 
Ail : AXI DM 
Alw (ZoneI 1 & TD_alpha(alpha1 ) 
<=> ( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma <= alpha1 
& alpha1 <= 2 * n * gamma + delta / 2) 
OR (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta/2 <= alpha1 
& alpha1 <= 2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2 )  
OR  (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta / 2 <=  alpha1 
& alpha1 <= 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma) ) 
& NOT (ZoneV1 OR ZoneF1 ) ) 
A2 1 : AXIOM 
Alw (ZoneF 1 & TD_alpha (alpha1 ) 
<=> (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + delta / 2 < alpha1 
& alpha1 < 2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta / 2) 
& NOT (ZoneI 1 OR ZoneV1 ) )  
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A31 :  AXI OM 
Alw (ZoneV1 & TD_alpha(alpha1) 
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<=>  (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2 < alpha1 
& alpha1 < 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta/2) 
& NOT (ZoneI 1 DR ZoneF 1 ) ) 
A 12 : AXIOM 
Alw (Zone I2  & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
<=> ( (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma <=  alpha2 
& alpha2 <= 2 * n * gamma + delta / 2 )  
OR  (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma - delt a/2 <=  alpha2 
& alpha2 <= 2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2) 
OR (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta / 2 <= alpha2 
& alpha2 <= 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma) ) 
& NOT (ZoneV2 OR ZoneF2 ) ) 
A22 : AXIOM 
Alw (ZoneF2 & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
<=>  (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + delta / 2 < alpha2 
& alpha2 < 2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta / 2)  
& NOT (ZoneI 2  OR ZoneV2 ) ) 
A32 : AXI OM 
Alw (ZoneV2 & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
<=> (EXISTS n :  2 * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2 < alpha2 
& alpha2 < 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delta/2) 
& NOT (ZoneI 2  OR ZoneF2) )  
L 1 1 : LEMMA 
Alw (Zone I 1  & TD_alpha ( alpha1 ) & act ivation 
=>  posit ion1 (F)  OR position1 (V) ) 
L21 : LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneF1 & TD_alpha ( alpha1) & act ivat ion 
=>  posit ion1 (F) )  
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L3 1 : LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneV1 & TD_alpha ( alpha1)  & act ivat ion 
=>  position1 (V) ) 
L 12 : LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneI 2  & TD_alpha(alpha2) & act ivat ion 
=>  posit ion2 (F) DR posit ion2 (V) ) 
L22 : LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneF2 & TD_alpha(alpha2) & act ivat ion 
=>  posit ion2 (F) ) 
L32 : LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneV2 & TD_alpha(alpha2) & act ivat ion 
=> posit ion2 (V) ) 
END Verif 1 
Verif2 : THEDRY 
BEGIN  
IMPDRTING Verif 1 
alpha1 : VAR real 
old_pos ,  new_pos :  VAR real 
t i : VAR Time 
n :  VAR posnat 
A 1 : AXIOM 
Alw(quantum & TD_alpha (alpha1 )  
= >  (old_pos = alpha1 ) )  
A2 : AXIDM 
Alw (quantum & TD_alpha (alpha1 )  
<=> (NextTime (quantum , t i )  & Last s (NOT quantum , t i ) ) 
& t i  > 0 & Futr (TD_alpha (alpha1 ) , t i ) ) 
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Li : LEMMA 
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Alw (Nextîime (quantum , t i )  & Futr (TD_alpha (alphai) , t i )  
=> (new_pos = alphai ) ) 
L2 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (ZoneFi & TD_alpha (alphai ) & quantum) 
=> (EXISTS n :  ( 2  * n * gamma + delta/2 < o ld_pos)  
& ( old_pos < 2 * n * gamma + gamma - delta/2) ) 
& NOT (Zone i i  OR ZoneVi ) ) 
L3 : LEMMA 
Alw ( (Futr (ZoneVi , t i )  & Futr (TD_alpha(alphai ) ,  t i )  
& Nextîime (quantum , t i ) ) 
=> (EXISTS n :  ( 2  * n * gamma + gamma + delta/2 < new_pos )  
& (new_pos < 2 * n * gamma + 2 * gamma - delt a/2) ) 
& Futr (NOT (Zoneli OR ZoneFi) � t i ) ) 
Ti : THEOREM 
Alw ( (Futr ( (ZoneFi & TD_alpha (alphai ) & quantum) , t i )  
& (Futr (ZoneVi , t i )  & Futr (TD_alpha (alphai ) ,  t i )  
& Nextîime (quantum , t i ) ) )  
=> ( old_pos + (gamma - delta) <=  new_pos) 
& (old_pos + ( gamma + delta) >= new_pos ) ) 
END Verif2 
C .2�3 The different properties in PVS 
Properties : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Verif ication 
alphai , alpha2 : VAR real 
A1F : AXI DM 
Alw (NOT posit ioni (F)  <=> posit ion i (V) ) 
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A1V : AX IDM 
Alw (NOT posit ion1 (V) <=> position1 (F) )  
A2F : AXIDM 
Alw (NOT position2 (F)  <=> position2 (V) )  
A2V : AXI DM 
Alw (NOT posit ion2 (V) <=> position2 (F ) ) 
A2Dw : AXIDM 
Alw (pos it ion2 (V) & Past (pos ition2 (V) , t 1 )  
= >  NOT S ince (NOT posit ion2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) )  
A2Up : AXIDM 
Alw (posit ion2 (F) & Past (position2 (F) , t 1 ) 
=>  NOT Since (NOT position2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) )  
Li : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT (bupconf 1 OR bdwconf 1 )  = >  NOT quantum) 
L2 : LEMMA 
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Alw (NOT bup2 OR NOT Since (NOT bup2 , bup1 ) => NOT bupconf1 ) 
L3 : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT bdw2 OR NOT Since (NOT bdw2� bdwi) => NOT bdwconf1 ) 
L4 : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT position1 (F)  
OR NOT Since (NOT position1 (F) , posit i on1 (V) ) 
=>  NOT bup1 ) 
L5 : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT position2 (F ) 
OR NOT Since (NOT posit ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) 
=>  NOT bup2) 
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16 : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT posit ion1 (V) 
OR NOT Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , pos it ion1 (F) ) 
=> NOT bdw1 )  
17 : 1EMMA 
Alw (NOT posit ion2 (V) 
OR NOT Since (NOT pos it ion2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) 
=> NOT bdw2) 
1P 1 1 1  : LEMMA 
Alw ( Zm1eVi & Z.on.eV2 & activation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
=> posit ion1 (V) & position2 (V) 
& Past (position1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) , t 1 ) ) 
LP 1 1 2 : LEMMA 
Alw (posit ion1 (V) & position2 (V) 
& Past (posit ionl (V) & posit ion2 (V) , t 1 )  
=> NOT (bup2 O R  bdw2 ) ) 
1P 1 13 : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT (bup2 OR bdw2) => NOT quantum) 
P 1 1 : THEOREM 
Alw ( Zon.eVi & Zon.e.V2 &. activation.. 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & Zon.eV2 &. activation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1 )  
=> NOT quantum) 
1P1 2 1 : LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneFi  & Zon.eF2 &. activation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
&. P ast ( (Zon.eFi &. Z.on.eE2 &. activation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
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=> posit ion1 (F) & posit ion2 (F) 
& Past (position1 (F) & posit ion2 (F) , t 1 ) ) 
LP 122 : LEMMA 
Alw (posit ion1 (F) & position2 (F)  
& Past (posit ion1 (F)  & posit ion2 (F) , t 1 )  
= >  NOT (bdw2 OR bup2) ) 
LP 1 23 : LEMMA 
Alw (NOT (bdw2 OR bup2) => NOT quantum) 
P 1 2 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneF 1 & ZoneF2 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha(alpha1)  & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
&. Past ( ( Z.on.eFi &. Z.on.eF2- &. activation. 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
= >  NOT quantum) 
END Propert ies 
Prop2 : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Properties 
alpha1 , alpha2 : VAR real 
A3 : AXIOM 
Alw (posit ion2 (V) & Past (position2 (F) , t 1 ) 
& Past (posit ion2 (F) , t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  S ince (NOT position2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) )  
A4 : AXIOM 
Alw (Past (posit ion1 (V) , t 1 )  
& Past (posit ion1 (F) , t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  Past (Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , posit ion1 (F) ) , t 1 ) ) 
A5 : AXIOM 
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Alw (posit ion2 (V) & Since (NOT position2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) 
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& Past (posit ion1 (V) 
& S ince (NOT pos ition1 (V) , posit ion1 (F) ) , t 1 )  
= >  Since (NOT 
(po s it ion2 (V) & S ince (NOT posit ion2 (V) , pos it ion2 (F) ) ) ,  
(posit ion1 (V) & S ince (NOT posit ion1 (V) , posit ion1 (F) ) ) ) )  
LP2 1 1 : LEMMA 
Alw (Zon.eVi &. Zon.eV2 &. activation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
&. Past ( ( Zon.eVi &. Zon.eF2 & activation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1 )  
&. Past ( (Zon.eFi &. Zon.eF2 &. activat ion 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
=> posit ion1 (V) & position2 (V) 
& Past ( (posit ion1 (V) & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1 ) 
& Past ( (pos ition 1 (F) & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 ) )  
LP2 12 : LEMMA 
Alw (position1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (position1 (V) & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1 ) 
& Past ( (position1 (F )  & pos it ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 ) 
=> ( (position2 (V) & Since (NOT posit ion2 (V) , posit ion2 (F ) ) )  
& Smce (NOT 
(posit ion2 (V) & Since (NOT posit ion2 (V) , pos ition2 (F ) ) ) , 
(po s it ion1 (V) & Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , posit ion1 (F) ) ) ) ) )  
P21 : THEOREM 
Alw (Zon.eVL & Zon.eV2 &. activati_on 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
& Past ( (Zon.eVi &. Zon.eF2 &. acti_vation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1 )  
&. Past ( ( Zon..eFi &. Zon.eF2 &. activat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t1 + t 1 )  
= >  quantum) 
APPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATION INTO TRIO/PVS 
A6 : AXI OM 
Alw (posit ion2 (F) & Past (posit ion2 (V) , t 1 )  
& Past (posit ion2 (V) , t 1  + t 1 )  
=> S ince (NOT posit ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) )  
A7 : AXI OM 
Alw (Past (posit ion1 (F) , t 1 )  
& Past (position1 (V) , t 1  + t 1 )  
=> Past (Since (NOT position1 (F) , posit ion1 (V) ) , t 1 ) ) 
AS : AXI OM 
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Alw (posit ion2 (F)  & Since (NOT posit ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) 
& Past (posit ion1 (F)  
& S ince (NOT position1 (F) , pos ition1 (V) ) ,  t 1 )  
= >  Since (NOT 
(posit ion2 (F) & Since (NOT posit ion2 (F ) , pos it ion2 (V) ) ) ,  
(pos it ion1 (F)  & Since (NOT posit ion1 (F) , posit ion1 (V) ) ) ) )  
LP221 : LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & activat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneF1 & ZoneV2 & activat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 ) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
=>  posit ion1 (F) & position2 (F)  
& Past ( (posit ion1 (F) & posit ion2 (V) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (posit ion1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 ) ) 
LP222 : LEMMA 
Alw (position1 (F)  & posit ion2 (F)  
& Past ( (position1 (F)  & posit ion2 (V) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (position1 (V) & posit ion2 (V) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  ( (posit ion2 (F)  & Since (NOT posit ion2 (F) , position2 (V) ) )  
& Since (NOT 
(position2 (F)  & Since (NOT posit ion2 (F) , posit ion2 (V) ) ) , 
( position1 (F)  & Since (NOT posit ion1 (F) , posit ion1 (V) ) ) ) ) )  
APPEiVDIX C. THE TRANSLATION LVTO TRIO/P\IS' 
P22 : THEDREM 
Alw ( ZoneF 1 & ZoneF2 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneF1 & ZoneV2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (Zon..e\l1 & Z.on..eV2 & activat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  quantum) 
END Prop2 
Prop3 : THEDRY 
BEGIN 
IMPDRTING Pro:()2 
alpha1 , alpha2 : VAR real 
LP3 1 :  LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneE2 . & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
&. Past ( ( Z.on.eEi  &. Z.on.eF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
= >  positioni (V) & posit ion2 (F) 
& Past ( (posit ioni (F) & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1 ) )  
LP32 : LEMMA 
Alw (positioni (V) & pos it ion2 (F) 
& Past ( (positioni (F)  & position2 (F) ) ,  t 1 )  
= >  NOT (bdw2 OR bup2)) 
P3 : THEDREM 
Alw(ZoneV1 & ZoneF2 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
& Past( ( ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2 ) ) ,  t 1 )  
= >  NOT quantum) 
END Prop3 
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Prop4 : THEORY 
BEGIN 
IMPORTING Prop3 
alpha! , alpha2 : VAR real 
A9 1 :  AX IOM 
Alw (posit ion2 (V) & Past (pos it ion2 (V) , t 1 )  
& Past (po sit ion2 (F) , t 1  + t 1 ) 
=> Past (Since (NOT position2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1 ) ) 
A92 : AXIOM 
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Alw (Past (pos it ion1 (V) , t 1 )  & Past (posit ion1 (F) 1 t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  Past (Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , posit ion1 (F) ) , t 1 ) ) 
A10 : AXIOM 
Alw (posit ion2 (V) 
& Past (Since (NOT posit ion2 (V) , posit ion2 (F) ) 1 t 1 )  
& Past (posit ion1 (V) 
& S ince (NOT posit ion1 (V) , position1 (F) ) , t 1 )  
= >  Past (Since (NOT 
(posit ion2 (V) & Since (NOT posit ion2 (V) , pos it ion2 (F ) ) ) ,  
(posit ion1 (V) & Since (NOT posit ion1 (V) , posit ion1 (F ) ) ) ) , t 1 ) ) 
LP41 1 :  LEMMA 
Alw (ZoneV1 & ZoneV2 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha(alpha2) 
& Past ( (ZoneV1 & ZoneI 2  & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (ZoneF1 & ZoneF2 & act ivat ion 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  posit ion1 (V) & position2 (V) 
& Past ( (posit ion1 (V) & (po s it ion2 (V) OR posit ion2 (F) ) ) , t 1 )  
& Past ( (position1 (F) & pos it ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 ) ) 
APPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATION ISTO TRIO/PVS 
LP412 : LEMMA 
Alw (posit ioni (V) & pos it ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (pos itioni (V) & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (positioni (F)  & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 ) 
=> quantum) 
LP413- :.- LEMMA 
Alw (positioni (V) & posit ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (positioni (V) & posit ion2 (V) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (positioni (F)  & position2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 ) 
=> Past (quantum , t 1 ) ) 
P41 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneVL &_ Zon.e.\T2. & activation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
& Past ( ( ZoneV1 &_ Zon.e.ll &_ activation 
& TD_alpha ( alpha1 ) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ((ZoneF1 & ZoneF2. & activation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
=> quantum OR Past (quantum , t 1 ) ) 
LP42 1 : LEMMA 
Alw (posit ioni (V) & posit ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (pos itioni (V) & posit ion2 (V) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (posit i oni (F)  & position2 (F) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 ) 
=> NOT quantum) 
LP422 : LEMMA 
Alw (posit ioni (V) & pos it ion2 (V) 
& Past ( (positioni (V) & posit ion2 (F) ) ,  t 1 )  
& Past ( (posit ioni (F)  & posit ion2 (F) ) , t 1  + t 1 )  
=> NOT ( Past (quantum , t 1 ) ) )  
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A PPENDIX C. THE TRANSLATIOS INTO TRIO/P FS 
P42 : THEOREM 
Alw (ZoneV1 & Zon.eV2 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) 
& Past ( (Zon.eVt & Zon.e12 & act ivation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 ) & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1 )  
&. Past ( (Z_orteE1- & ZoneF2 & activation 
& TD_alpha (alpha1 )  & TD_alpha (alpha2) ) ,  t 1  + t 1 )  
= >  NOT (quantum & Past (quantum , t i ) ) )  
END Prop4 
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